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1. Introduction

1.1 En Français

L'observation des neutrinos solaires offre l'opportunité de tester directement les

théories de l'évolution stellaire et la génération de l'énergie nucléaire dans les

étoiles. Les neutrinos permettent de sonder la séquence principale des étoiles et

d'observer les réactions de fusion nucléaires responsables de leur brillance. Quatre

expériences de neutrinos solaires ont été réalisées à ce jour : trois détecteurs
radiochimiques et une expérience "en temps réel" de diffusion de neutrinos.

Toutes ces expériences mesurent un flux de neutrino inférieur à celui prédit par les

modèles solaires standards qui, par ailleurs, sont couronnés de succès. Aucun

modèle solaire n'ayant pu expliquer les résultats expérimentaux, beaucoup de

solutions de physique des particules ont été proposées. Dans ces expériences de

neutrino, la prédiction des taux de comptage est proportionnelle à la section
efficace de la réaction 7Be(p,y)8B à basse énergie. Malheureusement et à défaut de
valeurs expérimentales, la théorie prédit cette section efficace avec une incertitude

plutôt large -20-30 %. Ce sujet constitue le chapitre 2 de cette thèse, où les

mesures et valeurs calculées sont présentées.

Pour les physiciens, mesurer la section efficace de la réaction Be(p,y) B avec une

grande précision à très basse énergie, est un défi (le 7Be est un noyau radioactif
qui décroît par capture électronique et décroissance (3 avec une période de 53
jours). Sa prédiction théorique est également difficile car le 8B est un noyau riche
en proton avec une très faible énergie de liaison (un candidat pour un noyau à halo
de proton). Les sept mesures directes de cette section efficace présentées à ce jour
conduisent à deux groupes de données incompatibles. En dépit du nombre de
modèles théoriques développés, aucun n'a été pleinement testé par l'expérience
parce que des données essentielles ne sont pas connues : la section efficace de la
réaction 7Be(p,y)8B àbasse énergie et le moment quadrupolaire du 7Be en sont des
exemples. La dissociation coulombienne (CD) ®B +^^ -> 7Be +p+^^Pb, est une
alternative à la capture directe.



2. The solar neutrino problems

The sun produces its energy by thermonuclear reaction chains. Thèse processes
produce also neutrinos which émerge from the sun and then travel through the
universe. We will see which reactions produce those neutrinos and how they are
described in the Standard Solar Model. On earth one can measure the flux with

différent techniques. With our knowledge, in 1998, about processes in the sun and
the nature of the neutrinos, it is not possible to calculate the measured flux of

neutrinos correctly. In this chapter I will summarise the knowledge in this field
and présent the "solar neutrino problems".

2.1 Production of neutrinos in the sun

In this section, I présent the basic principles of energy génération in the sun by
fusion reactions and the related solar neutrino production, and how it is evaluated

in the models, following the review by W.C. Haxton [HAXT95]. In this référence

and références therein, the reader can find a more complète description of this
topic.

2.1.1 Nuclear reaction network

The main contribution to the solar luminosity (98%) is the so-called pp chain
summarised by the formula : 4p-> 4He + 2e+ + 2ve, where four protons are
converted into 4He. This reaction occurs at a typical core température ofabout 1.5
10 K resulting in typical centre-of-mass énergies for reacting particles of -10
keV. This is achieved through a succession of reactions shown in Figure 2-1. This
network of nuclear reactions is composed of three paths called ppl to ppm Each
contribution is weighted by their cross section for given stellar conditions of
température and density. (For a récent review on nuclear aspects see Réf.
[ADEL98], and a review on star features see Réf. [ROLF88])

Chains start mainly by fusion of two protons (the so-called pp reaction) and
sometimes (in 0.25 % of ail cases) of two protons and an électron (pep reaction) to
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form a deuteron and a neutrino. Then 2H fuses with a proton to produce 3He. 86%
of 3He fuse to produce an a particle and 2 p. That terminâtes the most important
path ppl. 14% of 3He fuse with pre-existing 4He to produce 7Be. 7Be mostly does
an électron capture producing 7Li and a neutrino, then 7Li captures a proton and
leads to 8Be* which breaks up into two a particles and terminâtes the ppll chain.
About 1 %c of the 7Be nuclei produced capture a proton which leads to the
formation of unstable 8B which decays into unbound 8Be*, positron, and neutrino,
this terminâtes the ppIII chain.

p + p -» 2H + e+ + v, p + e' + p -» 2H + ve

1 1

99.75% 4 0.25%

2H + p -> 'H e + y

Sfi% i 14%

'He + 'He-j 4He + 2p

t

3He + "He -» 7B e + y

99.89%, 1 n.11%

7Be + e- —> 7Li + ve 'Be + p 4 8B + y

l 1
7Li + p —> 2 4He 8B -» 8Be* + e+ +v

ppl ppll ppIII

Figure 2-1 : Schematic représentation ofthe nuclear reactions which produce energy in
the present-day sun (from [HAXT95]).

Four reactions of this network (the pp and pep reactions, the Be and B decays)

produce neutrinos which are underlined in Figure 2-1. Their characteristic energy

spectra are shown in Figure 2-2. The pep reaction produces a mono-energetic
neutrino of 1.442 MeV, also the two branches of 7Be decay (89.7% into the
ground state and 10.3% into an excited state) produce mono-energetic neutrinos of
0.862 MeV and 0.384 MeV. When the exit channel of the reaction involves more

than two particles, the neutrinos hâve a continuous energy spectrum. For the pp
reaction the upper energy limit is 0.420 MeV, whereas for neutrinos from 8B this
limit is about 15 MeV. (See Figure 2-2.)

The remaining energy production in the sun (2%) cornes from the CNO cycle
which is discussed in détail e.g. in Réf. [ADEL98]. It produces neutrinos from the

11



électron-capture decay of 13N (upper limit 1.199 MeV), 150 (upper limit 1.732
MeV), and 17F (upper limit 1.74 MeV). The reaction 3He+p^4He + e+ + v (so-
called hep reaction) produces neutrinos with end-point énergies of 18.8 MeV. This

reaction makes a very small contribution to the neutrino flux and will not be

considered hère.

Gallium Chlorine Water

E„ (MeV)

Figure 2-2 : The flux densities (solid Unes) of neutrino fluxes of the standard solar
model. The total fluxes are those of Bahcall SSM [BAHC95]. The 7Be and pep électron
capture neutrinos fluxes (dashed Unes) are discrète and given in units of cm'2s'1. At the
top of thefigure the sensitivity ranges ofdifférentsolar neutrino detectors are indicated.
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2.1.2 Standard solar model

To describe the sun and other stars, astrophysicists develop models. The first class

are called "standard models" were "standard" means standard electroweak theory

(neutrinos are massless and neutrino flavour is conserved), a standard description

of stellar évolution, and "best values" for nuclear input. Non standard-models

were developed where either the nuclear input values are far from their favoured
values (see e.g. Castellani et al. [CAST94]), or new particle physics is involved

(see Sect. 2.4.2). The purpose of Standard Solar Models (SSM) is to trace the

évolution of the sun over the past 4.6 billion years of main séquence burning,

satisfying the observational constraints of the sun listed in Table 2-1.

Luminosity L0 (3.846 ± 0.004) 1033 ergs s"1
Mass M0 (1.9891 ±0.0004) 1033g
Radius R0 (6.9599 ± 0.0002) 1010 cm
Age to (4.52 ± 0.04) Gyr

Table 2-1 : Observational constraints of the sun that
solar models hâve to satisfy [BRUN98].

Différent SSM can be found in the literature, the most familiar ones and referred

to in this section are: the one developed by Bahcall and Ulrich in 1988 [BAHC88]

and its improvements in Réf. [BAHC92, BAHC95, BAHC98]; Turck-Chièze and
collaborators [TURC88, TURC93, DZ]T95, BRUN98]; Sienkiewicz, Bahcall and

Paczynski [SIEN90]; Sackmann, Boothroyd, and Fowle [SACK90]; Dar and

Shaviv [DAR_96]. For each model the reader can find tables or références for

inputs in the respective publications.

Thèse models share four basic assumptions :

i. The sun evolves in hydrostatic equilibrium, maintaining a local balance

between the gravitational force and the pressure gradient.

ii. Thermonuclear chains generate solar energy (see Sect. 2.1.1).

iii.Energy is transported by radiation (below 0.71 R0) and convection (in the

solar envelope). Photons interactmore with ions having électrons than those

that hâve been stripped of électrons - and at the centre of the sun ail

éléments hâve no électrons attached except the very heaviest, such as iron.

13



This property is referred to as the "opacity" of the médium. Opacity dépends
sensitively on solar composition.

iv.The sun, when it first entered the main séquence, was highly convective, and
therefore uniform in composition as the gas cloud from which it was

generated. It is furthermore assumed that the surface abundance of metals

(nuclei with A>5) were not redistributed by the subséquent évolution, and

thus provide a record of the initial solar metallicity.

The SSM contain essentially two free parameters : the initial hélium abundance

and a parameter characterising convection. Thèse two parameters are adjusted
until the model has the correct luminosity and radius at the présent âge of the sun.
With this calibration, the SSM is completely determined by the assumed physics
and input parameters.

Nuclear inputs which describepp chains and CNO cycle are mainlycross sections,
but astrophysicists express them in terms of the astrophysical S-factor. At stellar

températures of the order of 1.5 107 K, charged-particle reactions occur at centre-
of-mass énergies (a few tenth of keV) that are well below the height of the
inhibiting Coulomb barriers. That leads to very low cross sections, difficult in

practice to be measured in the laboratory. So, one must extrapolate higher-energy
measurements to the Gamow energy which is the most probable energy at which

the reaction occurs in stellar conditions to obtain solar cross sections (see Sect.

3.3). This extrapolation is discussed in term of the astrophysical S-factor
[FOWL84, BURD57] defined by the following relation which is a function of the

energy E:

G(E)=%-exp
E

f
•2k

Z,Zya

V P

(2-1)

where a is the fine structure constant, and p = v/c the relative velocity of the
coUiding particles. This parametrization of the cross section o(E) removes the

gross Coulomb effects associated with s-wave interactions of charged, point-like
particles. The factor 1/E takes into account the De Broglie wave length of the
projectile in the centre of mass. To distinguish the S-factor of the différent solar

fusion reactions, they are conventionally labelled with the mass numbers (x,y) of
the nuclei involved (e.g. Sn refers to the 7Be(p,y)8B reaction).

14



2.1.3 Neutrino fluxes from the SSM

Even if the SSM considered in this thesis share the same assumptions and try to

fulfil the same constraints, they predict différent neutrinos fluxes. This is related

to différent sets of inputs parameters used and/or treatment of thèse parameters as

discussed below. In Table 2-2, neutrino fluxes from différent neutrino sources are

shown for three différent SSM. In the second column one finds the énergies of the

neutrinos. SSM by Bahcall-Pinsonneault (BP), Turck-Chièze-Lopes (TCL) and

Dar-Shaviv (DS) were chosen because they were developed by différent groups,

with independent code development.

Flux ( 101U/ (cm2s) )
Source Ev (MeV) TCLa BP98b DS96C

p + p-*2H + e+ + v <0.42 6.03 5.94 6.10

p + e" + p—»2H + v 1.44 1.39 10"2 1.39 10~2 1.43 10"2

7Be + e" -» 7Li + v 0.86 (90%)

0.38 (10%)

0.434 0.480 0.371

8B -> 8Be + e++ v < 14.06 4.43 10"4 5.15 10'4 2.49 10"4
13N _^ 13C + e+ + v <1.20 3.83 10"2 6.05 10"2 3.82 10"2

150 -> 15N + e++ v < 1.73 3.18 10"2 5.32 10-2 3.74 10"2

17F -> 170 + e+ + v £"1.74 6.33 10"4 4.53 10"4

3He + p -> 4He + e+ +v < 18.77 2.10 10"7

From référence a) [TURC93] b) [BAHC98] c) [DAR_96]

Table 2-2: Summary of neutrino-producing reactionsfrom the pp chain (upperpart)
and CNO cycle (lower part), their corresponding énergies and standard-model
fluxes at theEarth's surface (From [BAHC98],[TURC93} and[DAR_961).

Différences in such models corne from différent input values like nuclear cross

sections, opacifies, heavy élément abundance, solar âge, luminosity, and équation
of state, and how codes treat numerical évaluation and approximations. But when

using the same input values they agrée [BAHC95]. In fact différences in Table 2-2
are mostly connected to différent choices for nuclear inputs.

The dominant source of neutrinos is the pp reaction (first line in Table 2-2), as it

produces most of the nuclear energy. The uncertainty in this flux is less than 1%
since it is related to the solar luminosity known with an accuracy of 4 %o
[BAHC96]. The small discrepancies in the corresponding calculated fluxes from
différent codes (first row in Table 2-2) reflect this strong constraint..

The next most important source ofneutrinos is the 7Be neutrino line at 0.86 MeV.
About 15 % of the solar luminosity is produced by reactions which go through this

15



channel. Bahcall in Réf. [BAHC96] attribute an uncertainty in the neutrino flux of
about 7%, which makes his results incompatible with the one from Dar & Shaviv
[DAR_96] and the one from Turck-Chièze-Lopes [TURC93].

The 8B neutrino flux is tiny (~10~4 ofthe pp neutrinos). However, the 8B neutrinos
are crucial for solarneutrino physics and astronomy. Because of theirhighenergy,
they are the major contribution for the Homestake and Kamiokande experiments
(see Figure 2-2 and the next section). Since the hep contribution is weak, those
experiment measure mostly 8B. The uncertainty in the predicted flux comes to a
large extent from the uncertainty of the reaction 7Be(p,y)8B (or, equivalently, the
Sn-factor). Therefore, différent input parameters used in différent models lead to

différent 8B neutrino fluxes (6* row inTable 2-2).

An investigation of SSM by Castellani et al. [CAST94] and in [BAHC92] shows
that the neutrino fluxes <|> of différent origin in the pp chains dépend sensitively
(and in différent ways) on the central température of the sun, Tc. They find :

(Kpp)ocTc-L2, 4>(7Be) oc Tc8, 4>(8B)ocTc18 9'2)

Also the analyses show that the 7Be and 8B flux are strongly correlated
[BAHC89]. Measurement of the pp, 7Be, and 8B neutrino fluxes will détermine
the relative contribution of the ppl, ppll and ppIU cycles to the solar energy
génération. This compétition is governed by a single parameter, the central
température Tc. Therefore neutrinos if they are massless carry, in their energy
distribution and flux, a précise record of the thermonuclear reactions occurring in
the sun's core.

2.2 Observations of solar neutrinos on earth

We hâve seen how the sun produces neutrinos in nuclear reactions or decays.
Subsequently, thèse neutrinos diffuse through the interior of the sun and are

released into interstellar space. Since neutrinos do not carry electrical charge, they
are not détectable directly. Détectable signais are obtained either from v-capture
reactions (which produce radioactive nuclei) or from v-scattering reactions (which
produce charged particles). Since neutrinos are sensitive only to the weak
interaction, the cross sections for such reactions are small. Consequently, neutrino
detectors hâve very large size, and are installed underground to minimise
background.

16
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The solar neutrino unit, SNU was introduced in [BAHC69]. A SNU is a product

of neutrino flux times neutrino capture cross section. One SNU equals 10"
interactions per target atomper second and is a convenient unit in which to quote
the rates of solar neutrino experiments.

Three kinds of detectors were built and hâve produced results, others are in

préparation or in project. Hère only experiments which hâve produced results will
be described briefly. A review of this topic can be found in Réf. [HAXT95].

i) The v-capture reaction 37Cl(ve,e)37Ar leads to radioactive 37Ar (Ti/2 = 35 d),
which decays by électron capture producing 3-4 low energy Auger électrons
with a total energy of 2.8 keV [DAVI68]. The v-capture cross section is a
theoretical value believed to be accurate to about 3%. For 8B neutrinos, it
amounts to a(8B) = 1.09 10"42 cm2[GARC95]. The threshold is 814 keV which
makes détection sensitive primarily to 7Be and 8B neutrinos. The Homestake
Experiment [DAVI94], in the Homestake Gold Mine in Lead, South Dakota,
USA, uses 615 tons of tetrachloroethylene (C2C14). This pioneering experiment

runs since 1968.

ii) A similar reaction is 71Ga(ve,e)71Ge, where 71Ge is a radioactive nuclide (Ti/2
=11.4 d) which decays by électron capture producing Auger électrons (K-shell
10.4 keV, L-shell 1.2 keV). This reaction is mainly sensitive to pp neutrinos

since its energy threshold is 233 keV. The GALLium EXperiment GALLEX
[GALL96] is located at the Gran Sasso National Laboratory in Italy. The
GALLEX target consists of 12 tons of71Ga as part of 30 tons ofnatGa in GaCl3
in hydrochloric acid. The Russian-American Gallium solar neutrino
Experiment, SAGE [ABDU94] is situated at the Balkan Neutrino Observatory

71

in the Northern Caucasus Mountains. SAGE uses metallic Ga (55 tons of Ga)

as a target.

iii)Using (vx,e) elastic scattering, the KAMIOKANDE experiment catches the
Cerenkov light radiated from the recoil électron in water. Both ve and heavy
flavor neutrinos contribute with o(ve)/o(v^ ~ 7. The energy threshold could be
lowered from 9.3 MeV in 1987 to 6.5 MeV in 1996. The Japanese KAMIOKA

Nucléon Decay Experiment (KAMIOKANDE and its update version SUPER-
KAMIOKANDE) [HIRA91] is a large cylindrical imaging water Cerenkov
detector, which is constructed from 50 000 tons of pure water. This experiment
records neutrino électron elastic scattering event-by-event, while the first three
detectors are radiochemical and therefore measure time-integrated neutrino

fluxes.
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First expérimental results of solar neutrino measurements appeared in 1968
[DAVI68] from the Homestake 37C1 experiment. The authors announced an upper
bound on the solar neutrino flux of 3 SNU. This was the first évidence of a

discrepancy between theory and measurements, since the expected flux was 9.5
SNU [BAHC95]. Then after 30 years of measurement, new results hâve appeared
which made the neutrino story even more puzzling. Updated results are
summarised together with reaction characteristics in Table 2-3.

Experiment Reaction Threshold [MeV] Results Units

Homestake 37Cl(ve,e)37Ar 0.814 2.56±0.22a SNU

GALLEX 71Ga(ve,e)71Ge 0.233 76±8b SNU

SAGE 71Ga(ve,e)71Ge 0.233 74+12e SNU

KAMIOKANDE (vx,e) 6.5 2.8 ± 0.19 ± 0.33
d1Q6 cm'V1

SUPERKAMIOKANDE (v*,e) 6.5
2.42 ±0.06;

1-0.1 <

-0.07
'106

crnV1

a) Homestake after 25 years of measurement [DAVI96]
b) results from four séries of runs [KIRS97] combinée! with 51Cr neutrino source experiment
[GALL95].

c) [ABDU97] with 51Cr neutrino source experiment [ELLI96].
d) under theassumption that theincident neutrinos are ve with undistorted SB (3 decay spectrum,
combined Kamiokande II and III data from Réf. [FUKU96].
e) analysis with same threshold as Kamiokande [FUKU98]

Table 2-3 : Results of neutrinos experiments. The second column shows the reaction
used. The energy threshold is listed in the third column. Results are shown with error
bars and when possible with statistical and systematic errors quoted separately.

2.3 Définition of the solar neutrino problems

The early results collected from the Homestake experiment compared with the
SSM showed a discrepancy called the "solar neutrino problem". This discrepancy
of about a factor of 2 between expérimental results and SSM calculations has

qualitatively been confirmed by the other experiments of the solar neutrino flux

that hâve been performed in the lastyears. The new results from other experiments
show additional inconsistencies which can not be attributed to deficiencies of the

SSM. Figure 2-3 shows the measured and the calculated event rates of the four

ongoing solar neutrino experiments. This figure reveals three independent
discrepancies between the expérimental results and the expectations based upon
the combined standard model [BAHC96] which cannot be solved within SSM but

seem to require the introduction of new physics for neutrinos. The three
independent discrepancies are now called the "three solar neutrino problems"
according to J. N. Bahcall [BAHC96].
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Figure 2-3 : Results of neutrino flux measurements and comparison with theory. This
picture is an updated version of the one in Réf. [BAHC96] with theoretical calculation
from Réf. [BAHC98]. Différent values are given in SNU except for Kamiokande where
the theoretical value is set to unity and experiment as the ratio of observed and
theoreticalflux.

i) The first solarneutrino problem couldbe defined by the long-time observation
that the Homestake 37C1 experiment sees about a factor of 3 less neutrinos than
predicted by the SSM. A similar discrepancy was found by the Kamiokande
experiment of the 8B neutrino flux. For this experiment, the discrepancy is
approximately a factor of two. This problem could be attributed to deficiencies
of the SSM, incorrect Cl measurement or absorption cross section.

ii) The second solar neutrino problem : the Homestake experiment is mainly
Q

sensitive to 8B neutrinos (more than 70% in various models). The rate of B
neutrinos alone observed in Kamiokande, however, exceeds the total measured

rate in the chlorine experiment (under the assumption that the energyspectrum
of the solar neutrinos is not changed by new neutrino physics). In the chlorine
experiment significant additional contributions are expected from Be and
CNO neutrinos. The predicted rate from the 7Be neutrinos is particularly well
determined since the related 8B neutrinos are observed in Kamiokande. This
problem is independent of SSMcalculations.
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iii) The GALLEX and SAGE experiments présent the third, essentially
independent solar neutrino problem. As one can see from Figure 2-3, results
from both experiments are practically equal to the pp and pep theoretical
prédiction (about 70 SNU). This flux is well known (to about 1 %) since it is
constrained by the well-known luminosity of the sun. Thus the Gallium
experiments do not leave any room for 7Be or 8B neutrinos which, on the other
hand, hâve been observed in the Homestake and Kamiokande experiments.

2.4 Options to résolve the solar neutrino problems

To reduce the discrepancies, one can either modify the models which predict the
production ofneutrinos in the sun, or altematively, one can assume that something
happened to the neutrinos between the source in the sun and the detectoron earth.
This implies new physics for neutrinos.

2.4.1 Uncertainties in solar model parameters

A possible modification in SSM is to modify inputs, specially "best values" for
nuclear reactions. Therefore, some modified solar models hâve been proposed to
find an "astrophysical" solution which means that only assumptions about the sun
are involved.

Because various effects are coupled, to analyse influences of the uncertainties,
Bahcall and Ultich [BAHC89] performed one thousand modified SSM by
randomly varying input parameters within their quoted error bands. A similar
exploration, which included parameter variations very far from their preferred
values was carried out in Réf. [CAST94].

A synopsis has been presented by N. Hâta et al. [HATA94, HATA95]. In thèse
références the pp 7Be and 8B neutrino-flux prédictions ofseveral solar models are
compared with expérimental ones. The expérimental fluxes of différent neutrino
sources were extracted from combined results of the Homestake,
SAGE/GALLEX, and Kamiokande experiments. Their conclusion : non-standard
solar models including parameters far outside the range and changes in the
underlying physics ofthe model cannot solve the solar neutrino problems.
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2.4.2 Non standard particle physics

Under the assumption that SSM describe correctly the sun, and predict correctly

the neutrinos fluxes at the detectors on earth, new particle physics is required to

solve the solar neutrino puzzle. A favoured interprétation consistent with ail

known experiments is that neutrinos are not massless and can oscillate between

the différent flavour states (e.g. Réf. [HATA95] and références therein). This new

physics would hâve implications for a variety of problems in astrophysics,

including the missing mass in the universe and the large-scale structure (the non-

homogeneity of the universe).

Recall, we hâve three flavours of neutrinos (électron ve, muon v^ and tau vt) plus
their anti-particles. If the mass eigenstates of neutrinos are différent from thèse

flavours, then the neutrinos can oscillate between one flavour and another and

back again. When neutrinos propagate through vacuum, and the masses of the

three flavour eigenstates are différent, the three states hâve différent wavelengths.

This means that particular mixture of the three states forming one flavour state

(e.g. ve) would become a différent mixture as a function of time and distance as

the three waves will hâve différent phases. The frequency of oscillation in proper

time is proportional to the mass différence of the neutrino flavours.

Mikheyev and Smirnov pointed out that flavour oscillations of solar neutrinos

could be greatly enhanced in matter; the mass of the eigenstates governing the

propagation of neutrinos in matter dépends on the density of électrons and on the

neutrino flavour, a phenomenon first discussed by Wolfenstein and known as the

Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) mechanism [MIKH85, WOLF78].

Electron neutrinos interact six time more strongly through Z and W exchange with

the électrons while muon and tau neutrinos interact only through Z exchanges. If

neutrino mixing exists it will go through a résonance at a critical électron density

which the neutrinos traverse on their way from the core to the sun's surface. At

résonance, there may then occur jumps between mass eigenstates. This mechanism

may explain the observed suppression of neutrinos from Be. The ve flux

réduction caused by the MSW mechanism is energy dépendent; by adjusting the

particle-physics parameters, one can preferentially suppress the flux of high-, low-
, or intermediate-energy neutrinos in the solar spectrum.

Comparing the neutrino fluxes produced in the sun to the fluxes measured on
o

earth, especially the, flux and the energy-dependent distribution of B neutrinos,

constfains the parameters for neutrino oscillations (eigenstate mass différences

and mixing angle).
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2.5 Conclusion

We saw that the observations of solar neutrino fluxes on Earth are not compatible

with solar models. The early expectations were that by changing the Sn-factor, the

most uncertain input value in SSM, one could reduce the predicted 8B neutrino
flux and consequently solve the solar neutrino problem. In Sect. 2.4.1 we saw that

this is not possible.

As shown in Sect. 2.4.2, it is most likely that new particle physics can explain the

observations. The parameters of the MSW model are constrained by the results

from ail solar neutrino experiments; good accuracy of the experiments is needed to

reliably constrain the model.

Since the Sn-factor is the most uncertain factor (~ 10 %) it has to be re-measured

carefully.
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3. The 7Be(p,y)8B reaction

We hâve seen in the preceding chapter that the cross section of the 7Be(p,y)8B
reaction (or equivalently, the Sn-factor) is a crucial quantity in interpreting
terrestrial measurements of the solar neutrino flux. Unfortunately, it is not known
very precisely; therefore, new measurements are required.

In the first section of this chapter, I will review present-day measurements of the
Sn-factor and their uncertainties. Thereafter, interprétations of the 7Be(p,y)8B
reaction are described in Sect. 3.2. Expérimental détermination of the cross

section does not cover the energy range of astrophysical interest; therefore,

theoretical extrapolation is needed and described in Sect. 3.3. As an alternative

method to direct measurements, the Coulomb dissociation method is presented in

the following Sect. 3.4. Results from the first experiment using this technique,

performed at RIKEN in Japan, are summarised in the fourth section. Finally, I

présent motivations to repeat this experiment at GSI with a différent apparatus and

a différent beam energy.

3.1 Review of direct measurements

The reaction 7Be(p,y)8B is detected via 8B radioactivity; 8B has a half-life of 770
ms and decays by (3+ decay towards 8Be* which is unbound and produces 2 P+-
delayed oc-particles [AJZE88].

Thèse experiments use a radioactive target of 7Be produced via the reaction
7Li(p,n)7Be. 7Be decays into 7Li by électron capture with a half-life of 53.44 ±
0.09 d [AJZE88]. After bombardment, 7Be is chemically extracted and purified by
repeated solvent extraction and ion exchange and is usually deposited onto a Pt

disk [WEIS98]. To measure the effective thickness of the 7Be target (which is
needed to détermine the absolute 7Be(p,y)8B cross section) two methods are
available :

i) The first method consists in bombarding the target by a deuteron beam, and

measuring the build-up of 7Li from 7Be decay by the reaction
7Li(d,p)8Li-^8Be*^2cc (8Li decays with a half life of 842 ms into p"-2a
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[AJZE88]). A deuteron bombarding energy of ECm= 0.6 MeV is used; because

the cross section has a résonance at this energy (T = 0.2 MeV) of 147 ±11 mb

[ADEL98]. For this method, one needs to ensure that the p- and d-beam hâve

the same overlap with the 7Be target to use the same geometry. (Réf. of the
experiments using this technique : [KAVA60, KAVA69, PARK66, VAUG70,

FILI83, HAMM98]).

ii) Another technique to measure the 7Be areal density is to measure the 478 keV y
ray from the 7Be decay; but one has to make sure that y's are counted only for
the "active" target area seen by the beam. (Réf. of the experiments using this

technique : [WIEZ77, FILI83, HAMM98]).

The first method has the advantage that the 8B produced in the 7Be(p,y) reaction
and the 8Li produced in the 7Li(d,p) calibration reaction can both be detected by
counting the beta-delayed alphas so that detection-efficiency uncertainties largely

cancel out. This calibration, and consequently the Sn-factor, dépends on the

magnitude ofthe7Li(d,p)8Li cross section, which is a source ofcontroversies.

In 1997, the bistitute for Nuclear Theory (TNT) at the University of Washington

housed an "international (mostly American) collection of experts on nuclear

physics and solar fusion". This workshop (later called INT-workshop) was

organised to détermine the best estimate for the most important solar fusion

reactions [ADEL98]. The INT-workshop proposed a "recommended value" for the

7Li(d,p)8Li cross section to be G(dP)= 147 ±11 mb at the Ecm = 0.6 MeV résonance
energy. Only two experiments [FILI83, HAMM98] performed both methods to

détermine the target areal density. It is surprising that thèse authors report an

"excellent agreement" between the two methods since meanwhile other authors

pointed out possible inaccuracies due to the back-scattering effect.

Recently, Weissmann et al. [WEIS97] pointed out that reaction-product nuclei

might be back-scattered from the target backing, leaving the target assembly and

reducing the number of detected a particles. They reported a new results of 0(d,p) =

155 ± 8 mb and predicted a similar effect for 7Be(p,y)8B. A complète évaluation
needs the knowledge of the target composition and the validation of a code such

like TRIM [WEIS97]. In gênerai, the chemical composition of the targets used in

previous experiments is not known; therefore, corrections on published results

could not be achieved. Depending on target composition and beam energy, effects

for the reactions Be(p,y) and Li(d,p) are not the same; consequently, they do not

cancel when one normalises the Sn-factor. The authors of Réf. [WEIS97]

recommend to enhance uncertainties for the lower-energy points measured by

adding in quadrature 15 % ôf uncertainty.
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Figure 3-1: Results from direct measurements of the Sn-factor versus centre-of-mass
energy. The insert shows an expansion ofthe low-energypart of thefigure. Those results
are re-normalised, when necessary, to the recommended value of 147±11 mb for the
7Li(d,p)sLi cross section [ADEL98].

Since the first experiment by Kavanagh et al. in 1960 [KAVA60], différent
collaborations produced results which cover the cross section of Be(p,y) B from

Ecm = 117 keV to 3.281 MeV. Results of seven experiments are reported in Figure

3-1. The cross section of 7Be(p,y)8B was measured by Kavanagh and co-workers
[KAVA60] at 0.8 and 1.4 MeV proton energy by detecting high-energy positrons

from the 8B decay; later on, an extensive séries of measurements from Ep = 0.165
to 1.0 MeV was performed [KAVA69]. Parker et al. [PARK66] achieved
substantial background réduction by detecting the a particles from 8Be* breakup
following 8B p+ decay (a strategy followed in ail subséquent works). They
performed eight proton bombardments with énergies in the range 0.483 < E(p) <
1.952 MeV. Vaughn et al. [VAUG70] used 20 proton énergies from 0.953 to
3.281 MeV. A point at 360 keV was measured by Wiezorek et al. [WIEZ77].
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Filippone et al. [FTLI83] measured 25 points from 117 keV < ECm ^ 1.23 MeV.

The 7Be areal density was measured by the two independent methods described
previously as well as the most récent measurement performed by Hammache et al.

[HAMM98]. This latest experiment was done, in fact, with 2 différent targets,

detectors, and beam conditions. The two sets of results (labelled 1995 and 1996)

containing 14 points between 350 keV and 1.4 MeV are in excellent agreement,

and the authors evaluated the effect of back scattering with TRIM.

The first results from an indirect measurement, namely the Coulomb dissociation

of 8B, reported by Motobayashi et al. [MOT094, KIKU98] and labelled as
RIKEN-I and II are presented in comparison with direct measurements. Thèse

experiments are discussed later in Sect. 3.5. Another indirect measurement was

reported by a Chinese group [LIU_96]; they used the transfer reaction 7Be(d,n)8B
at Ecm = 5.8 MeV and analysed angular distributions. The authors derived directly
the Sn(0)-factor, and found Sn(0) = 27.4 ± 4.4 eV.b, which is represented in

Figure 3-1 by a cross at zéro energy.

In Figure 3-1, the insert illustrâtes the discrepancy between measurements at low

energy which are critical for astrophysical purpose as we will see in Sect. 3.3. The

absolute cross sections from thèse experiments are not consistent with each other;

although the shapes of the cross sections as a function of bombarding energy are

in agreement. One can distinguish two groups of data, namely Kavanagh-Parker

and Filiponne-Vaugh-Hammache, which disagree by as much as 30 %.

One coneludes that the direct measurement method suffers from three problems :

i) The usage of a radioactive target means problems to produce, to purify, and to

handle the target; and also measurements are difficult due to the strong

radioactivity. Furthermore, it is difficult to evaluate the effective target thickness;

ii) since the direct capture cross section drops rapidly at low energy due to the

Coulomb barrier, measurements at low energy are difficult to perform. Hence, the

lowest energy reached is at a proton energy of Erei =117 keV which is far from

astrophysical conditions; iii) actual results from direct measurements show 2

groups of data at low energy which are incompatible with each other. There is no

obvious reason why one should reject one set of data.

At least three alternative methods were proposed : i) One can realise the reaction
7 R 7

Be(p,y) B using a Be beam on a hydrogen target. It is recommended by

astrophysicists [BAHC96] and a group of Bochum University [ROLF98] studies

its expérimental feasibility. But an intense 7Be beam cannot yet be produced. ii)
The transfer reaction 7Be(d,n)8B can be used under certain theoretical
assumptions. On one hand, it has the advantage to extract directly Sn(0) (see Réf.
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[LIU_96] and référence therein). On the other hand, it has the disadvantage of
relying on the knowledge of the 7Be and 8B wave function and on the reaction
mechanismes, which are far from being well understood. iii) The CD of B which

was first carried out by a Japanese collaboration [MOT094] and proposed at GSI
[SÙMM94] is apromising experiment using a 8B radioactive beam at high energy.

3.2 The interprétation of the 7Be(p,y)8B cross section

The features of the direct capture cross section are illustrated by considering the
energy-level diagram of the system 7Be+p and 8B, as shown in Figure 3-2, and
known properties about this system.

429 KeV

OkeV

3Be4+p

i
2.17 MeV

E1.E2

632 keV

- 137 keV

3^5

— T=390keV

M1.E2

1+ T=37keV

M1.E2

Figure 3-2 : Sketch of energy levels in HB and 7Be+p involved in the direct capture
and/or in the CD. The unbound JK=1+ and 3+ excited states ofsB hâve total widths of G
= 31 keV and G = 390 keV as given in Réf. [F1LI83] and [McGR67], respectively. Note
that electromagnetic transitions El and E2 between the HB ground state and non-
resonant continuum states (shaded) cover the complète energy spectrum (0 to infinity),
but are shown at the topfor clarity.
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Figure 3-3 : Theoretical décomposition of Sn from Ref. [BERT96] into El (s and d
waves), Ml and E2electromagnetic transitions as afunction ofthe relative energy.

At low relative energy (few MeV), the transition between 7Be+p in continuum to
the J* = 2+ ground state of 8B is dominated by El multipolarity. As shown in
Figure 3-3, the décomposition of this transition is dominated by s-waves in the
entrance channel at low energy and by d-waves at higher energy.

The Sn-factor exhibits a prominent résonance at Erei = 632 keV corresponding to
the first excited state of8B with J*= 1+. The Ml (p-wave) and E2 capture modes
(p- f- waves) are influenced by the résonance at 632 keV. This influence is much

stronger in the Ml case, so that this capture mode is only relevant for the energy
région around the résonance. A broad J" = 3+ at 2.34 ± 0.04 MeV [BRUN68]
corresponds to the second exited state in 8B (capture mode p-wave) with rcm =
390±40 keV from Ref. [McGR67] or rcm = 1280±440 keV in Ref. [VAUG70].

Towards both, non-resonant and résonant states, E2 transitions are possible but
predicted to be weak and not observable in direct capture at low Erei. Since this
transition implies angular momentum transfer of l = 2, it is more sensitive to the

B structure. The El transition 1=1 implies peripheral reactions and is only
sensitive to the tail of 8B wave function, especially for 8B which is aweakly bound
nucleus (Q = 137.5 ± 1.2 keV [AUDI93]).
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The résonance corresponding to the first exited state in 8B fits a single-level Breit-
Wigner form determined by the penetrability and y ray multipolarity [FILI83].
Filippone et al. [FILI83] found a résonance energy of Er = 632 ± 10 keV, a peak
résonant cross section of 1180 ± 120 nb, a total width Tp = 37+5 keV, and a
radiative width of the résonance of Ty = 0.025 ± 0.004 eV. Différent radiative
widths were deduced when using Parker'jsj^ = 0.037 ±0.019 eV) or Kavanagh's
data (TY = 0.038 ± 0.003 eV) as reported inRef. [BARK86].

Only the spectrum at very low Erei (< 100 keV) is relevant for astrophysical
purpose. In this région only the El multipolarity is considered since it is expected
to be 4 orders of magnitude larger than E2 and 2 orders from Ml. Within this
transition one distinguish transitions towards the continuum with sm, d3/2, and d5/2
waves. The s wave dominâtes at very low energy and is relevant for Sn(20 keV).

3.3 Extrapolation to Gamow energy

According to the quality of the experiments (using the two methods to measure the
target thickness) and the quality of the publications (description of target
composition) the INT-workshop preferred to refer to the lower group to calculate
the Sn-factor at low energy. Only the data of Filippone at al. was considered up to

Erei = 400 keV [ADEL98].

The most probable energy, E0, also known as the Gamow energy, at which the
reaction occurs in stellar conditions, is (see, e.g. Ref. [ROLF88]):

E0 =[( 7caZBeZpkT )2( Vi mpc2)]1/3 O'V

= 1.2204 ( ZBe2 Zp2 p T62 )m keV

where ZBe Zp are nuclear charge, p the reduced mass ABeAp/(ABe+Ap), T6 is the
température in units of 106 K. For acentral température of 1.4 107 K, one obtains
E0 = 17 keV. Since the reaction 7Be(p,y)8B occurs atan energy far below the lower
limit measured (Erei =117 keV [FILI83]) one needs a theoretical description to

link thèse domains of energy.

In the low-energy régime in which the WKB approximation is valid [ADEL98],
the function Sn(E) is slowly varying and may be approximated by :

2 (3-2)S17(E) = S17(0) + S'17(0) E + Vz S"n(0) E
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The INT-workshop fitted Johnson et al.'s [JOHN92] microscopic calculation of
Sn(E) to this quadratic function between 20 keV and 300 keV. The overall

normalisation was allowed to float and only the energy dependence was fitted. The
"recommended values" are : S'n(0)/ Sn(0) = -0.7 ± 0.2 MeV1 and S"n(0)/ 2

Sn(0) =1.9 ±0.3 MeV"2 and S17(o)= 19^ eV.b. The recommended extrapolation
and its uncertainty are shown in the following picture in comparison with data for
Erei lower than 400 keV.
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Figure 3-4: S17 at low energy from Ref[KAVA69, WIEZ77, FILI83, HAMM98, LIU_96,
KIKU98]. Extrapolation to low energy is shown by the solidline asproposed by the INT-
workshop based on Johnson's microscopic calculation [ADEL98]. The dashed Unes
represent the upper and lower error limits of the extrapolation. The Gamow energy of
17 keV is indicated by the dashed vertical line.

Hammache et al. [HAMM98] using their data and the theory description of P.
Descouvemont and D. Baye [DESC94] found Sn(0) = 18.5 ± 1.0 eV.b, or, using
the whole group Filipponne-Vaugh-Hammache up to Erei = 1.4 MeV and the same
theory, found <Sn(0)> = 18.3 ± 0.8 eV.b. (Note that if this value is accepted, it
fulfils the 5 %accuracy required in the introduction of this chapter).

This extrapolation is based on nuclear models which allow some flexibility.
Furthermore the fitting procédure dépends on the data set used. The large error
bars of the INT-workshop take into account ail thèse effects. Only the experiment
can tell how accurate thèsemodels are. Therefore, as long as a measurement of the
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radiative capture cross section for the reaction 7Be(p,y)8B at low énergies» is not

done, the solar neutrino problem cannot be regarded as solved. Indeed, due to

large uncertainties for Sn, there remain few différent solutions for neutrino

oscillations[HATA95]. • •.,.

3.4 Coulomb dissociation method

The Coulomb dissociation method has been proposed for studies of radiative

capture reactions of astrophysical interest by C.A. Bertulani and G. Baur in

[BAUR86]. A good and detailed overview is presented in Ref. [BERT88] by the
o

same authors. The latter référence and a spécifie calculation for B CD in Ref.

[BERT95] are the main références in this thesis for theoretical aspects of CD.

3.4.1 Principles of the method

The cross section acap for the capture process 7Be(p,y)8B, and the one oy for the
time-reversed process 8B(y,p)7Be are related by the theorem ofdetailed balance,

(2IBe+lX2Ip+l)k2 (3"3)
°ï 2(2IB+1) k2 cap

The expression contains the ratio of the phase space factors where the wave

number in the (Be + p) channel is

[4H^ W
k —

cm V n2

with p being the reduced mass. The photon wave number is given by

_Erel+Q (3-5)
kT~hT~

(neglecting a small recoil correction) in terms of the Q-value (137 keV) of the
o

capture reaction. The expression is weighted with associated spins: the B (IB = 2)

in its ground state, 7Be IBe= 3/2 and the proton Ip = V2.
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Figure 3-5 : Comparison between the photo dissociation crosssection Gy,, in mb, and the
capture cross section Gcap, in \lb as a function of Erd, the relative energy in p-Be
channel. The lower histogram shows the gain (ratio Gy /Gcap Eq. (3-3)). The Gcap function
is obtained from S17 data of Filippone et al. [FILI83] by fitting the continuum
contribution with a linearfunction anda single-level Breit-Wignerformfor theMl peak.

As kY « kcm , except for the extrême very close to threshold ( kcm —» 0), the phase

space favours disintegration compared to radiative capture. Figure 3-5 shows a
comparison between oy expressed in mb and acap in pb. The shape differ slightly
since the gain due to the phase space (lower part of Figure 3-5) has a maximum at

about 100 keV. The gain is more than three orders of magnitude up to about 1

MeV. As an illustration, the lowest energy in centre-of-mass Erei =117 keV

measured by Filiponne et al. [FILI83] corresponds to a cross section of ocap = 3.17
nb, converted into photo-dissociation the cross section would be ay = 7.55 pb.

However, measuring the photo-disintegration near the breakup threshold with real

photons is not feasible. The copious source of équivalent photons provided by the
Coulomb field of a large-Z target nucleus (e.g. 208Pb) when passed by a fast
projectile offers a more promising way to study the photo-disintegration process
via CD. Coulomb dissociation implies that the nuclei do not penetrate each other,
and leads for weakly bound 8B to breakup into p-7Be. The high energy ofthe first
excited state in

ground state.

208Pb (~3 MeV) ensures that the target nucleus, Pb, stays in its
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The excitation of the projectile nucleus can be described as the absorption of

équivalent photons whose spectrum is determined by a Fourier transform of the

time-dependent electromagnetic field generated by the target. The differential CD

cross section,

dzG,cd _ 1 dnnX
(3-6)

dOdErel Erel +Q^ dQ 0 ynX

is connected with a%t the photonuclear absorption cross sections for a given
multipolarity 7t of order X. This is valid only in first-order-perturbation theory

[BAUR86]. The équivalent photon number, nA, dépends only on the way that the

projectile moves (charge, impact parameter and velocity). The équivalent photon

spectrum is written as a sum of différent electric (7t = E), and magnetic (7C = M)

multipolarities. This équation can be integrated over scattering angle 9s, from zéro

to a maximum value corresponding to a grazing collision. The impact-parameter-

form and angle integrated for each multipolarity is given by :

nEl =
_2(ZPb)2a 1

n V

i2n2^ko^-ki^-^Iki^-ko^)2)

nMl -
2(ZPJ a

TC

^•KO^-KlCO-^M^-KO^)2)

_2(ZPJa 1
n p4

nE2 =

2(l-p2)-Kl(02
+<V(2-p2)r-KO(ç).Klfe)

+^(ko(^-ki(^)

(3-7)

(3-8)

(3-9)

Where KO (Kl) is the modified Bessel function of order 0(1) (they correspond to

équations (2.5.5) in Ref. [BERT88], when angular distributions are given by Eq.

(2.5.7) and (2.5.16) of that référence ) with :

$<
(Erel+Q)R tôt

(3-10)

y|3/ic

where Rtot is equal to the sum of the two nuclear radii R,ot = RB + Rpb, y and P are

usual relativistic factor.
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As the équivalent photon number is derived from QED, thèse calculations are well

understood. However, in the case of 8B, some uncertainty is linked to the radius
RB of8B (see Section 7.2 for the error used in the présent work).

0.5 1 1.5 2

Erel [MeV]
2.5

Figure 3-6 : Virtual photon numberfor différent multipolarities calculatedfor a 8B beam
on 208Pb target at E(8B) = 250 A.MeV (upper histogram) They are calculated from Eqs
(3-7)(3-8)(3-9) as a function of relative energy in p-Be. In the lower part, considering
the relation between GcDT&and Gy^k, Eq. (3-6), the gain is GcdkX / GynX = nK\/(Erel+Q) per
keV and shown as a function ofErei.

In Figure 3-6, the équivalent photon numbers as a function of the relative energy

Erei, Eq. (3-7)-(3-9) for a beam energy of E(8B) = 250 A.MeV, are plotted. We
observe that the photon number corresponding to Ml multipolarity is about 3

times smaller than the photon number of El multipolarity. But the photon number

of E2 multipolarity is between 3 to 2 orders of magnitude higher than El

multipolarity. Thèse features imply a différent multipolarity admixture in CD

compared to direct capture; this will be discussed in more détail in 3.4.2.1.

In the lower part of Figure 3-6, the ratio between CD and the photo dissociation

cross section is shown for each multipolarity. The virtual photon numbers cover a

large range of energy (see e.g. [BERT88]). It allows a measurement of the full Erei

spectrum in one experiment with one beam energy using the CD.
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Then, for the lowest proton energy measured by Fillippone et al., the CD cross
section would be da/dErei = 4.153 nb.keV"1 at Erei = 117 keV assuming a pure El
transition and a beam velocity of E(8B) = 250 A.MeV. Note that I express the gain
per keV bin for a fair comparison with direct capture experiments. On one hand,
in direct capture Erei is given by the proton cm. velocity; therefore its accuracy
dépends on the beam energy spread which is of the order of 1 keV [FILI83]. On
the other hand, the differential Coulomb dissociation cross section measurement

can détermine Erei only with limited accuracy, thus the corresponding Sn-factor
will be a mean value over a range of énergies determined by the resolution that

can be achieved.

The main goal for a CD experiment is to detect the fragments of the reaction
208Pb(8B, 7Be+p)208Pb and to measure their relative energy. This goal is achieved
in an exclusive experiment.

An exclusive experiment, where coïncidence détection of the two outgoing
fragments is performed with a simultaneous measurement of their momenta or
énergies, allows the measurement of the relative energy between fragments in their
centre-of-mass using invariant mass relations. Lets define Pp and PBe as the
laboratory 3-momentum vectors for p and 7Be, respectively, and 0n as the opening
angle between them. Using the relativistic relation betweenmomentum and energy
ofaparticle, the energy ofthe system 7Be+p is defined in the laboratory by:

ï (3-11)
ELab=VPBe +MBe+VPP+M

One defines the 4-momentum vectors in the laboratory and centre-of-mass

référence frames by:

PLab =fe +ïv)i-ELJ PcM =fri-EcJ (3"12>

Invariant mass squared leads to the relation :

p2 =p2 (3-13)
*Lab rCM

Then one détermines the relative kinetic energy in the centre-of-mass frame:

Erel =VELb-(PBe +Pp2 +2-PBe-Pp-cos(en))- (MBe +Mp) (3"14)
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B

Figure 3-7: In momentum space, P8 is the sum ofPp+PBe>. The scattering angle Q8 is the
angle between Psand PB . The opening angle Q17 is defined as the angle between PBe and

A complète kinematics measurement when ail partners stay in their ground state,
includes the momentum ofthe incoming 8B, PB. Therefore the scattering angle 68,
defined as the angle between PB and transferred momentum PBe + Pp, is deduced
and the double differential cross section d2o7dQ8dErei over Erei, and G8 is
measured.

3.4.2 Advantages and problems

The CD is free from uncertainties of the target thickness, which represents a
notable improvement over the direct measurement (see discussion in Sect. 3.1 ).
Using a high-energy beam, another advantage comes by using a thick target which
compensâtes the lower 8B secondary-beam intensity in comparison with a proton
beam used in direct measurements. Also, high détection efficiency is expected
because one has to measure high-energy charged particles in forward kinematics.

The main problems with the method are : i) the multipolarity admixture which
differs in CD compared to direct capture; ii) the présence of an excited state in
channel Be+p. Probably less severe problems are the nuclear contribution to the

breakup cross section, and contributions from higher order effects, usually called
"re-acceleration" or "post-acceleration" effects.

3.4.2.1 Problem of multipolarities

We hâve seen in Sect. 3.1 that the direct-capture cross section can be decomposed
into El, Ml and, E2 multipolarity. The admixture in Sn-factor is that El into
continuumdominâtes more than 1 order of magnitude over Ml and between4 to 2
orders ofmagnitude over E2. The résonant part ofSn at Erei = 632 keV is mainly



due to Ml and much less due to E2. Consequently in direct capture Ml and E2

are neglected in continuum, and E2 for the résonance.

Figure 3-6 indicates that the amplification due to the virtual photon numbers
dépends on the multipolarity; and that Ml is 3 times less amplified than El
(nEi/nMi) whereas E2 is between 100 and 9000 times more amplified than El
(nE2/nEi, see Figure 3-6). Consequently the E2 component maybe unfortunately
enhanced by the Coulomb process. Therefore, the CD cross section should be
disentangled into différentcontributions to be comparedwith direct capture.

A possibility to disentangle the admixture is to lookat angular properties of virtual
photons since El is concentrated at small scattering angles while E2 is spread over
a large angular région [BERT95]. The semi-classical formulation for virtual
photon numbers as a function of Erei and 98 in Ref. [BERT88] is based on a sharp
cut-off at the grazing collision due to nuclear absorption (for impact parameters
lower than Rtot = RB + Rpb, or, equivalently, 98 larger than the grazing angle 9gr).
The differential CD d2o7dEreid68 as a function of 98 for El and E2 with Erei = 0.1

MeV and Erei = 1 MeV are plotted in Figure 3-8 as solid curves.

To reproduce the angular distributions of the cross sections, it is essential to
include the nuclear transparency. In Ref. [BERT93] Eqs. (11)-(15) resuit from a
quantum calculation including the proper inclusion of nuclear absorption. The
same quantifies as for the semi-classical calculation are plotted in the following
figure as dashed curves for Erei = 0.1 MeV and Erei = 1 MeV.

In this figure, the absolute value of cross sections dépends on Sn,Ei and Sn,E2 for a
given Erei, while the shape dépends onlyon the virtual photon angular distribution.
The E2 strength dépends on the model for the capture cross sections used as input.
The strength of the E2 multipolarity can differ by a factor 4 for différent
prédictions [DESC94, NUNE97, BERT98B, TYPE97].

If one relies on a classical formulation for the virtual photon number, one observes
that for E2, the cross section increases with increasing 98 while El behaves in the

opposite way. If E2 has a sizeable contribution, one can observe it at the grazing
angle.

In reality, the nuclear absorption acts before the grazing angle and produces
typical wiggles in the cross section due to diffraction effects. The main effect is
that the sharp cut-off is replaced by a smooth one. Therefore, an observable E2
component at large angle is less obvious. Also some higher order effects can
change the admixture in CDdue to some interférence (see Sect. 3.4.2.4).
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Figure 3-8 : Angular distribution of Coulomb dissociation cross sections for El
multipolarity (left hand side), andE2 (right hand side). Both histograms show as solid
curves d G/dEre!dQ8 as afunction ofQ8 calculated with a semi-classicalformula of virtual
photons for Erei=100 KeV and Erei-1 MeV, respectively, up to the grazing angle.
Corresponding quantum calculations with proper nuclear absorption are represented by
dashed curves. The vertical Unes at B8=2° represent the grazing angle deduced from

1/3 ,/?,„,= ].2-(APh + AB ) where APh andAB are the massnumbers of Pb and B.

The Coulomb phase in the distorted waves is not important for the total cross

section in high-energy collisions. This fact explains why semi-classical and
quantum methods give the same resuit for the total cross section for CD at

relativistic energy [BERT94].

Note that ail calculations for CD are based on virtual photon numbers with E(8B)
= 250 A.MeV which is the energy for the GSI experiment; this parameter
influences strongly the multipolarity admixture. For instance compared with the
experiment performed at RIKEN at E(8B) = 50 A.MeV, the GSI experiment is less
sensitive to E2 and more to Ml. The ratio between the El virtual photon number
for E(8B) = 50 A.MeV and for E(8B) = 250 A.MeV is equal to 3 at Erei = 0 and
equal to 1.75 at Erei = 3 MeV, while for E2 this ratio is about 3.8 and for Ml about

0.7. Therefore at RIKEN, the CD is more sensitive to E2 and less to Ml.
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3.4.2.2 Dissociation to the excited state of 7Be

7Be has an excited state at Eex = 429 keV (see Figure 3-2). Since this energy is
small, an appréciable amount of excited 7Be fragments can be expected to be
formed in Coulomb dissociation. Theoretically the branching ratio R of the above
two channels "ex" (8B-> 7Be*(V2"; 429 keV) + p) and "gs" (8B-> 7Be(3/2"; g.s.) +p)
may be written assuming pure El transitions as :

04

_ dcjex/dErel (Erel +Qj nElex 2IBeex+lS17,
K=— ••'• - - — " " — '

(3-15)

dOgs/dErel (EreI -l-Q +Ex)3 nE1 gs 2IBe gs +1 S17>gs
where nEi,gS (n.Ei,ex) is the virtual photon number for the ground state (excited
state) [BERT94]. This expression relates the branching ratio in CD to the Sn-

factor ratio.
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Figure 3-9 : Branching ratio between the CD to the 7Be excited state at 429 keV, and the
ground state. Dots are pointsfrom a RIKEN experiment with E(flB)=50 MeV [MOT098].

The yield ofthe y-decay associated with the process KB—> 7Be*('/V; 429 keV) + p
can be measured in coïncidence with CD and separated from the process towards

the ground state. In Figure 3-9, the resuit for the branching ratio found in RIKEN
[MOT098] is shown. This question is theoretically discussed in Ref. [MENG98]
where it was found that, Sn,ex/Sn,gS is connected to the spectroscopic factor for the
l(p3/2, l/2)2+> wave within the 8B f = 2+ ground state [MENG98]. The authors
reported, that Sn,eX/Sn,gS=0.49 at Ep = 20 keV [MENG98] using the results of
RIKEN.
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3.4.2.3 Nuclear contribution

To extract radiative capture cross sections from a CD experiment, the nuclear
contribution should be small. Because the Coulomb cross section increases with

the beam velocity in contrast to nuclear excitation and since 8B is a weakly bound
nucleus we expect a much larger contribution from Coulomb than from nuclear

dissociation with relativistic beams. (Note that we consider hère only processes
were both a proton and a 7Be are detected in coïncidence at forward angles). The
amount of nuclear processes can only be estimated with the help of model
calculations. Such calculations hâve been performed by C.A. Bertulani et al.
[BERT98A].

1 F

1.5 2.0

Erel [MeV]
2.5 3.0

Figure 3-10 : Comparison between Coulomb dissociation cross section with nuclear
cross section as function of the relative energy between 7Be and p. Calculation are
performed in Ref [BERT98A]for SB beam energy ofE(8B) = 250A.MeV.

In Figure 3-10 the nuclear cross section is shown in comparison with the one for
CD. The nuclear contribution is found to be three orders of magnitude lower. The
nuclear contribution shown in this figure is based a on single-particle potential
model to détermine the 8B wave function [BERT98A]; in Ref. [SHYA96] the
authors performed calculations within the framework of the distorted-wave Boni

approximation and in Ref. [MÙND96] a Glauber type calculation was applied. Ail
calculations find no sizeable nuclear contribution. Consequently, in the view of
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the expérimental accuracy, we do not consider nuclear contributions in CD

measurement.

3.4.2.4 Higher order effects

The CD method also relies on the assumption that first-order perturbation theory

is applicable. Therefore, déviations caused by higher-order effects hâve to be kept

under control. Explicit calculations of higher orders within perturbation theory

were performed by S. Typel et al. [TYPE97]. It was found that for E(8B) = 50
A.MeV and Erei below the Ml résonance higher-order effects may destroy the

simple correspondence between CD and radiative capture, whereas atE(8B) = 250
A.MeV higher-order effects are well under control and a model-independent

extraction of the El capture cross section should be possible. H. Esbensen and G.F

Bertsch [ESBE96] found that a non-negligible E1-E2 interférence tends to cancel

the one-step E2 amplitude and would partially explain a réduction of E2.

3.5 The RIKEN measurement of the B Coulomb dissociation

The CD of 8B in the field of a 208Pb nucleus was first studied successfully by T.
Motobayashi, N. Iwasa, T. Kikuchi et al. at RIKEN. Results from two experiments

were published, they will be referred to as RIKEN-I [MOT094, IWAS96] and
RIKEN-IJ [KIKU97, KIKU98]. Since thèse experiments serve as a basis for the

one performed at GSI, I will briefly review the set-up and the analysis, and discuss

their results.

3.5.1 Set-up

The 8B beams delivered by the projectile-fragment separator RIPS [KUB092] had
énergies of E(8B) = 46.5 A.MeV for RIKEN-I and E(8B) = 51.9 A.MeV for
RIKEN-II at the centre of the 50 mg/cm2 208Pb target and typical intensities of
2-104 ion/s.
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Figure 3-11 : Schematicview ofRIKEN set-upfor the Coulomb dissociation experiment
(détails in Ref. [IWAS96]).

As shown in Figure 3-11, the B beam was identified, and its trajectory before the

target constrained with the help of slits. The products of the 208Pb(8B,7Be p)208Pb
reaction were detected in coïncidence by a plastic scintillator hodoscope with lm

x 0.96m active area, placed 5 m (3.1 m) downstream from the target for RIKEN-I

(RIKEN-II). The hodoscope measures energy loss AE and total energy E. The

position is deduced from the segment hit by particles as shown in Figure 3-11 (a

segment is 6 cm x 10 cm active area in RIKEN-I, reduced at small angles for

RIKEN-II). The beam stop at the centre of the scintillator hodoscope has a

diameter of 15 cm. To reduce secondary reactions and multiple Coulomb

scattering (which affect the resolution), a hélium bag was inserted between the

target and the hodoscope instead of air. AE-E and TOFE measurements allowed to

identify particles.

The complète kinematics of the breakup products was determined from TOF and

their positions on the hodoscope, and thus the p-7Be relative energy (Erei)
spectrum was constructed. The relative-energy resolution was e.g. AErei/Erei = 40%

at Erei = 0.6 MeV and AErei/Erei = 18% at Erei = 1.7 MeV in RIKEN-I (56% at Erei =

0.5 MeV, 23 % at Ere, = 1.5 MeV for RIKEN-II).

The efficiency of the apparatus is about 30% at Erei = 500 keV and decreases

smoothly to 5% at 2 MeV. Because of the large yield of background reactions,

experimentalists were obliged to perforai measurements with and without the

target and subtract the yields from each other. This limits the accuracy, and the
lowest Erei that could be measured was 500 keV for RIKEN-I and 100 keV for

RIKEN-II with an accuracy of about 6 %.
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The double-differential cross section d2o7dEreid88 was also measured. This was

achieved by measuring the spread of 8B before the target tobe0.8° and the centre-
of-mass angle p-7Be with positions of the fragments on the hodoscope. For
RIKEN-I due to the geometry a maximum 68 of about 6° could be observed while
it was 10° for RIKEN-H. The accuracy on 08 is about 1.1°. Due to an beam stop,

the minimum angle was 0.8° and 1.29° for RIKEN-I and II, respectively.

The feeding of the excited state 7Be*(V2"; 429 keV) was measured by observing
the y-decay of7Be incoïncidence with CD with a stack of 66 BaF2 in RIKEN-I (54
Nal(Tl) in RIKEN-H). Thèse detectors were placed around the target and are not

shown in Figure 3-11. The efficiency to measure yin coïncidence with p+7Be was
about 20 %.

3.5.2 Results

A direct comparison between theory and expérimental data is not possible, one
should take into account the response function of the apparatus which is a function
of 88 therefore may be différent for El and for E2. Consequently Motobayashi et

al. performed simulations which take into account the response function and
différent multipolarity admixtures. It was found that no E2 was observed

[KIKU97].

Consequently, Sn was extracted assuming that the transition to continuum is pure
El. The yield of the CD as a function of Erei is compared with a Monte Carlo
simulation including the response function of the apparatus to deduce the

astrophysical S!7-factor. In their publications it doesn't appear clearly what are the
results of the feeding of the excited state, and how the cross section was corrected
to calculate Sn. In Ref. [KIKU97], it is reported that 5 % y in coïncidence were

observed, consequently the contribution was estimated to be 0.2% to 5%.

The authors reported Sn-factors for 0.6 MeV < Erd < 1.7 MeV from RIKEN-I and
for 0.4 MeV < Erei < 3 MeV from the second experiment RIKEN-H. The extracted

Sn from RIKEN-I and H agrée within error bars in a large range of Erei, but differ
by their accuracy. (from RIKEN-H a zero-energy Sn-factor was extracted to be
Sn(0) = 18.9 ± 1.8 eV-b.) Compared to direct capture data, the RIKEN experiment

excludes the upper group of data points. The Ml peak is not observed, also the
one at 2.2 MeV since Ml multipolarity is much less amplified by the Coulomb

process than El.
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3.6 Motivation for a Coulomb dissociation experiment at
higher incident énergies.

The experiment in RIKEN was an important first step in this field. Nevertheless,
there are arguments that hâve motivated us to repeat this experiment at higher
energy at GSI.

Firstly, we saw that the mixture of multipolarities in CD is différent from that in
direct capture. Since the shapes of the virtual photon spectra in CD are energy
dépendent, one can - at least in principle - test thèse différences by varying the
bombarding energy. A comparison between E(8B) = 250 A.MeV as proposed at
GSI and E(8B) = 50 A.MeV as used at RIKEN shows that at GSI the El
contribution is expected to be half of that of RIKEN, but the E2 contribution is

reduced by a factor of 4 compared to the Japanese experiment. The Ml
contribution is enhanced at GSI by a factor of 1.45. Since the résonance is sharp
and well known, it canbe used to check the accuracy of the experiment.

Also, Coulomb post-acceleration effects decrease when the energy of the 8B beam
increases, the same occurs for nuclear excitation mechanism. Thèse effects are

considered already minor for RIKEN beam energy, consequently negligible for an
experiment with E(8B) =250 A.MeV compared to the expérimental accuracy.

Secondly, the higher beam energy has several advantages : i) due to the strong
forward-peaked kinematics, we can use the high-acceptance focusing spectrometer
KaoS at GSI [SENG93]; ii) at higher énergies, the angular and energy straggling
in the unavoidable layers of matter of the set-up is reduced and thus the resolution
can be improved; iii) as will become clear in the following sections, the GSI set-
up allows to uniquely identify CD events and thus avoids the problem of
subtracting background reactions as was necessary in the RIKEN experiments, this
allows to measure down to low Erei with good accuracy.
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4. The Coulomb dissociation experiment at GSI

As we hâve seen in Sect. 3.4.1., a measurement of the differential cross section

dG/dErei and the double differential cross section d2o7dQ8dErei of the reaction
208Pb(8B,7Be p)208Pb requires the measurement of the momentum vectors of the
incoming 8B and of the outgoing fragments p and 7Be. To avoid ambiguities and
background due to other reactions, a good identification of Coulomb dissociation
events from the target should be achieved. Thèse requirements are fulfilled in the

set-up of our experiment.

First of ail, one needs to produce a 8B beam and to measure its characteristics. A
Q

short description of the method to produce a secondary beam of B with the GSI
FRagment Separator (FRS) constitutes the topic of the first section. The exclusive
measurement of Coulomb breakup fragments is achieved by the expérimental set-

up based on the Kaon Spectrometer (KaoS), and associated detectors described in
section 4.2.

A detailed description of Parallel Plate Avalanche Counters (PPAC) forms the last
section of this chapter. The Silicon Strip Detectors (SSD) constitute an essential
component and my major contribution in the préparation phase of the experiment;
therefore, I dévote the entire chapter 5 to their description.

4.1 Production and identification of 8B at the FRS

The maximum magnetic field strength of the KaoS dipole is about 2 T [SENG93].
The dipole length of about 3 m (depending on trajectory) limits the rigidity of the
particles; it corresponds to amaximum energy of8B ofabout E( B) =250 A.MeV.
8B is produced by projectile fragmentation of 12C. Therefore, taking into account

1 7

theenergy-loss in the layers of material in front of the target, the energy of the C
primary beam was fixed to 350 A.MeV.

The 12C beam was produced with a PIG source, and accelerated by the linear
accelerator UNILAC to 11.4 A.MeV. The beam was injected into the SIS

synchrotron and accelerated to 350 A.MeV with a typical intensity of 3-1010
1/spill. Using the slow extraction mode, the beam bombarded the production
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target of 8 g/cm2 Be placed at the entrance of FRS (Figure 4-1) with typically
vlO2-10JU 1/spill.

FROM
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TARGET
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„4,

PRODUCTION
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PROFILED

DEGRADER

FINAL FRS

FOCUS
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Figure 4-1 : Layout of the high-energy facilities at GSI. In our experiment, HB was
produced at the FRS production target and was transported to the Kaon Spectrometer
KaoS via the direct transfer Une.
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In the production target, B was produced by projectile fragmentation of C. The
cross section was assumed to be identical to the one measured at 2.1 A.GeV at the

LBL Bevalac, namely 1.9 ± 0.1 mb [OLS083]. In high-energy projectile

fragmentation, a variety of projectile-like products with velocities close to that of

the beam are produced. The isotopic distribution of thèse products is centred near
the line of P stability. An in-flight isotopic séparation [DUFO86] is necessary to

separate 8B from the primary beam and other fragments. For this purpose, the
beam passed through the fragment separator FRS.

The FRS is a magnetic forward spectrometer with a momentum-resolution power
of 1500 for an acceptance of 20 n mm mrad [GEIS92]. The system has four 30°

dipole magnets. In the achromatic mode, the four dipole stages are grouped into

two symmetric ones with a dispersive focal plane in between where the profiled

dégrader is located.

8B was spatially isolated from the other reaction products by a combined magnetic
rigidity and momentum-loss (Bp-Ap-Bp) analysis [SCHM87]. The momentum-

loss achromat consists of two sections. The first two dipole stages of the FRS

perforai an A/Z sélection for fully-ionised reaction products with a resolution
determined by their momentum widths. To sélect 8B, Bpi was set to 4.090 Tm. In
order to separate nuclei with différent nuclear charges Z, a thick dégrader is

inserted in the intermediate focal plane of the FRS with a thickness of 1.46 g/cm2
Al and a wedge angle of 3 mrad. The wedge-shaped profile of this intermediate

dégrader is adapted to the momentum dispersion in the intermediate focal plane so

that the resolving power at the exit of the whole system is high and independent of

the momentum width of 8B. The momentum loss in the dégrader and the magnetic
deflection in the first stage dépend on A, Z, and the velocity of the fragments in a

quite différent manner (see Ref. [SCHM87]). This is the key for separating single
isotopes. In the two last dipole stages, the fragments are deflected according to
their residual magnetic rigidity. With Bp2 = 3.982 Tm the system again sélects

mainly 8B.

The 8B secondary beam was transported to Cave C, the expérimental area which
houses KaoS using the "direct transfer line" shown in Figure 4-1. The typical
intensity of the 8B beam at KaoS was about 5-103 1/spill. Its composition and
emittance will be discussed in chapter 6.
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Beam line section Lab. Energy
[A-MeV]

Magnetic rigidity
[T-m]

Intensity [p/spill]

Behind production
target

273.4a) 4.090 6-107c)

Behind achromatic

dégrader
260.6a) 3.982 2-106c)

Behind TOF

scintillator

254.7b) — 3.930 3-105c)

At centre of208Pb
breakup target

254.0±1.4b) - -

a) Measured by FRS magnetic fields and effective curvative radii
b) Calculated by energy-loss code ATIMA [SCHW91]
c) Calculated by FRS simulation code MOCADI [IWAS97]

Table 4-1 : 8B beam parameters.

As summarised in Table 4-1, the energy at the centre of the target is calculated

from the magnetic rigidity and the energy-loss in material (scintillator SC placed
at the exit of FRS and 100 mg/cm2 Pb). As a resuit, CD of 8B occurs at the centre
of the target at E(8B) = 254.0 ± 1.4 A.MeV. The thickness ofthe dégrader used at
the intermediate focal plane of FRS does not allow the production of a pure 8B
beam, a contamination, mainly from 7Be, is expected. The beam line sélects 7Be
with the same Bp as 8B; consequently the incident energy of7Be is deduced to be
E(Be) = 216.8 ±1.2 A.MeV.

The préparation of this beam, i.e. magnet settings, beam-envelope and

transmission calculations, was performed by N. Iwasa with the Monte-Carlo code

MOCADI which includes both higher-order optics and the atomic and nuclear
interaction processes [GEIS92].

4.2 The expérimental set-up

At the exit of FRS on the "direct transfer line" in Figure 4-1, a scintillator (SC) is

placed 64 mupstream from the 208Pb target. In the expérimental hall, the set-up is
installed around the spectrometer KaoS as sketched in Figure 4-2. Two PPAC at 4

m and 1 m, respectively, upstream from the target were foreseen to measure ion

position in X and Y direction (Z is along the beamdirection) and to provide a time
signal. Unfortunately, they could not be used in the production run (see Sect.
4.3.4). After the target, two pairs of SSD measure position and energy-loss of
fragments from CD, (i.e. 7Be and p), non-interacting beam particles, or other
fragments. After the magnet, which is symbolised by an arrow representing the
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TOF (68 m)

Figure 4-2 : Schematic représentation ofthe set-up at KaoS. The quadrupole and dipole
magnets of KaoS are not shown for clarity, they are represented by the vector of the
magnetic field. The beam entersfrom the lefthandside.

magnetic field direction in Figure 4-2, the positions of particles are measured in
two Multi-Wire Proportional Chambers (MWPC-L for protons, MWPC-N for ions)

and in a plastic wall FD. This last detector générâtes the trigger for the data
acquisition. In addition, time of flight (TOF) was measured between the

scintillator SC and FD.

With the help of PPAC, it was planned to measure the momentum vector of the
incoming 8B (PB) : the absolute value IPBI by using TOF between SC and PPAC,
the direction of PB by measuring positions in PPAC. In the actual experiment,
only the absolute value could be obtained using the Bp measurement. Breakup
events in the target are identified by SSD energy-loss and vertex at the target
(detailed in 6.2). In addition, 0n, the opening angle between the fragments (i.e. p

and 7Be), is calculated from positions in SSD. With a calibration function
depending on the position in SSD and MWPC-L (MWPC-N), the absolute value Pp
(PBe) of the momentum of p (7Be) is calculated. Knowing Pp, Pbe, and 9n and
using Eq. (3-14), one obtains the relative energy Erei in the centre-of-mass of p-Be
for each breakup event. The scattering angle 68 could not be obtained event by

event since it is the angle between PB and Pp+ PBe.

Table 4-2 summarises the séquence of detectors, their names, and the variables
used for the analysis. First of ail the FD detector is used to trigger the acquisition.
Two triggers were defined to separate non-interacting beam events (TRBeam) from
breakup events (TRpBe). Ions (e.g. 8B or 7Be) can reach only the rightmost paddles
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Detector Variable Comment
SC SC-T Time signal.

SC-AE Energy-loss signal
SSDi with i = 1 to 4 SSDi-AE(ji) Energy-loss signal

SSD1-X(ji), SSD2-Y(j2) Position in first pair,
SSD3-X(j3), SSD4-Y(j4) and in the second pair;

ji counts hit 1 to multiplicity of
each SSD

MWPC-N and MWPC-L MWPC-NX, MWPC-NY Position of the ion.

MWPC-LX, MWPC-LY Position of the proton (for
breakup events)

FD FD-N(j) paddle number,
FD-AE(j) energy-loss,
FDT(j) time signal,

j counts number of paddle hit.
Trigger décision TRBeam Non interacting particle.

TRpBe When a breakup occurred.

Table 4-2 : Variable listfor each event usedfor the analysis.

(paddle 16 to 30, see Figure 4-2) due to their magnetic rigidity, whereas protons
are focused on the leftmost paddles (paddle 1 to 15). When only paddles from 16
to 30 record at least one signal, TRBeam is generated; when in coïncidence paddles
from 1 to 15 also record at least one signal, TRpBe is generated. Assuming a cross
section for the reaction 208Pb(8B, 7Be+p)208Pb of about 200 mb [BERT94] and a
200 mg/cm2 208Pb target, we obtain areaction rate of about 10"4, due to high beam
intensity of 5-10-103 p/spill and to avoid an acquisition saturation, TRBeam was
scaled down by a factor of 1000.

4.2.1 KaoS

The Kaon Spectrometer KaoS [SENG93] is a double-focusing quadrupole-dipole
spectrometer. Its compact design is matched to the requirements of kaon détection

with short flight path (5-6.5 m), a large solid angle (up to 35 msr), a wide
momentum acceptance (ratio of maximum to minimum détectable momentum of

about 2), a maximum momentum of 1.6 GeV/c (1.9 GeV/c at reduced solid angle)
and a momentum resolution of 0.5% - 1 %. À focal plane length of about 1.5 m
allows the efficient use of the detectors in particle identification and ray-tracing
involving wire chambers, time-of-flight scintillators and Cerenkov detectors.

As the dipole has a complicated shape, its field homogeneity, fringe fields and
resulting ion optical properties were investigated by three-dimensional
calculations using the code TOSCA [SENG93]. This field map is used in the
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simulation performed with the code GEANT3 [GEAN93]. As the complexity of

the magnetic field may not be completely reproduced by the one calculated from

TOSCA, some corrections in momentum calibration should be performed to

détermine absolute values.

Dipole

Figure 4-3 : Sketch ofKaon Spectrometer [SENG93].

The essential features of KaoS for the CD experiment, are the large acceptance in

momentum allowing both the proton and the 7Be to be measured in coïncidence
and the large angular acceptance which allows a high geometrical efficiency.

Finally, it is worth to mention that the gap between the two pôles of the dipole was

filled with hélium at atmospheric pressure to minimise multiple scattering which

would reduce the Erei-resolution.

4.2.2 SC

The beam passes through a 5mm thick plastic scintillator placed 64 m upstream

from the target. It was possible to measure an energy-loss from this detector (SC-

AE), but the resolution and the gain became worse and worse during the

experiment due to high count rates of < 300 kHz. Thus, the energy-loss

information will not be used for the analysis. SC provides a time signal SC-T used

as start signal for a time-of-flight measurement with FD. Signais were fed into an

ADC and a TDC in CAMAC crates as shown in Figure 4-4.
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4.2.3 MWPC-L and -N

Since proton and ions (e.g. 8B, 7Be) produce différent signal heights in the
MWPC, two separate chambers were used. The MWPC-L for protons has an

active area of 60 x 30 cm2 and the MWPC-N for ions has an active area of 120 x
30 cm2. Both hâve two cathode planes (50 pmwires, 1mm spacing) and one anode
plane (20 pm wires, 2 mm spacing). The two cathodes détermine X and Y

position, anode wires are inclined by 45° with respect to the cathode ones. They

are operated with a gas mixture of 78 % Argon, 20 % CO2 and 2 % n-Heptane at

atmospheric pressure. The gas composition and the high-voltage settings were

optimised for maximum efficiency (-100 % for ions), this work is discussed by F.

Uhlig in his Diplomarbeit [TJHLI98]. In this référence a complète description of

MWPC can be found.

Five cathode wires are connected together to one read-out channel, consisting of a

preamplifier, a shaping amplifier, and an 8-bit flash ADC. Groups of 16 ADC

each are read out by one TRANSPUTER module T222. The T222 modules are

connected via fast TRANSPUTER links and form a network. The data are

compressed by zéro suppression.

A particle signal is collected by 10 wires in average in each direction. The mean

position is calculated using the signal height distribution. Therefore a position

resolution of 0.5 mm is achieved in both X and Y direction.

4.2.4 FD trigger detector

This scintillator array consists of 30 vertical paddles with dimensions of 380 x 37

x 20 mm' each; each scintillator paddle is read out at both ends by

photomultipliers to allow light propagation compensation. The paddle width of 37

mm in the dispersive direction of the spectrometer translates into a momentum

resolution of about 2% [SENG93].

Signais are fed into QDCs and TDCs in FASTBUS crates. Variables used in the

analysis are deduced for each paddle : FD-AE = (AEup AEd0wn)1/2 and FD-T=
11 up"r t down)' £><
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4.2.5 Data acquisition

The complète data acquisition was realised with the GSI Multi-Branch System
(MBS) running on a set of Eurocom 7 computers (E7 from ELTEC, with Motorola

68xxx processor) under LynxOS real time operating system [DU-98]. The data

acquisition system is schematically displayed in Figure 4-4.

ETHERNET

iWMMftmwm

MWPC

TRANSPUTER

FD

Figure 4-4 : Block diagram ofthe experiment control and data acquisition system.

Our experiment has 4 différent branches based on différent crates and controllers:

i) A CAMAC crate controlled by a GSI-developed CAMAC crate controller

CVC. This crate houses readout for SC, some scalers and a pattern unit which

contains trigger information.

ii) A VME crate controlled by an Eurocom E7 which houses VME modules for

the readout of SSD (see détails in the next chapter).

iii) A FASTBUS crate read-out by a LeCroy SMI module houses converters for

signais from FD.
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iv) Additionally, the FASTBUS crate contains a memory extension for

TRANSPUTER readout of MWPC.

Ail branches are connected to the main event builder in a VME crate via VSB Bus

Extension (a memory mapped bus) and controlled by a E7. Each branch has a

GSI-developed trigger module and they are linked together via the trigger bus. A

remote control is possible via Ethernet connection. Data were recorded on a DLT

tape drive and/or dispatched via Ethernet by TCP-IP protocol for on-line analysis.

4.3 Tests of Parallel Plate Avalanche Counters

Two parallel-plate avalanche counters (PPAC) were planned to localise the 8B
nuclei before the target in X and Y direction at 1 m and 4 m, respectively,

upstream from the target. Also, they were to provide time signais for the time-of-

flight measurement between PPAC and SC identifying beam particles before the

target and PPAC and FD identifying fragments in the spectrometer. The choice of

this kind of detectors was motivated by a good accuracy in the position

measurement without too much perturbations for the beam (low energy-loss and

low angular straggling). In addition, this kind of detector can stand high count

rates.

I will first review some gênerai features of thèse detectors; thereafter, I will

describe the ones built at CEN Bordeaux-Gradignan. Finally, I report on some

tests performed with alpha sources and possible optimisations. At the end, the

reasons why thèse detectors were not available for the main experiment are

exposed.

4.3.1 Principles

A complète overview of principles and technical constraints can be found, for

French readers, in the thesis of R. Burgei [BURG89]. In the présent work, I briefly

summarise some basic ideas, important variables and constraints to build a PPAC.

As shown in Figure 4-5, a PPAC consists of three planar électrodes. The two

cathodes consist of individual strips for localisation purposes and are

perpendicular to each other for a bi-directional localisation. The full plane anode

is placed in between the two cathodes dividing the detector in two équivalent
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parts. The localisation is achieved using delay-lines along the cathode strips and
the time différence method.

Evaporated

Induced charge

"Y" cathode

Avalanches

Anode

Induced charge

•X" cathode

particle

Y-down

Hl D>~ s,arf

X-right

X-left

Figure 4-5 : Sketch of the parallel plates avalanche counter principle from Ref.
[COMP88].

The principle is based on a multiplication of ion-electron pairs (avalanches) which

are created by an ionising particle inside a gas chamber. The number of pairs is

simply No = AE/W where AE is the energy-loss of the ionising particle in the gas,

W is the gas dépendent mean energy to create a pair. We use C4H10 with

W(C4Hio) = 23 eV. Typically, we hâve, for a cathode-anode distance of d = 3.2

mm, a pressure of C4H10 of P ~ 5 mbar and for a 8B beam at E(8B) = 254 A.MeV,
an energy loss of AE = 1 keV. Therefore, about 43 pairs are created. For tests in

the laboratory, we used a three-line alpha source (AE = 8.4 keV), for tests with

beam, we used the primary 12C beam at 350 A.MeV (AE = 1.5 keV).

The volume of gas between two électrodes, where ionisations take place, is

polarised with a high voltage V of about 500 volts. The electric field avoids

recombination between ions and électrons and ensures the collection of the

électrons on the anode and the ions on the cathode of the detector. In addition, it

amplifies the signal by multiplication of electron-ion pairs. In gas detectors, the

proper variable which characterises the detector is the reduced electric field Er =

(V/d)/P. Low pressure detectors are characterised by high Er (typically 500 Volts /

0.32 mm / 5 mbar, Er = 312 V-mbar-cm"1). As a resuit, the free path of the
électrons is large and allows them to reach high kinetic énergies (>100 eV

[COMP88]). In a gas detector, elastic scattering, excitation and ionisation hâve
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différent dependencies on the électron energy; for high energy, the ionisation is

dominant which enhances the gas amplification. This amplification is

characterised by the first Townsend coefficient a. Indeed, the gain is given by Md

= ead, where a = A•P•e"B/Er, with gas-dependent parameters A and B (e.g.
C4Hi0: A = 24 cm'-torf\ B = 420 Vcrn'-torr"1 [BURG89]). Finally, the total
number of collected charges is :

NPd= —-q-exp
( _Bfd ^ (4-1)
APd-e v

V J

Thus, the number of pairs is a function of the product Pd and of the high voltage
V. Electrons and ions are created along the particle path in the gas; but, only

électrons close to the cathode, where the electric field is maximum, create

avalanches. Thèse électrons produce the important part of the electrical signais.

For higher value of Er, destructive sparks appear in the detector. This is due to the

exponential behaviour of the gain and secondary électrons created at the cathode.

Normally, ions are collected by the cathode and neutralised; if their energy is more

than twice the energy Ec to free an électron from the cathode, however, they can

create secondary électrons. Thèse électrons cross the full gap between cathode and

anode; therefore, they produce avalanches which are maximum amplified and can

produce sparks. To prevent this, one uses électrodes with high Ec like Au (Ec =

9.23 keV). This and other effects limit the gain (see Ref. [BURG89]); this limit is

characterised by the second Townsend coefficient y. The gain is rewritten as Ma =

ea-d/(l-yea'd), the coefficient y is measured experimentally. In Ref. [BURG89], the
author recommends the following prescriptions to minimise y to avoid sparks : i)

taking care of the composition of électrodes and isolating material, ii) keeping

material surfaces very homogeneous, iii) maintaining the distances between

électrodes constant, iv) minimising the déformation of électrodes due to

electrostatic forces, v) minimising local variations of the electric field due to space

charge, vi) using a very pure gas, and finally vii) keeping the potential and gas

density between électrodes stable.

4.3.2 The localisation

Since only électrons create avalanches and thèse électrons hâve a higher mobility

compared to ions, the electronic component dominâtes the signal. The arrivai of

the électron cloud at the anode créâtes, by electrical induction, a fast signal on the

cathode, before the collection of ions starts (induced charge in Figure 4-5). This

electronic component in the signal of the cathode has a rise time of a few ns
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compared to about 1 ps for the ion signal. This fast component of the signal is
used to generate a time signal at each end of the delay line. Therefore, one uses

fast amplification without intégration time. On the anode, only the electronic
signal remains with a short rise time; it allows for a good time resolution.

X cathode

STRIPS

DELAY LINE

right

Figure 4-6 : Sketch ofthe electronics usedfor one
cathode.

The localisation is achieved by the time différence method. Therefore, a delay line

is plugged on each cathode strip. As shown in Figure 4-6, two neighbouring strips

of the cathode are connected together by a LC cell (inductance-capacity cell) with

elementary delay t = VLC . The delay line has a total time length of Ttot = n•x

where n is the number of strips. The signal is collected at each end of the delay

line and a fixed delay is added before the signal is fed into a time-to-amplitude

converter TAC; the start signal is given by the anode. The position is given by :

X =
Meft right

(4-2)

2-T.
w

where w is the width of the cathode, Tieft and TRight are the times for the left and

right hand sides of the delay line.
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4.3.3 Réalisation of the PPACs

The three planar électrodes hâve active areas of 10 x 10 cm2. The two cathodes are
based on a Mylar foil with a thickness of 3.5 pm on which Au is evaporated on

one side with a mask to produce the 50 strips with a pitch of 2 mm. A Mylar foil
of 3.5 pm thickness is used to minimise, on the one hand, déformations due to

mechanical stress or electrostatic forces without introducing, on the other hand,
too much material in the beam line. During the evaporation of Au on Mylar, Au
does not deposit on Mylar due to some electrostatic repulsion. To avoid this, a thin
layer of chromium is evaporated first on the Mylar foil. Then the thickness of Au
can be controlled. On cathodes a delay line with 50 elementary cells of x = 3 ns

each is glued at one end resulting in a total delay time of Ttot = 150 ns.

Outgoing Gaz

Gaz chamber

Parallel Plates

Incoming gaz

Windows

Figure 4-7 : A PPAC in its gas chamber.

As the anode should be conductive on both sides, one can evaporate Au on both
side of a Mylar foil or use a double-face aluminised Mylar foil. As the material

composition is less important for the anode and as the performances for both

solutions are the same, commercial double-face aluminised Mylar foils are
preferred since we expect the surfaces to be very homogeneous.

Cathodes and anode are mounted on epoxy frames of 3.2 mm thickness. This

material was used, because it has good electric isolation properties and because
epoxy plates are produced with very good planarity which ensures the distances

between anode and cathodes to be constant. Thèse électrodes are fixed together,
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therefore the distance between cathodes and anode is 3.2 mm. Finally the detector

consisting out of one anode and two cathodes is placed in a gas chamber (see

Figure 4-7).

The gas chamber has two Mylar Windows. Two connections, one on the top and

another on the front, allow for the gas circulation. A particular design of the epoxy

frames allows gas circulation between anode and cathodes. We use C4H10 with a

purity better than 99,9 percent. A gas régulation circuit ensures a homogenous gas

density in the detector with an average flux of 1 litre per hour.

4.3.4 Test of the PPACs

We performed tests with alpha sources with the intention to measure the gain and

to find the working point where the gain is maximum. The free parameters are the

pressure P, the high voltage V, and the distance d between anode and cathodes.

Due to the fact that one can introduce an empty epoxy frame in between anodes

and cathodes, one has the choice between d = 3.2 mm or d = 6.4 mm.

For a given value of Pd, the gain increases with high voltage; but above a given V

discharges appear in the detector. Thèse discharges destroy the cathodes after a

while by evaporating the Au deposit. The high voltage where destructive

discharges appear is a linear function of Pd. This effect is known as the Paschen

law [BURG89] and is the principal limitation of the gain. Figure 4-8 shows the

measured dependence of the discharge high-voltage as a function of the product

Pd.

In the Figure 4-8, a parabolic curve is shown on top of the expérimental data

points. From the Paschen law, a linear dependence between Pd and Vmax is
expected yielding a constant Ermax electrical field for a given detector. To avoid
destructive discharges in the detector, henceforth, we limit the high voltage to a

maximum value of about 10 to 20 Volts below the discharge régime.

In a second step, the gain is measured as a function of Pd for différent values of

the high voltage. For this purpose, I assume that the puise height at the exit of the

preamplifier of the anode is proportional to the number of électrons collected and

consequently to the gain. The resuit is shown in Figure 4-9 for 7 values of V from

580 to 1020 volts. The maximum gain as deduced from the measurements in the

Figure 4-8 is also shown.
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are to guide the eye. Fullandopen circles linked by a full line represent the gainfor the
discharge high voltages of Figure 4-8.
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The gain shown in Figure 4-9 exhibits an optimum, it indicates optimal conditions

to handle a PPAC which is, in this case, Pd between 40 and 90 mbar-mm and V

from 820 to 1000 Volts. For thèse conditions, the maximum gain is obtained for d

= 6.4 mm instead of the original design value of 3.2 mm for this detector. From

Ref. [BURG89] it is clear that the size of the électron cloud will not appreciably

increase when d increases from 3.2 mm to 6.4 mm. Therefore, it is expected that

the position as well as the time resolution will not be affected much when

doubling the distance d.

Finally, some différences exist in the gain between différent detectors. The

maximum reduced electric field Ermax is a constant for a given detector (Paschen

law), but it could be enhanced by taking care of surfaces of électrodes and by

removing ail possible sources of sparks. This is necessary to optimise the gain,
since the energy loss AE of the 8B beam in the detector is expected to be 8 times
less than from a sources. In addition, one has to ensure the signal being above the

noise level of about 20 to 50 mV.

The position and timing resolution of the detector are deduced from time

measurements. Consequently, they dépend also on the electronic chain following

the detector (preamplifier, amplifier, discriminator, TAC).

Design, development and first laboratory tests with alpha sources were reported by

C. Badimon [BADI95]. First tests with beam at GSI were performed in June 1997.

At that time, some problems with the acquisition and difficulties to access

detectors and their electronics did not allow a full study before the main

experiment in November of the same year. The best detector had an overall

efficiency (a signal in coïncidence in the cathodes and the anode) of about 60% for

alpha source . But position resolution and time resolution was not measured since

other detectors and the data acquisition were not fully operational. Nevertheless,

the feasibility was demonstrated.

For the main experiment in November, two detectors were operational before the
beam time. With an a source and P = 5 mb, d = 3.2 mm and V = 580 Volts,

efficiencies of about 95 % and signal-to-noise ratios of about 3 Volts /0.06 Volts

and 1.2 Volts / 0.08 Volts were obtained, respectively. Unfortunately, an

"accident" with the gênerai power supply in the expérimental area stopped the

vacuum pumps; consequently, the pressure in the beam line was increasing while
the one in the gas chamber stayed constant. Thus, our detectors were destroyed by

implosion four days before the experiment. It was not possible to repair or replace

them for the experiment.
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5. Development of a readout system for silicon
multi strip detectors

Two pairs of silicon strip detectors are placed at about 15 and 30 cm, respectively,
behind the target. Each detector is position-sensitive in one direction. The rôle of
SSD is to measure the scattering angles of the proton and the 7Be and the
characteristics of the incident beam. Particle identification is achieved by

measuring the energy-loss in SSD.

After a description of the detectors, we will see how the readout of individual
strips is performed using the multiplexing method. The data acquisition system
uses commercial VME modules, I will présent détails of the detector opération
and how they are included in the MBS. Finally the performance of SSD is
presented.

5.1 Layout of the detector system

A semi-conductor detector is a reverse-biased surface-barrier diode and opérâtes

analogous to an ionisation chamber. A charged particle créâtes pairs of électrons
and holes along its trajectory in the depleted part of the detector. Charges are
collected on électrodes at the surfaces of the semi-conductor. The energy

necessary to create electron-hole pairs is only about 2.3 eV in contrast to e.g.
C4Hio where 23 eV is required. In addition, the density of solid-state Si is much
higher than that of gaseous C4H10, increasing the numbers of charge carries by
another large factor.

The introduction of the planar technique for the production of silicon radiation
detectors [KEMM80] allows the segmentation of one side of the diode. The use of
the signais recorded on the segments allows to détermine particle positions. SSD
are a particular type in which the segments are narrow strips. A complète
description of silicon-strip detectors can be found e.g. in A. Peisert's lecture
[PEIS92].

A SSD is based on a wafer of high purity and high resistivity (8-10 kQcm) n-type
silicon. As shown in Figure 5-1, a detector has strips made of p+ silicon (high
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doped p-type silicon, obtained by ion implantation or diffusion of Boron) on one
side and a layer of highly doped n+ silicon (by implantation or diffusion of
Arsenic) on the other side. The p+ layerserves to reverse-bias the diode, and the n+
layer to prevent the depletion zone from reaching the back plane and to ensure a
good ohmic contact to the external world. Every p+ strip is metallized with Al to
allow ultrasonic bonding of strips to the electronics. The back surface of the wafer

is also aluminised. The passivation oxide (Si02) serves to protect the silicon
surface.

When bias is applied the n-type silicon is depleted of free carriers (in majority
électrons, minority holes which show up as leakage current). Electrons created by
a particle passing the depleted zone are collected on the back side while holes are
collected on the strips.

Bias

\ Al C< , y 3f30 |im 70 |im

p+ silicon

n+ silicon
n type silicon

\
Al

vh.„>0

Strips

300 um

Back

Figure 5-1 : Schematic représentation ofthe cross section ofa silicon strip detector.

SSD that we use hâve an active area of 58 x 58 mm2 and a thickness of 300 pm.
SSD hâve one side covered by a thin layer of aluminium (back plane) to make the
anode, the other side (cathode) is covered by 576 strips with a width of 70 pm and
a spacing of 30 pm each as shown in Figure 5-1. So the detectors hâve a pitch of
0.1 mm for position détection.

Six detectors were manufactured by the company EURISYS MESURES at
LINGOLSHEIM in France. As shown in Figure 5-2, a detector consists of a 30 x
30 cm" plate of epoxy of 5 mm thickness, on which the silicon crystal is mounted
in a quadratic hole at the centre. On the cathode plane of the detector, strips are
surrounded by a ring (guard ring) in order to make the electric field uniform. This
ring has to be at the same polarity and high voltage as the strips.
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Figure 5-2 : Sketch of SSD manufactured by EURISYS MESURES. The silicon detector
with 58 x 58 mm active area and 576 strips is mountedat the centre ofthe epoxyframe
which has a total surface of 30 x 30 cm2. Groups of 64 strips each are connected to
plug-in electronic boards containing 4 GASSIPLEX chips for the readout of 16
channels each. In addition, four connectors are provided to apply the high voltage for
the bias, the guard ring and the back side.

5.2 Readout of the detector system

The purpose of the detector is to measure particles in coïncidence with their

individual position and energy déposition. Consequently, it is necessary to hâve an

individual analog readout for the 576 strips of each detector. Such a task can be

solved economically only with highly-integrated application-specific integrated

circuits (ASIC), e.g. with the GASSIPLEX ASIC developed at CERN [BEUV90].

This chip contains 16 channels, each equipped with a pre-amplifier and a shaping

amplifier. The analogue signal of each strip is stored till the readout which is

performed using the multiplexing technique. The multiplexing control and
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analogue-to-digital conversion is made by CAEN Readout for Analogue-

Multiplexed Signais (C-RAMS) which are VME modules manufactured by the

company CAEN.

I will first describe the GASSIPLEX chips and how they operate followed by a

short description of the multiplexing method and how this technique is integrated

into the data acquisition of the experiment.

5.2.1 Analogue-multiplexing readout system

The GASSIPLEX chip is an extension of the AMPLEX (AMPlifying

multipLEXing chip) a CMOS-technology device which has been developed at
CERN for use with silicon microstrip detector Systems [BEUV90]. Design

restraints led to a chip that consumes a minimum amount of power while being

able to process signais in less than a microsecond. For an adaptation of that

technology, we coUaborated with a group from the Technical University of
Munich.

A GASSIPLEX board consists of 4 chips of 16 channels each. Each channel

consist of a charge amplifier, a shaper amplifier and a track-and-hold stage. The

best way to understand the GASSIPLEX is to follow a signal from its origin

through the various components with the help of Figure 5-3. Except for the final
multiplexing stage, ail channels contain identical circuits.

Figure 5-3 : Scheme ofprinciple of one GASSIPLEX channelfrom Ref. IBEUV90J.

The schematic représentation of a GASSIPLEX channel in Figure 5-3 shows the
charge-sensitive preamplifier stage which is directly connected (DC) to the silicon

strip detector. This stage is built around a Positive Operational Transconductance
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Amplifier (POTA). The use of the feedback resistor Rf is to stabilise the DC

signal, when the capacitor Cf makes the amplifier into an integrator.

The shaper amplifier, the second stage, is the conjugate of the first stage, namely a

Négative Operational Transconductance Amplifier (NOTA). The initial puise

becomes Gaussian and is positively peaked. The shaped puise has a peaking time

of approximately 500-700 ns after the detected event.

The third stage in the GASSIPLEX chip is the Track-and-hold circuit. It stores the

puise height of the amplified and filtered output signal before the multiplexing

read out. The system will begin its opération in track mode, i.e. the charge that is

stored on the hold capacitor Ch will rise and fall with the signal at the input. If an

event is accepted, a signal opens the hold switch SWH. The hold capacitor will

now "store" the previous value (the puise height) through a unity-gain buffer.

Finally, the analogue multiplexer consists of the switch SWM. The digital control

of this switch is performed by the shift register SR by means of the signal "Clock-

in". At this point, ail 64 channels are holding a given voltage, depending on how

much charge was collected on each line. The multiplexing stage introduces a clock

puise that sequentially closes each switch SWM to the analogue output.

5.2.2 Data acquisition system

To handle signais coming from detectors through GASSIPLEXs, we used VME

flash Analogue-to-Digital Conversion (ADC) and a sequencer controlling the

multiplexing technique. Thèse modules are manufactured by C.A.E.N. As will be

described in more détail below, 512 channels from each detector will be fed to one

ADC block. Thus the four detectors used are read out in parallel.

The CAEN V550 C-RAMS module is a VME module housing two independent

10 bit ADC blocks to be used for the readout of up to 2016 multiplexed analogue
signais. The sensitivity (mV/bit) was set to 300 mV full scale voltage. With the

occurrence of an external convert signal produced by the controller, the input

signal is sampled by the ADC and its digital value is compared to a threshold

value stored in a threshold memory. If the signal is over threshold, the pedestal is

subtracted and the resuit is stored in an output buffer arranged in First-In-First-Out

(FIFO) logic. The pedestal and threshold values are independent for each channel,

measured or calculated and stored in memory that can be filled and read back via

VME bus. Also the number of strips to be read by an ADC (between 32 and 2016

in steps of 32) can be set via VME commands.
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The V551 CAEN sequencer is a VME module that controls both the C-RAMS

modules and the multiplexer boards.

Frequency setting ™>

Phase adjust -^

CONVERT output ->

DATA READY input ->

READ EVENT input >

CLOCK output ->

BUSY output ->

CL£AR input ->

CLEAR output ->

sra

HL

Mod. V551 Front Panel

G

•VME selected LED

Clock signal
test point

^ Convertsignal
test point

DIFFERENTIAL ->
ANALOQ Input

CONVEiRT Input->

DATA READY oulput->

CLEAR input ->

Mod.VMOFront Panel

Figure 5-4 : Front Panels ofVME modules V551 and V550from CAEN.

The Figure 5-4 shows the front panels of thèse modules. In Figure 5-5, the time

séquence for signal processing is shown. After an external trigger and after a fixed

delay corresponding to the GASSIPLEX peaking time (of the order of 0.5 ps), a

HOLD signal is sent to the GASSIPLEX and a READ EVENT to the sequencer.

Then 576 CLOCK puises of 1 ps length each are generated by the sequencer

(CLOCK output). Each CLOCK puise is followed by a CONVERT puise sent to
the V550 modules after an adjustable delay of about 0.6 ps. This delay is to ensure

the settlement of the analog output signal.
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After the last convert signal, the HOLD signal is interrupted and a RESET puise is

generated allowing GASSIPLEXs to return to track mode for another event. In the

mean time the ADC-block raises the DATA READY and switches into remote

mode so that the FIFO can be read out via VME bus. At the end of this software

procédure, the sequencer is ready for another event, therefore it interrupts the

BUSY signal. The total dead time is at least about 515 ps plus about 0.8 ps for

each channel read by the VME bus.
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Converstion time Convert phase

U

TRIGGER

Signal in one strip

HOLD

READ EVENT

CLOCK-IN

ANALOG

CONVERT

RESET

.DATA READY

BUSY

Figure 5-5 : Time séquence of control signais. In this example two signais
corresponding to a two-particle hit are detected in a SSD.

The clock frequency and the convert phase are adjustable manually on the front

panel of the V551 module. The number of channels both in the controller and in

the ADC-blocks, the pedestals and thresholds are set via VME bus. For thèse

purposes a C-language program was written in collaboration with G. Surowka

[SUR099]. This program could also control the C-RAMS modules in TEST

mode, and perform measurements of pedestals. Pedestals are calculated from the

mean value over a sample of e.g. 1000 events per channel under the real

conditions of measurement, apart from the fact that the trigger is generated by a

puiser. Also the standard déviations of the pedestals are calculated. The thresholds

are set to the mean values of the pedestals plus three times the standard déviations.
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5.3 Réalisation

We saw that the 576 strips of one SSD can be connected to 9 GASSIPLEX

boards; the correspondence between strip and GASSIPLEX channel number is not

direct. In the following picture, I indicate how the strips of SSD are distributed

and could be read out by 9 GASSIPLEX boards.

First of ail, odd strip numbers hâve their connections on one side, while even strip

numbers are connected to the opposite side of the SSD. Furthermore, the readout

is complicated since GASSIPLEX number 5 and 9 cover edges of the detector and

GASSIPLEX numbering has a direction as shown in Figure 5-6.

2 32 160 288

,G4 „ JG2>

ff H

416 544
2 „ JG1

Strip number

Strips fully read out

One of two strips read out

No strips read out

1 G595 G6223G7351G84-7!1 G9 GASSIPLEX
Figure 5-6 : Connection between a SSD and GASSIPLEX (Gi) which give the
correspondencefor the analysis between channel numbers and strip numbers. Since G9
was not used a SSD is notfully read out (see text).

Unfortunately, only 8 GASSIPLEXs was available per detector; i.e. only 512

channels are connected. GASSIPLEX number 9 is removed, consequently only

even strips in the range from 481 to 544 are read out. From strip numbers 545 to

576, nothing is read out as one can see in Figure 5-6. Note that strips not
connected are grounded to avoid electronic cross talk.

Two detectors are fixed together at right angles so that a pair is position-sensitive
in X and Y. As indicated in Figure 5-7, the two pairs are placed at 15 cm and 30
cm downstream from the target. Also, shown in Figure 5-7 are the positions of the
strips which are read out only partially or not at ail.
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The target and the two pairs of SSD hâve their centres aligned on the optical axis
of the beamline. Stripnumber 288 is set as the origin of position in each detector.
Mechanically, the positioning has a précision of 1 mm. The final absolute
positioning of SSD in the set-up is performed with the beam and with the help of
other position detectors. The solid angle that SSDs can cover is limited by the last
detector. It amounts to about 0.1 sr.

^ 58mm ^.

32 mm Target

Y2

X2 SSD3/4

Strips fully read out

One of two strips read out

No strips read out

Figure 5-7 : Position of the two pairs of SSD and the target. Each SSD is position-
sensitive, in one direction (X,Y) only. Also marked are the absolute locations of the
areas ofeach detectornot orpartially read out.

It is worth to note that in our configuration a GASSIPLEX consumes 19 mW per
channel. For 2048 channels read out, this amounts to almost 40 W of power to be

removed in vacuum to avoid overheating of the SSD and the electronics. To

remove the heat, a plate of copper is glued over the chips of each GASSIPLEX
board; each copper plate is mechanically connected to the métal frame in the box.
An external cold-water circuit cools the métal frames.

Connection between GASSIPLEX of a SSD is made by a small bus which is

connected to an electronic device which distributes signais to the 4 chains of

GASSIPLEX corresponding to the 4 SSD. The signal connections between the
SSD signal distributor and the VME modules are shown in Figure 5-8. If no
external trigger is produced, a trigger signal from the back plane for stand-alone
opération of the SSD is generated.
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FAN-OUT

CONV

DRDY

BUSY<

Delay

VME

READ EVENT
j i

Figure 5-8 : Electronics scheme for stand-alone opération of the SSD. PA and A stand
forpre-amplifier and amplifier, CFDfor constantfraction. In this case the back plane is
used to generate the trigger. Fixed delay and gâte generator GG are used to produce
T&H and reset signal in the right time séquence. For clarity only three GASSIPLEX
channels are shown. Channels are connected via a bus to a signal distributor.

To bias the SSD, the bias and the guard ring are connected to the ground, while
the back side is connected through a 50 MO resistor to a positive power supply.
The high voltage for full depletion dépends on the detector and can vary between
25 Volts and 40 Volts.

5.4 Results obtained with silicon strip detectors

5.4.1 Energy-loss measurements

During tests, a three-line alpha source (239Pu, 241Am. 244Cm) was used leading to
energy-deposits of AE(cc) = 5.2 MeV, 5.5 MeV, and 5.8 MeV, respectively. The
range of alphas in Si is about 30 pm, therefore they are stopped at the surface of
SSD. The alpha-energies compare favourably with the energy-loss of about 5.5
MeV of 250 A.MeV 8B in the SSD and the full range of 6.5 MeV in Si that the
GASSIPLEX can accomplish.

Figure 5-9 shows the energy-loss spectrum for asingle strip with a three-line alpha
source. The FWHM resolution is about 2.5 %. This resolution is good enough for
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particle identification during the experiment as we will see in the foUowing

chapter.

160 i. i • • i i

5.2 5.4 5.6 5.8

Energy-loss [MeV]

6.2

Figure 5-9 : Energy-loss spectrum for a single stripfor a three-line alpha source. The
low-energy tails ofthe peaks is due to incomplète charge collection.

In addition, each strip has its own amplification. On one hand, it implies an

individual energy-loss calibration for the 2048 strips which needs to irradiate the

whole SSD with an alpha source or beam particles. On the other hand, a spectrum

like the one in Figure 5-9 when ail channels from a detector are added without

such a calibration, one measures the FWHM resolution of about 10 % reflecting

variations ofgain within a SSD. This resolution is about 20 %considering 8B and
7Be beam (e.g. see Table 6-1) showing that the resolution is dominated by the
beam energy spread instead of intrinsic resolution of SSD. Consequently, the
individual strip calibration does not improve significantly the energy spread

observed in a SSD and is not performed in practice.

5.4.2 Hit multiplicities

The multiplicity of an event in a single SSD is the number of strips with a signal
above the threshold. For an idéal case where the charge deposited by an ion is

concentrated on one single strip and no noise is registered, this multiplicity
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corresponds to the number of particle hitting the detector. Two facts increase the

multiplicity : the présence of noise and the cross talk between neighbouring strips.

A charged particle in silicon produces a large amount of electron-hole pairs.
Before complète collection on the strips and the back plane, the charge clouds

spread out in the crystal. This distribution of collected charge over several strips
should not be mixed up with electronic cross talk. Electronic cross talk consists of

a capacitive coupling between neighbouring conductors and produces a signal of

opposite polarity in the neighbouring circuit, while in our case the signal in the
neighbouring strip has of the same sign.

During the analysis, groups of neighbouring strips with signais above the

threshold are identified. The individual energy-loss signais are added and

attributed to the same particle. The position is calculated to be the centroid of the

energy distribution of this group of strips. Consequently, the multiplicity per event

is reduced from number of strips with signais above threshold to the number of

hits in the detector.

The Figure 5-10 shows on the left hand side the multiplicity distribution in SSD

for raw data; about 40 % of events hâve a multiplicity of 2 and about 20 % one of

3. When the réduction of multiplicity is performed foUowing the above-mentioned

method, the distribution of the number of hits in SSD per event is obtained as

shown on the right hand side. Now, 30 % of the events hâve one hit in SSD, this

could be e.g. beam particles that pass through the detector; 10 % of the events

hâve multiplicity two, this group should contain the true p-7Be breakup events.

In addition, we also find events with multiplicity 3, 4 and 5. Thèse events are

probably due to random overlap with noise. How a proton signal can be
discriminated from noise will be explained in section 6.2.2.2.
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Figure 5-10 : Réduction of multiplicity in SSD. The left histogram shows the raw
multiplicity (number of strips hit) per event in one silicon detector. The right
histogram shows the number of hits after removing cross talk.
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Figure 5-11 : Number of adjacent strips hit during the détection of différent ion
species identified by energy-loss in SSD (see text).
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In Figure 5-11, I compare the number of neighbouring strips that collect the full
signal of a single particle. The particles are identified by their energy loss in SSD
foUowing the method described in 6.1.1.2. The cross talk dépends on the nature of
the detected particle. For 5 MeV alpha particles, 92 % of ail events trigger only
one strip. The remaining 8% can be interpreted as alphas that hit the interstrip area
and deposit their energy on the two adjacent strips. The fact that their frequency is
much less than the 30 % covered by the interstrip area can be explained by the
weak collection field between the strips which leads to a low efficiency for short-
range alpha particles.

This effect is of course absent for fast charged particles that penetrate the entire
detector. This can be seen from the proton hit pattern where the observed single-
hit frequency of 80 % is much closer to the 70 % expected from a sharp-cut
geometry alone. With increasing nuclear charge of the fast ions, the hit pattern is
gradually shifted to wider hit clusters. This is due to the increasing number (with
Z ) of fast ô-electrons that create charge carriers also on neighbouring strips. (The
energy spectrum of Ô-electrons is exponential and can thus extend to rather high
énergies).

As a conséquence, the position can be determined more accurately for ions, less
than 0.1 mm (where the position is calculated as the centre-of-gravity of the hit
cluster) than for protons where mainly the strip numbers détermines the position.



6. Analysis of the GSI Coulomb dissociation
experiment

In order to measure the Coulomb dissociation (CD) cross section, the analysis

intends to identify efficiently events which occur in the 208Pb target and
discriminate them from those occurring in other material in the beam. The number
of 8B impinging on the target, NB, is obtained by analysing the time-of-flight
measurement, and the energy déposition in SSD and in FD (Sect. 6.1).
Furthermore the détection and analysis efficiencies will be derived. Similar
criteria will be used to identify 7Be. CD events that occur in the target can be fully
identified without ambiguity through energy déposition and tracking of protons

and 7Be in SSD (Sect. 6.2).

Next, in Section 6.3, I will describe how the invariant mass in the outgoing
channel (7Be+p) is calculated from positions in SSD and MWPC, and discuss its
main features (the resolution and systematic errors). The efficiency is evaluated in
Sect. 6.4. Finally using the total number of events, NCd, the total cross section oCd
is calculated in Sect 6.5 ; while using the invariance mass, I dérive the differential
cross section do"cD/dErei in Sect. 6.6.

6.1 Incident-beam properties

We hâve seen in Sect. 4.1 how the 8B beam was produced and purified in FRS.
The thickness of the dégrader used at the intermediate focal plane of FRS does not
allow the production of a pure 8B beam, a contamination, mainly from Be, is
expected. Combining Bp-analysis and energy-loss in the material (scintillator SC
placed at the exit of FRS and 100 mg/cm2 Pb) the energy at the centre of the target
is calculated for the 8B beam. As a resuit, CD of 8B occurs at the centre of the

target at:

E(8B) =254.0 ± 1.4 A.MeV. t6"1)

The beam line sélects 7Be with an incident energy of E(Be) = 216.8 ± 1.2 A.MeV.

It must be emphasised that there is no way to measure experimentally this energy



event by event since the time-of-flight measurement between SC and FD was not
calibrated for this purpose and the one between PPAC and FD was not available.

6.1.1 Number of8B impinging on the target

Events collected with trigger condition TRBeam (see Sect. 4.2) are analysed to
count the number of incoming 8B projectiles but also to fix the identification of
• R ' 7

ions ( B and Be) in the différent detectors and to deduce some efficiencies
necessary for the further analysis.

It is worth recalling that TRBeam which corresponds to non-interacting projectiles
was scaled down by a factor of 1000. In the foUowing analysis, it is assumed that
for TRBeam no reaction occurs from SC to FD and that the same number of ions
pass through aU detectors. In contrast, trigger TRpBe corresponds to cases where a
breakup occurred and at least two particles were detected.

6.1.1.1 Identification in time-of-flight measurement

We measured the time différence TOF between the scintillator placed at the
intermediate focal plane SC-T and the plastic-wall FD-T placed at the end of the
apparatus (see Sect. 4.2) :

TOF = Fixed-Delay — [ SC-T — FDT ] . (6-2)

Time-of-flight is defined as the ratio between the length of the path (L) and the
velocity of the particle (V). Using the relativistic relation between the total kinetic

energy of a particle (T) and the velocity, the time of flight is related to the path
length, the total kinetic energy, and the rest mass (M) by :

(6-3)

t"
The TOF measurement was not calibrated during the experiment, nevertheless
with the known energy of the beam a rough calibration is possible. In our set up,
the total path length is 68 m, the target is 64 m downstream from SC. To first
order, we can ignore material placed at the last 4 meters of the flight path and the
energy-loss induced. The total kinetic energy of 8B after SC is TB = 254.0 A.MeV.
Equation (6-3) gives the mean as TOFB =366.3 ns. 7Be has a kinetic energy ofTBe
= 216.8 A.MeV which leads to a time-of-flight equals to TOFBe = 387.5 ns. The
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TOF spectrum, together with the Windows that sélect B and Be, is shown

graphically in Figure 6-1.

360

Trigger Beam

.^^l^ ^-*- » -'• J

380 400

Time Of Flight [ns]

Figure 6-1 : Time-of-flight measurement between SC, 64 m upstream from the lead
target, and FD, 4 mdownstream. Software sélections, in blackfor 8B and in greyfor Be,
are shown superimposed in the spectrum.

The TOF measurement leads to a good séparation between components of the

beam. The distributions are broad and distorted because several paddles of FD are

involved which are not perfectly aligned in time. Qualitatively, we see from the

above spectrum that the main contribution is 8B, and the main contamination is
7Be. Also, some 9C remains with correct TOF lower than 360 ns. In the foUowing
analysis I will omit completely this component since the rate is at least two orders

of magnitude less than 8B. The same analysis for trigger TRPBe shows that the
composition does not differ significantly for différent trigger conditions. This is

related to the fact that both 8B and 7Be react and fire trigger TRPBe- With sélection
on TOF for each ion and each trigger, abundances are measured, and summarised

in Table 6-2 and Table 6-3.

6.1.1.2 Identification in SSD

The energy-loss resolution per strip in SSD is of the order of 2.5% (see Sect. 5.4).

Since we hâve not calibrated the individual strips, and the 8B beam has an energy
spread of the order of 11 MeV, the resulting 8B energy-loss peak has a resolution
of about 20%. Nevertheless, the 8B and 7Be energy-loss distributions in SSD are
well separated from each other and other ions like hélium or lithium (see Figure 6-

2). Note that we consider the energy-loss per ions, consequently for events of

multiplicity at least 2, the energy loss of each particle enters in the construction of
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the spectra. But there exists an overlap between the 8B and 7Be energy-loss
distributions, and the shape is distorted by the fact that a few strip signais are

added with a calibration slightly différent to build up the energy loss spectra. So

an efficient sélection of8B (or 7Be) is not reachable with only one SSD. Although
the distributions are slightly asymmetric, the energy-loss distribution of 8B and
7Be are described by Gaussian functions with parameters listed in Table 6-1
below.

Detector Energy loss [MeV]
7Be 8B

SSD1

mean 3.540 5.354

o 0.345 0.484

range [2.5; 4.6] [3.9;6.9]

SSD2

mean 3.550 5.340

a 0.339 0.486

range [2.5; 4.6] [3.9; 6.8]

SSD3

mean 3.481 5.088

o 0.405 0.549

range [2.3; 4.7] [3.4; 6.7]

SSD4

mean 3.425 5.259

O 0.303 0.470

range [2.5; 4.3] [3.8; 6.7]

Number of counts

Trigger Beam 62508 275967

Table 6-1: Parameters of Gaussianfits to the energy-
loss distributions in SSD and range of énergies to
sélect the respective ion in each detector (in
brackets). AU numbers are given in MeV. The last
row gives the number of counts for ail energy gâtes
ANDed.

When a sélection is done in an interval around the mean value of a Gaussian

distribution plus or minus three times the sigma value, 99.73 % of the distribution

is selected. In Table 6-1, the energy-loss ranges (in brackets) for a sélection of 8B
or Be overlap (see Figure 6-2). From Gaussian's characteristics, one calculâtes

that in the gâtes on 8B in SSD1AE to SSD4AE, amounts of 13%, 22%, 58% and
6%, respectively, of the 7Be events are also selected. An unambiguous 8B
identification is achieved by requiring that aU four SSDAE energy gâtes on 8B are
fulfilled simultaneously. That guarantees that, 0.99734= 98.924 % of the 8B events
is selected; for the same criteria, only 0.13x0.22x0.58x0.06 = 1 %o of the 7Be
events is selected and miss-identified as 8B. The same sélection is performed for
7Be identification in SSD, with the same features.
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Figure 6-2 : Energy-loss spectra SSDl-AE, SDD2-AE, SSD3-AE and SSD4AE for the
trigger TRBeam- In white are superimposed the gâtes that sélect Be and B (see Table 6-

6.1.2 B beam spot at the target

When a non-interacting 8B is identified in SSD by its energy-loss, its trajectory is
o

calculated from the associated position information. Thus, the position of B at the

target can be calculated event by event. The distributions in X and Y direction are

shown in Figure 6-3 (note that the offsets listed in table 6.7 hâve been used to

calculate X and Y).

The dimension of the target is 32x 24mm2. The beam spot appears larger than the
target dimensions. In particular in Y direction, the beam has a full width at 10% of
its maximum equal to 28 mm. This means that part of the beam hits the frame

surrounding the target which should be accounted for in the analysis.

Interactions with the target frame which is made of 5 mm of aluminum can be

easily identified. The right hand side histogram in Figure 6-3 shows the ratio of
the distribution of 7Be from breakup events (identification explained in Sect.
6.2.2.2), and the one of 8B. This ratio is proportional to the number of target
atoms. The flat central part corresponds to the lead area, while at each edge the
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X[mm] Counts x 10

Figure 6-3 : 8B beam spot at the target. The spectrum in the centre shows the beam
distribution in the target plane while the upper one and the left hand side are projections
on Xand Y, respectively. In Ydirection, the distribution of 7Be from breakup divided by
the distribution of8B is shown inthe right hand side histogram.

ratio is enhanced since the Al frame contains about a factor of 50 more target

atoms per cm2 and the interaction probability is only about a factor 4 of lower.
With an appropriate eut it was found that about 94% of the 8B beam pass through
the lead target. I define the "efficiency" of the target as£TG= 93.63 % (±0.11 %).

6.1.3 Total number of counts

If one assumes that the intrinsic efficiency of aU detectors is close to 100 %, then

the number of B projectiles measured in a spécifie detector is the product of the

true number of ions NB times the efficiency of the sélection. If one combines two

independent analyses (e.g. in TOF and SSD spectra) one obtains the foUowing

system of équations :
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(6-4)
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where £Tof and £ssd are the efficiencies to identify 8B in theTOF and SSD spectra
according to the cuts described in previous sections; Nb , Nb , and Nb
are the numbers of counts found in the spectra for TOF, SSD, and TOF in

coïncidence with SSD, respectively. Similar sets of équations can be written using
FD energy-loss spectra (Figure 6-4) with SSD or with TOF, also aU cuts in
combination. By using more équations than unknown variables, one can increase

the accuracy and check the consistency of the technique. This is only possible
under the assumption that no reaction occurs and the true number of 8B in each
detector is the same which holds to a very good approximation for trigger TRBeam.

Results for 8B are reported inTable 6-2.

1400

loss

Figure 6-4 : Energy-loss spectrum FDAE. Software sélection, in blackfor 8B and in grey
for 7Be, are shown superimposed in the spectrum.

In the first part of this table the numberof counts for différent sélections are given.
Efficiencies are deduced from 4 independent équations without knowing the resuit

of NB using statistics of the first part of the table. Results are reported in the last
column. In the second part results of différent solutions for NB are reported. It is
worth to note that aU results are consistent within error bars showing that the

hypothesis and the method are reliable.

From weighted averages, the total numbers of 8B for trigger TRBeam, NBBeam =
2.996 (± 0.130 %) x 105 is deduced. In addition, the number of8B found in TRpBe
(NBpBe) is evaluated from the TOF measurement (insensitive to reactions that

o

occur in the set-up) divided by the efficiency £TOf- Finally the total number of B
received in our apparatus is given by the number of B in trigger TRBeam
multiplied by the scale-down factor of 1000 plus the number measured in TRpBe.
This latter number has to be considered, since it contributes to the final resuit two

times more than the accuracy of the former. The reader should note that the
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Sélection (Detectors) NBDetecto7 105 ^Detector
TOF

SSD

FD

TOF n SSD

TOF n FD

SSD n FD

TOF n SSD n FD

2.749 ± 0.005

2.759 ± 0.005

2.806 ± 0.005

2.531+0.005

2.564 ± 0.005

2.573 ± 0.005

2.371 ±0.005

0.917 ±0.001

0.921 ±0.001

0.934 ±0.001

Quantity NBTrue/ 105
^TOF.^SSD/^TOFnSSD

NBT0F'NBFD"SSD/NBT0FnFDr
NBFD-NBt0F/NBFD"T0F
NbFD-Nbssd/Nbfd"ssd
NBro.NBTOFnSSD/NBFDnTOF

NBSSD'NBT0F"FD/NBFDnT0F

SSD

3 SSD

3 SSD

2.998 ± 0.020

2.984 ±0.021

3.009 ±0.019

3.009 ±0.014

2.995 ± 0.020

2.984 ±0.014

2.996 ±0.017VnbT°F -NBSSD -NBFD /-N/DnTOFnSSD

Quantity NBTrue/ 10* Source

sBinTRBeam (NBBeam) 2.996 (±0.130%)

8B in TRpBe (NBpBe) 8.008 (±0.196%) NBpBc /.Etof

Total number of 8B : (NB) 2813.793 (±0.175%) [NBBMmx1000+NBpBe]xeTG

Table 6-2 : Total numbers of 8B ions found under trigger condition TRBem, in various
spectra (upper part). The last column gives thesélection efficiencyfor each detector. The
middle part lists the true number of 8B ions found by solving the system of équations
described in the text and using the numbers listed in the upper part. B\ averaging one
obtains the total number of HB ions in trigger TRBeam. In the final row the absolute
number ofincoming 8B on 20HPb is obtained by adding the counts in TRllRc.

number NB is corrected for the target size, therefore it corresponds to the number
of B impinging on the active part of the Pb target.

The efficiency of the time-of-flight measurement is Ejof = 91 -7 ± 0.1 %. The

différence to 100% corresponds to events where a signal starts the TDC, but either

no stop signal is generated leading to overflows (4% of events). or the stop is
generated by an un-correlated signal which produces background visible in
Figures 6-1 and 6-5. The SSD efficiency £SSD = 92.1 ± 0.1 % is due to a few non-

connected strips, andto the fact that the sélection is not complète since the energy-
loss signal is not Gaussian-like (see Sect. 5.4.1); consequently. AE gâtes do not
sélect ail events (see Figure 6-2). Each paddle of FD represents a thick layer of
matter; therefore a lot of reactions occur which leads to an energy-loss signal
lower than the one of the projectile. Also it occurs often that two neighbouring
paddles are fired. Thèse facts worsen the energy-loss sélection in FD. Finally, 8B
identification in FDAE has an efficiency of efd = 93.4 ± 0.1 %. (Thèse

calculations assume an efficiency of 100% for the triggerTRBeam).
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At this end, we can calculate the normalisation factor for the cross section as the

product of the number of 208Pb target atoms, NPb, and NB. Since the thickness of
the target is 199.6 (±0.1%) mg/cm2 and the target is enriched in 208Pb to 90%, one
calculâtes NPb= 5.781 10"4 (±0.1%) b"1. Finally the product is :

NPb-NB = 1.626-105 (±0.2 %) b-1 . (6-7)

6.1.4 Beam composition

The most intense contamination of the 8B beam is due to 7Be. A similar analysis
as described previously applied for 7Be allows the définition of gâtes in différent
detectors, the measurement of their efficiencies and consistency. It is crucial to

perforai this with TRBeam since e.g. the results for the efficiency in SSD will be

applied on TRpse to calculate the efficiency to identify CD events.

To find out the true number of 7Be ions in the beam (Nse), is more complicated
than for 8B since a non-negligible contribution of 8B is expected within the gâtes
for 7Be. This contribution can be evaluated setting mixed gâtes in coïncidence
(e.g. 7Be in TOF in coïncidence with 8B in SSDAE). For 7Be in TOF, the 8B
contamination amounts to 5.6 % and has been subtracted in the first row of Table

o

6-3. In a similar way, the B contamination in the SSD-AE and FDAE spectra has

been subtracted.

Sélection (Detector) xt Detector
^Detector

TOF-NBinSSD 62109 + 264 0.914 ±0.003

SSD - NBinTOF 62051 ±251 0.916 ±0.003

FD - NB in SSD orTOF 64990 ± 287 0.959 ± 0.003

TOF n SSD 56660 ± 238

TOF n FD 58894 ± 242

SSD n FD 58406 ±241

TOF n SSD n FD 53805 ± 232

Quantity M trueWBe

7Be in TRBeam (NBeBeam) 67565 (± 0.27 %)

Table 6-3 : Total number of 7Be ions found in TRBeam in various spectra (upper
part). They hâve been correctedfor a small 8B contamination (see text). The last
column gives the sélection efficiencyfor each detector. In the lower part the true
number of incoming Be on Pb is given.

Efficiencies are of the same order of magnitude as for 8B, especially for SSD
which will enter in the total efficiency to detect Coulomb dissociation events.
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Finally, using the count rates in TRBeam, one calculâtes that the beam is composed

of 18%7Beand82%of8B.

6.2 Identification of 8B Coulomb breakup in the 208Pb target

CD events in the target are characterised by : i) a B ion identified in the TOF

measurement, ii) a coïncident 7Be AE signal in aU four SSD, iii) a coïncident
proton which originates from the same vertex as 7Be in the breakup target.

As we hâve seen in the preceding section, 8B can be identified with good
efficiency e.g. by setting the corresponding gâte in the TOF spectrum (Figure 6-1).

Since the other conditions (ii) and (iii) mentioned above are sufficient to identify

Coulomb breakup, no further condition is set to identify 8B, because this would
worsen the statistical accuracy of the results.

To discriminate breakup events from non-interacting beam, one could assume that

it is sufficient to require a trigger TRPBe- Unfortunately, this is not the case: due to
the small AE of protons in FD, some real events do not trigger the left hand side of

FD and thus show up in trigger TRBeam (discussed in Subsect. 6.4.1). Moreover,

breakup can occur also in the layers of matter placed in the beam; this will be

discussed in the next section. After that, the identification of 7Be and of protons
originating from the breakup target will be investigated separately.

6.2.1 Overview of reactions

The basic distinction between non-interacting beam particles (mainly 8B and 7Be)
and events where thèse particles react with layers of matter in the beam is made

with the trigger conditions TRBeam and TRpBe defined in Section 4.2. Two spectra
of TOF versus SSD4AE for the two trigger conditions are shown in Figure 6-5. In

the upper part (for TRBeam) one observes mainly the 8B and 7Be beam peaks, with
background in the TOF spectrum (horizontal Unes) and a few reactions that did

not trigger a paddle from the left hand side of FD (vertical Unes). In the lower part

(for trigger TRpBe) one observes distinct peaks with Z<Zbeam for both ions, 8B and
•7

Be, in the incident beam which correspond to reaction products formed in any
layer of matter in the set-up.
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Figure 6-5 : TOF versus SSD4AE for each trigger condition. Vertical Unes correspond
to différent ions in the beam (mainly 8B and 7Be). Horizontal Unes are due to background
in TOF (see Subsect. 6.2.3). In the lower histogram (and less intense in the upper one)
one can distinguish différent reactions which lead tofragments with Z lower than that of
the beam.
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One can observe in the lower part of Figure 6-5 that the peaks for 7Be differ
slightly in their energy-loss signais depending on whether 7Be comes from the
beam or from the 8B breakup. The energy gâtes in Table 6-1 hâve been set large
enough to contain both peaks.

It is worth to note that both Be and B react with probabilities of the same order,
leading at least to 2 fragments that can produced TRpbe. That way the proportion
of B andBe in the incoming beamis almost the same forTRpbe and TRbeam.

6.2.2 Sélection ofCoulomb dissociation of8B in the breakup
target

6.2.2.1 Identification of 7Be

We saw in the previous sections that the sélection of 7Be projectiles in SSD for
TRBeam is valid for TRpBe even though the energy-loss signais are slightly
différent. Figure 6-6 represents the energy-loss spectrum in each SSD for trigger

o

c
3
O

U

88
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Figure 6-6 : Energy-loss spectra in the four silicon detectors for trigger TRpBe. The
sélection of Be is superimposed in white.



TRpBe, the sélection of7Be is superimposed.

This sélection rejects reactions in SSD since any nuclear reaction produces ions
2with Z<Zprojectiie- As the energy-loss in SSD scales roughly with Z , any

modification of the nuclear charge in SSD does not pass through the AE-gates

when they are ANDed.

*7 7

In Figure 6-6, the sélection of Be does not exhaust the entire areas of the Be

energy-loss peaks. This is due to the fact that some 7Be ions are produced inside
SSD (from 8B breakup) orreact in SSD.

6.2.2.2 Identification of protons from breakup reactions

The energy-loss for protons in SSD is about 200 keV assuming that p has the
beam velocity of 250 A.MeV. Therefore, the proton-AE and the noise signais
overlap. Consequently it is not possible to define AE-gates in SSD like for 7Be and
8B to sélect uniquely protons. As an additional criterion, I use the vertex
reconstructed from the tracking information for aU low-energy events. The proton
from CD must originate from the same vertex in the Pb target as Be.

When a 7Be is identified in SSD with the method explained in the previous
section, its coordinates on each SSD pair are well defined. Recall that pairs of

SSD are placed 15 cm and 30 cm, respectively, downstream from the target,
sensitive in X and Y. The centre of the target is taken as the origin of the

coordinates sysyem therefore the third coordinates (along Z) is deduced from the

position of SSD pairs.

One looks for events where the multiplicity in each SSD is at least 2. Using the

7Be coordinates in SSD one defines its trajectory in space. From the remaining
signais in each SSD, a second trajectory and its intersection with the first are
calculated. In space two Unes in gênerai will never cross because mathematical
requirements are too strict for a physical measurement with a finite resolution. In
practice, one calculâtes a point of closest approach in Z-direction. This Z-value is
defined by minimising the distance D(Z) between the two intersection points of
the two trajectories with a plane parallel to SSD:

d(z)= ^(x(z)p-x(z)bJ +(y(z)p-y(z)bJ (6-8)
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where [X(Z)P ; Y(Z)P] and [X(Z)Be, Y(Z)Be] are the coordinates of p and 7Be in this
plane. The Z coordinate of closest-approach, Zjnt, is found by imposing the
condition dD/dZ = 0.

SSD 1/2

> Z

15 cm 15 cm

Figure 6-7 : Sketch illustrating how the breakup proton is found by tracking. The
trajectoryof Be is defined withoutambiguity as discussed in Sect. 6.2.2.1.

Using the coordinates of p and 7Be in this plane, one can calculate the mean
between the p and the 7Be position in this plane, yielding the "interaction point"
with coordinates (Xjnt Y;nt Zmt) :

x(zim)D+x(zim)B— ^ee _Y(Z,W ) +Y(Z„„ ) (6-9K6-10)

For each Be ion, Z\M, Xint, and Yint are computed for ail possible combinations of

the remaining signais in SSD. In Figure 6-8, interaction coordinates. Xml, Yim, and
Z^t are displayed.

This procédure produces a large amount of combinations, among which the
combination ofa proton associated with a 7Be ion is found by the foUowing basic
assumptions: i) 7Be and p paths should not converge downstream from the SSD,
ii) the interaction point should not be inside SSD, iii) finally. if more than one
combination remains, then the procédure sélects the smallest L defined as :

L=VX,nt+^1+Z,^ (6-11)
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Figure 6-8 : Distribution of interaction ofcoordinates (Xmt, Ymt, Zin,J. Among ail possible
coordinates found using Be positions in SSD and remaining signal in SSD (in grey),
selected CD events are shown in white.

The resuit is shown in Figure 6-8 superimposed in white. The distribution of

interaction points of true p-Be events are centred at the target. This method shows

also that no other material acts as target. The positions of the mean interaction

point and their standard déviations are :

Xint = 0.37 ± 2.84 mm; Yint = -3.3 ± 5.1 mm; Zint = 2.6 ± 6.4 mm. (6"12)

The accuracy of the method for Z™ could be taken from the distribution since the

thickness of the target can be neglected compared to other dimension of the

problem. Large uncertainties corne from the fact that particle paths are almost

parallel to the beam axis. For Xjm and Yjnt, the measurement is more accurate than

for Zint- Value for random error (governed by angular straggling) was found equal

0.8 mm. Then the standard déviation in Xint and Y;nt reflects the beam spread.

The effect of selecting the protons from CD as described above can be visualised

in the energy-loss spectrum in SSD (Figure 6-9). A well defined proton peak

appears inside a large noise band, with the correct energy loss of about 200 keV.
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Figure 6-9 : Energy-loss spectrum in SSDfor TRpBe The p-Be Coulomb-breakup events
are superimposed in white.

6.2.3 Count rate, efficiency, systematic error

With this sélection of CD in the breakup target for trigger condition TRpBe, we
found 36484 events in total of this, the yield of CD events identified with their

interaction positions inside the 208Pb target is:

YCDiden,1f1ed= 33989 (±0.54%); (6-13)

i.e. 93.2%. This percentage agrées very well with the 8B in active area found in
Sect. 6.1.2.

One has to evaluate the efficiency of the procédure. The resuit will be the product
of the efficiency to identify the 7Be ion and the efficiency to find the associated
proton. We already evaluated theefficiency to sélect a 7Be ion to be essoBe =0.916
± 0.003 (see Sect. 6.1.4). (Note that in the case of CD identification where a

proton is found in coïncidence with 7Be, no 8B contamination can remain).
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The efficiency to identify a proton is considered to be 100%. Indeed, the proton

energy-loss signal is well above the threshold in SSD, only less than 1 %o is found
to be below threshold. No other gâte on SSDAE is imposed. The geometrical

limitation of SSD is considered in Sect. 6.4.2 where the efficiency due to the

acceptance of the apparatus is evaluated.

Finally, one has to check systematic errors of the method i.e. the probability to

identify CD events with a noise signal instead of a true proton signal. This

évaluation is performed with trigger condition TRBeam where in principle no
reactions should occur. When applying the sélection in SSDAE, 61490 Be ions

were found, 1018 of which had a proton in coïncidence found from vertex

reconstruction. In fact, a detailed analysis (e.g. requiring B in TOF, Be and

proton signal in MWPC, 7Be in FDAE) of thèse events shows that about 10 events
may be true CD events. As a resuit, one may consider that 1.6 % of the identified

CD events are due to 7Be ion plus a noise signal. This quantity is taken as the
uncertainty of the vertex-reconstruction efficiency. We may write this efficiency

as Evertex =1.00 ± 0.016. As a conclusion, the total efficiency to find CD events is :

EanaCD = EsSDBe •Evertex = 0.916 ± 0.016. (6"14)

6.3 Invariant mass détermination

We hâve seen in Sect. 3.4.1 that the relative energy between 7Be and proton
dépends on the angle between their trajectories after the dissociation (9n) and
their momenta in the laboratory (PBe, PP)- The angle 6i7 is deduced from positions
measured in SSD while the momentum is deduced from particle tracking in the

spectrometer KaoS.

6.3.1 Momentum détermination

In a double-focusing spectrometer like KaoS, in first-order ion optics the
horizontal position at the focal plane behind the spectrometer is related to the
momentumof the particle and is independent of the angle at the entrance. Also, an
horizontal offset at the target is reduced to one third at the focal plane, it reduces

aberations for momentum détermination. However, the large acceptance of KaoS

in momentum and angle causes higher-order aberrations. Therefore, the particle
position at the focal plane has also a dependence on the angle at the entrance.
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Let us define 0x and 9y as the angles in horizontal and vertical plane at the origin,

i.e. at the centre of the target, and X' and Y' as the positions at the focal plane

behind the spectrometer. The spécification of KaoS [SENG93], including

corrections for second-order aberrations, leads to a good description of the

momentum P as a function of thèse four variables (8x, 9y, X', Y') while its

dependence on the position at the target or the angle at the focal plane is weak.

Considering only matrix éléments up to the third-order, the momentum is given

by:

P(0x,0y,X',Y')=

u0 + u,0x + u20y + u3X'+u4Y'

+un0x2 +u120x0y +u130xX'+u,40xY'

+u220y2 +u230yX'+u240yY'

+ u33X'2+u34X'Y'+u44Y'2

+ u1110x3 +U|120x20y +u1130x2X'+u,140x2Y'

+uI220x0y2+u1230x0yX'+u1240x0yY'

+u1330xX'2+u1340xX'Y'+u1440xY'2

+ u2220y3 + u2230y2X'+u2240y2 Y'

+u2330yX'2+u2340yX'Y'+u2440yY'2

+u333X*3+u334X'2 Y'+Uj^XT'+u^Y'

(6-15)

Theoretically, the vector u in Eq. (6-15) is defined by the ion optics of the

spectrometer and can be calculated. In practice, this simple picture does not hold

since we introduce layers of matter between the focal planes. Therefore, one has to

take into account energy loss as well as energy and angular straggling. Since thèse

effects differ markedly between protons and Be or B ions, we hâve determined

three vectors Ui (i = p, 7Be, 8B) by generating trajectories for each of the three
particles by a Monte-Carlo simulation with the code GEANT [GEAN93] which

takes into account deflection by the magnetic field and interaction with the

différent layers of matter. The vectors Uj are then deduced from fitting procédures

knowing the momentum of each particle and its position in the detectors.

Coefficients used in this analysis and détails about the ion optics are discussed in

the thesis of G. Surowka [SUR099].
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6.3.2 Détermination of the independent variables

The variables, 0x, 0y, X' and Y' are calculated from the measured positions in
SSD and MWPC. The angles at the target (0x, 8y) are deduced from SSD

measurements:

©x; =arctg[ (SSD3-X(i) - SSD1-X(i))/L ] + Offset-X (6-16)
0yi =arctg[ (SSD4-Y(i) -SSD2-Y(i))/L ]+ Offset-Y (6"17)

for i = p , 7Be, where L = 16.2 cm is the distance between the two pairs of SSD.
Using the approximation for small angles and the fact that L is a constant one can
simply express 0x and 0y as the position différences measured in SSD and include
L in the vector u in Eq. (6-15).

Theoretically, thepositions at the focal plane behind the spectrometer, (X', Y') are
simply the absolute positions measured in MWPC. In practice, however, small
discrepancies may occur (mainly in the X coordinates) between simulated and
measured MWPC-positions due to e.g. insufficient accuracy of the magnetic field
map used in GEANT or of the absolute positioning of the detectors in space. We
allow for this by introducing a linear transformation from measured coordinates to
those used in GEANT for the momentum reconstruction [SUR099].

X'p = Slope-LX •MWPC-LX + Offset-LX (6-18)
Y'p = MWPC-LY (6-19)
X'Be = Slope-NX •MWPC-NX + Offset-NX (6-20)
Y'Be =MWPC-NY (6"21)

The numerical values for the offset and slope constants for MWPC-positions hâve
been determined by G. Surowka [SUR099] using a primary 100 A.MeV 12C beam
from SIS and the non interacting 7Be and SB beam from FRS. They are listed in
Table 6-4.

Quantity Value

Offset-X 0.40 cm

Offset-Y 0.18 cm

Slope-LX 1.0526

Offset-LX 3.79 cm

Slope-NX 1.0184

Offset-NX 2.90 cm

Table 6-4 : Offsets and slope constants used to
convert measured MWPC positions to those
used to calculate Eq.(6-15).
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The détermination ofoffsets in SSD Eq. (6-16)(6-17) is performed by considering
two facts: the reconstructed beam spot at the target and the relation in vertical
direction between positions in SSD and MWPC.

We hâve seen in Sect. 6.1.2 that reactions in the target frames and those in the Pb
target can be identified from the number of 7Be breakup events relative to the
number of 8B projectiles impinging on the same position. Similar to the one-
dimensional distribution shown in Figure 6-3, Figure 6-10 shows a two-
dimensional distribution of the corresponding ratio using zéro for SSD offsets.

In Figure 6-10 the reaction rate is increasing with increasing darkness of the
pixels. The black pixels indicate the target frame. The target position is
mechanically well known, also its size 32 x 24 mm. It is obvious that the beam
spot appears not to be well aligned on the target. Moreover, the apparent target
centre does not coincide with the origin of theX-Y coordinate system.
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Figure 6-10 : "Target shadow" resulting from the ratio between the distribution of 7Be
from CD and the distribution ofnon-interacting 8B on the target. The dashed rectangle
shows the contour of the target (32x24 mm) and the dotted cross its centre. The cross
with the thick line shows the mean 8B beam position; its length in horizontal and vertical
direction equals to the standard déviation of the 8B beam . X- and Y-offsets of the SSD
were set to zéro.
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This apparent discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that SSD are not centred
(i.e. the SSD offsets are not zéro as assumed in Figure 6-10). It does not exist
unique values of offsets that move the dotted cross in Figure 6-10 which
correspond to the centre of the target at the origin of the X-Y coordinate system.
Therefore one needs more information to disentangle the problem and to fix the

offsets in SSD.

In Y direction, this is achieved using the optical properties of KaoS. From the
entrance to the exit focal planes, KaoS has a Y-magnification of about6. In Figure
6-11 the Y-position at the target against the Y-position measured in MWPC is
shown.
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Figure 6-11 : Y-position at the target (from SSD) plotted against Y-position in MWPC-N
for thenon-interacting B beam.

If the detectors are well positioned, to first order the points in this figure should lie
on a straight line through the origin with the slope given by the Y-magnification.
To adjust the line in Figure 6-11, either one moves MWPC by about 1cm or SSD
by about 2 mm. The absolute position of MWPC is well known and cannot be off
by such an amount. Therefore, we conclude that SSD are shifted by 1.8 mm in Y
direction. This information constrains the Y-offsets in SSD.
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In addition, some constraints for the beam position and angle can be added; for
instance, very large angles for the incoming beam relative to the optical axis are
excluded, otherwise the projection of the beam position far upstream from the
target leads to position outside the beam tube. In Y direction we assumed that the

beam is parallel to the optical axis since the whole accelerator complex is well
aligned in the horizontal plane, and that the beam has the same apparent angle in
Y whether it is coming directly from SIS or from FRS. In X direction, less
available information leads to a few possible solutions for Offset-X.

The values reported for offsets in SSD (Table 6-4) were found considering the
resulting calibration and in particular its effect on the Ml peak. This is explained
in more détail in Sect. 6.3.3, while the uncertainties of the détermination of offsets

and slopes will be used to dérive systematic uncertainties of the momentum
calibration as shown later.

6.3.3 Raw spectra

For each CD event, the momenta ofthe proton and the 7Be are calculated using the
results from the preceeding sections. Inclusive momentum spectra are shown in
the upperpart of Figure 6-12. Moreover, the absolute value of the vector sum P8 is
also shown in the most right histogram.

The opening angle 0n needed to calculate the relative energy Erei between the
proton and 7Be is given by :

0,7 =acos'17

0xp0xBe+0yp0yBe +L2
t0xp2+0yp2 +L2J(0xBe2+0yBe2 +L2)

(6-22)

The distribution is shown in the lower left histogram. The relative energy
distribution deduced from Eq. (3-11)(3-14) is plotted in the lower right histogram
in Figure 6-12.

The proton momentum distribution has its mean value at 738.4 ±37.8 MeV/c and

exhibits a peak structure which is connected with dips in the efficiency of the
trigger TRpBe. In addition, cuts appear due to the momentum acceptance especially
pronounced for low momentum values. Thèse features are taken into account in
the efficiency évaluation discussed later.
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Figure 6-12 : Momenta, opening angle and relative energy distributions for CD events.
In the upper part momenta of proton, 7Be and their vector sum P8 are shown. The
opening angle 9/7 and the resulting Erei are shown in the left and right lower panels,
respectively.
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Incontrary, the 7Be momentum distribution is a smooth distribution with its mean
at 5119+59 MeV/c. The distribution of the absolute value of Ps which is peaked at

5856 ± 45 MeV/c, can be used as a test for the momentum calibration. Indeed,

using momentum conservation, this vector sum plus the recoil momentum vector

ofthe 208Pb is equal to the momentum of the 8B projectile i.e. PB=Pp+PBe+Ppb- In
CD where mainly peripheral reactions occur, the recoil of the target nucleus can

be neglected especially for light projectiles on heavy targets. From the Bp analysis

it was found that the incoming momentum of the 8B projectile at the centre of the
target is 5893 ± 32 MeV/c whereas the GEANT simulation (which takes into

account the response of the apparatus and the CD process) leads to 5885 ± 30

MeV/c [SUR099]. It is worth to note that the spread of P8 (FWHM=80 MeV/c) is

less than the individual spreads of the proton and the 7Be momentum distributions
(both hâve FWHM = 110 MeV/c). This fact is due to the vectorial nature of the

sum; the spread of Pg corresponds to the spread of the 8B beam folded with the
response function of the spectrometer.

In the 0n distribution ; a eut appears at small angles due to the finite multihit

resolution of the SSD, this will be explained in Subsect. 6.4.2.1 and evaluated for

the efficiency. The Erei spectrum is peaked at the energy of the M1 transition, but

as we saw in Chapter 3 the cross section is dominated by E1 transitions over the

entire energy range which is also peaked at about 500 keV due to the folding of

the virtual photon number with the photodissociation cross section.

6.3.4 Resolution

The resolution is mainly limited by multiple-Coulomb scattering in layers of

material which enlarge the position distributions in the différent detectors. In

particular, the scattering in the target limits the achievable invariant mass

resolution. The intrinsic position resolutions, 0.1 mm in SSD and 0.5 mm in

MWPC, will also play a rôle.

The détermination of Erei from Eq. (3-11)(3-14) dépends on Pp, Ptil. and 0p. Let us
define 0"pp, CpBe and oen as the individual errors of Pp, PBc and 0|7, respectively,
which are uncorrelated and small. We can differentiate Ert;i and calculate dErei as

the accuracy to measure Eei :

CTErel=.
ÔE

\2
rel

5P„
•CT„ +

Be

100

'ôE ^
5P, PBe

+

VÔE rel

(6-23)
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From the GEANT simulation the momentum resolution both for proton and 7Be is
found to be AP/P = 5 %c (FWHM) and constant [SUR099]; therefore, the 1-sigma

relative errors are o"pp = aPBe = 5 %o / 2.35. Gen is found to be equal to 4.8 mrad
[SUR099] leading to a resolution A9/9=2.35-aei7/9i7 which dépends on the angle.

Partial derivatives in Eq. (6-23), which are a function of Pp, PBe and 9n, are

computed for each CD event. The resulting resolution RErei = 2.35-0"Erei/Erei is

shown in Figure 6-13 as a function of Erei.

The width of the band in the plane Erei against RErei gives the accuracy of the

resolution. The dominant factor in Eq. (6-23) is related to the accuracy of

determining the opening angle 9n in SSD and dépends strongly on the target

thickness. Moreover, it makes the resolution diverge at low Erei since low relative

énergies are associated with low 0n.

The conséquence of the limited Erei resolution for the analysis is that one has to

choose a binning large enough to separate two energy distribution, i.e. as large as

the FWHM. Consequently, a comparison with other results or theory is valid when

they are meant over the same range. This argument leads to the détermination of

the "large bin size" (LB) defined in Table 6-5 with only 8 bins from 0 to 3 MeV.
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Figure 6-13 : Invariant mass resolution versus Ertt for the 200 mg/cm Pb target.
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A binning of 100 keV leads to a better représentation of the CD cross section, but

this distribution can be compared with other results or theory only if they are
folded with the resolution.

Erel range FWHM

keV keV

[ 100; 300] 149

[ 300; 500] 210

[ 500; 800] 278

[ 800;1200] 332

[1200; 1600] 393

[1600; 2000] 446

[2000;2500] 499

[2500;3000] 779

[3000; 3500] 600

Table 6-5 : Choicefor the large binning which respect one FWHM size. Thefist column
gives the range in Erei on which mean valuesfor the CD will be calculatedfrom data or a
theoretical description. The second column gives the FWHM of the resolution (RErerErei)
for the Erei at the mean ofthe range.

6.3.5 Systematic errors

The distribution of CD events as a function of Erei has an uncertainty due to the

systematic errors of the momentum calibration. Thèse errors are difficult to

calculate analytically, since the vector u in Eq. (6-15) contains 36 coefficients

which are correlated. In practice, the systematic errors due to the momentum

calibration are estimated by using several reasonable sets of momentum-

calibration coefficients, calculating the corresponding Erei distributions, and using
the distance between the envelop of thèse distributions as the systematic errors.

Numerical values are given in Table 6-6 where offsets in SSD are in the first row

and values applied on MWPC coordinates appear in the first column. For the 8

possible combinations, the corresponding distributions like the ones of Figure 6-
12 are found and their features are deduced. Mean values and spreads for
momentum, strength and position of the Ml peak are compared with expectations
(i.e. momentum P8 = 5885±30 MeV/c [SUR099], position of the well known Ml
peak at Erei = 632 keV).



Slope-LX =1.0526
Offset-LX= 3.79 cm

Slope-NX =1.0184
Offset-NX= 2.90 cm

Slope-LX =1.0843
Offset-LX= 2.96 cm

Slope-NX= 1.0722
Offset-NX= 3.66 cm

Offset-X=0.11cm

Offset-Y=0.18cm

(a)
MMi = 658±lll
Max = 21.0

MP8 = 5907 ± 49

(e)
MMi=687±89
Max = 21.0

MPS = 5891+48

Offset-X=0.40cm

Offset-Y=0.18cm

(b)
MM] = 645±96
Max =22.2

MP8 = 5856 ± 46

(f)
MM1 = 670±113
Max = 20.5

MP8 = 5839 ± 44

Offset-X=0.07cm

Offset-Y=0.18cm

(c)
MMj = 679±101
Max = 20.4

MP8 = 5915 ± 50

(g)
MMi = 687±83
Max =21.2

MP8 = 5899±48

Offset-X=0.07cm

Offset-Y=0.10cm

(d)

MMi =696+118
Max =18.3

MP8 = 5928 ± 52

(h)
MMi=697±90
Max = 20.1

MP8 = 5912±51

Table 6-6 : Possible valuesfor constants which enter in the momentum calibration. Eight
différent calibrations (from (a) to (h)) were used combining différent set of offsets and
slopes as defined in Table 6-4. Somefeatures are given : the mean energyfor the Ml
peak (Mmi in KeV), the maximum value of the Erei spectrum (Max in count/keV) and
finally the mean ofPp+PBe (MP8 in MeV/c).

AU combinations in Table 6-6 lead to P8 mean values (MP8) in agreement with the

expected one within error bars, the same occurs for the Ml peak mean energy. The

combination (b) is chosen to calculate the cross section (values of constants in

Table 6-4) because the Ml peak position is closest to the expectation and its

maximum (Max) is the highest corresponding to a better resolution.

For each of the 8 combinations the yield distribution is calculated. For each bin of

Erei, the mean and the variance is calculated, Figure 6-14 shows the dispersion

(100 KeV bin size) as a function of Erei (i.e. the ratio of the count rate for a given

calibration and the mean value bin by bin). We can observe that two calibrations

can differ by up to 20% in a given bin, particularly at low energy. Finally the
variance is used to define the relative systematic errors as ôsys(Erei) = Variance/

Mean, they are plotted in the lower part of the figure.

The systematic error as a function of Erei has a minimum between 600 keV and
1200 keV of about 2 %, while it reaches 10 % towards Erei = 0 and Erei = 3 MeV.

Thèse systematic error will be added quadratically in the final cross section

calculation
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Figure 6-14 : Systematic errors of the invariant-mass measurement. The upper
histogram shows ratios of the yields obtained for différent calibrations and the mean
value found in each 100 keV bin. The lower histogram shows the resulting relative
systematic errors as a function of Erel that will be added in quadrature in thefinal cross
section calculation.

6.4 Efficiency détermination

Since each individual detector has an intrinsic efficiency of almost 100 % in

measuring charged particles, the efficiency of our apparatus is limited by the
analysis and the geometrical acceptance. We hâve already discussed the efficiency
to identify CD events in SSD, £anaCD, which is independent of Ere). We still hâve to

analyse the efficiency of the triggers and investigate geometrical cuts (due to the
size of the detectors) which could be energy integrated to calculated the CD total
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cross section or energy dépendent for the differential cross section. This latest
condition has to be evaluated with a Monte-Carlo simulation as explained in the

latest subsection.

6.4.1 Trigger décision efficiency

The CD yield is deduced from count rate in TRpBe while NB is deduced from
TRBeam- Therefore in the ratio leading to the cross section, one has to introduce the

trigger efficiencies, or equivalently the efficiency of one trigger compared to the
other (since common effects cancel in the ratio). For foUowing reasons, it appears

that TRPBe is less efficient than TRBeam and leads to the introduction of the factor
ÊTR-pBe-

The trigger detector FD is a wall of 30 plastic scintillator paddles (Sect. 4.2.),
when 7Be or 8B ion hits a paddle the efficiency to generate an electrical signal
above the threshold is 100 %. It has been investigated in détail by G. Surowka

[SUR099] that two problems reduce the trigger efficiency:

i) The geometrical coverage of the focal plane is less than 100 % due to narrow

slits between the (single layer of) paddles;

ii) A small fraction of CD events does not trigger TRpBe since the proton signal in
FD is below the threshold; such events are essentially lost since the TRBeam

trigger is down scaled by a factor of 1000.

The combination of both effects leads to the marked peak structure in Figure 6-12.

Thèse effects hâve been simulated by GEANT [SUR099] by varying the constant-

fraction discriminator threshold of the FD paddles (around 20% of the mean value

of the energy-loss distribution of protons in FD) until agreement of simulated and
expérimental spectrum is obtained [SUR099]. Fortunately, even if this
phenomenon leads to pronounced dips in the proton momentum spectrum, the
affected events are distributed evenly over the Erei distribution and will be
included in geometrical efficiency egeo(Erei) explained later (Subect. 6.4.3). The

efficiency of TRpBe averaged over E^ is:

ETR-pBe =0.90 (± 2.78 %). (6"24)
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6.4.2 Geometrical efficiency

6.4.2.1 Cuts in SSD

As we hâve seen in chapter 5 (Figure 5-6), the silicon detectors covers area of

58x58 mm2 and hâve 576 wires in total of which 512 are read out. The Figure 5-7
shows how SSD are arranged. In total SSD cover approximately 0.1-sr around the
optical axis. Since the reaction kinematics at high incident energy focuses aU
fragments into a small solid angle around the beam axis, a large part of the solid
angle of the reaction is covered. The protons, the lightest fragments of the
reaction, hâve the largest angular distribution and sometimes miss the SSD.

Figure 6-15 shows the position distribution of protons in the last pair of SSD.
Note that the frame width corresponds to the active area of the detector. One

observes that the distributions are eut at the limits of the detectors especially in
SSD4.

On each direction, the distribution where SSD are fully read out is fitted. In Figure
6-15, the resulting functions are extended to the full SSD width. The comparison
between the fit functions and the real distributions show three parts : i) Where the
detectors are fully read out (the inner part) the comparison shows random

déviations, ii) In the area where only half of the strips are connected, on the strips
that are read out, the observed rate is systematically higher than the fit function;

this fact is explained by the cross talk effect. It was shown that 209r of the protons
hit 2 neighbouring strips, thèse events are read out even if one over two strips are
connected. While nothing is naturally observed on strips where no signal is
collected. So in this area only a maximum of 40% of the proton signais are lost,
and it concerns only the tail of the proton distribution, so it is a minor effect. iii)

An extension of the fit function outside the detector active area shows that only a
tail of distribution is missing which leads to a minor contribution in the efficiency.
Quantitatively, the number of "lost events" is evaluated by integrating the
différence between the observed distribution on SSD and the fit extended to

infinity Nobs-Nfit. It was found that in SSD3, 248 protons could miss and 2652 of

them in SSD4. With the same treatment I can evaluate that no 7Be are lost, this is
due to an angular distribution much narrower than the 0.1 sr SSD acceptance.
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Figure 6-15 : Proton position distribution in SSD3 (left hand side) andSSD4 (right hand
side). On the top panels, the distributions are compared with u fit while on the lower
panels the différence of counts between the observed distributions and the fits Nohs-Nfi,
are shown.

In addition, we will now evaluate the efficiency for small angle measurement in

SSD. As shown in the sketch of Figure 6-16, the position measurement in SSD is

discrète by nature : a position is associated with a signal in a strip. To detect two
particles in the same SSD, their positions should be separated at least by one strip
(0.1 mm). Since Be, in 75% of ail cases, produces a signal in two neighbouring
strips, the effective distance for an identification is about dmm=0.25 mm. This eut

off in the first pairs of SSD leads to a eut off in 0)7 at about 1.8 mrad since this

pair is placed 15 cm downstream from the target.

The efficiency for each value of Q\j higher than 1.8 mrad could be evaluated as

discused in the foUowing. For a given On and a given position of the 7Be on the
first pair of SSD, the proton stands on a circle for which the radius is equal to : rp
= z.tan(9n), where z = 15 cm is the distance between the origin and the position of
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SSDl-X(p) SSDl-X(Be)

t X
SSD2-Y(p) <

SSD2-Y(Be)

Figure 6-16 : Sketch of the first pair of SSD and conditions to detect the lowest Q17OJ
about 1.8 mrad. Arrows represent particle trajectories, each of which are detected by a
strip in X and Y direction. For an identification in the analysis an empty strip is
necessaryin each dimension between theproton and the Be hits.

the first pair of SSD. A part of this circle is eut in the analysis since the proton can
not be detected in the same strip or the neighbouring one of7Be. So the efficiency
for each value of 617 is the ratio between the accessible part of the circle over the

full circle length :

dmm27t-4-arcsin
(6-25)

C'en On)-'
2k

This analytical efficiency as a function of 617 is applied to the observed angular

distribution shown in Figure 6-12. The efficiency correction shows that about

1200 events were not measured due to small opening angles.

In total, together with the events lost due to the acceptance, about 4100 CD events

were lost compared to the 33989 CD events found in the analysis. The number of

lost CD events is only a rough estimation, consequently, I attribute a relative error

of 100 % for the calculation of the total cross section in Table 6-8:

YCD-ios, = 4100 (±100%). (6-26)

Consequently, the total geometrical efficiency of SSD energy integrated is roughly

estimated to be 89 ± 10 %. The large uncertainty will be grandly reduced by : i)

restricting the measurements in SSD to the fully readout area, ii) imposing in the
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analysis dmin= 0.3 mm, iii) simulating properly the full distribution and comparing
it with the one reduced by previous restrictions. In addition, it is not possible in
practice to deduced this efficiency as a function of Erei analytically because its
relation with 9n is not linear. This évaluation requires a Mote-Carlo simulation.
Nevertheless, it is expected that the low-017 eut will act mostly at low Erd when

edges of SSD will mostly correspond to high momentum values, therefore high
values of Erei-

6.4.2.2 Cuts in MWPC

One can observe on distributions in MWPC that the one used for the ions is large

enough to measure the whole 7Be distribution, no geometrical cuts occur. The
distribution of protons in MWPC-L appears to be eut at the edges as it is shown in

Figure 6-17.

In horizontal direction, edges correspond to extrême values of momenta (low and

high values, respectively, for right and left hand side of the chamber). It was found

that 32140 CD events hâve a complète set of coordinates (0x, 0y, X' and Y')

compared to the 33989 events found only in the SSD. It means that about 5 % of
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Figure 6-17 : Distribution ofproton positions in MWPC-L. The distribution is eut at the
edges ofthe detector. Theframe correspondsto the active size ofthe detector.
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them are lost due to the limited size of MWPC.

As for the other geometrical cuts, the effect on energy dépendent efficiency is not

direct and cannot be analytically evaluated.

6.4.3 GEANT simulations for efficiency détermination

As we saw for SSD and MWPC, some particular kinematic conditions i.e. high or

low proton momenta, large or small opening angles can be partially or completely
suppressed by the geometrical limitations of the set-up. In addition FD has an
efficiency depending on proton position in that detector. Therefore, combinations

of angles and momenta lead to CD events of which Erei can not be measured, it
leads to an energy dépendent efficiency term: egeo(Erei). This évaluation is

achieved with a full GEANT simulation [GEAN93] where aU angular

combinations are simulated and weighted by the cross section.

The event generator for the GEANT simulation calculated by G. Surowka

[SUR099] is based on a Sn-factor combining El and Ml multipolarities and uses

the angular distribution given by the classical formulation of virtual photon

numbers (see Sect. 3.4). Each particle generated is tracked by GEANT though the

apparatus and the positions on detectors are deduced. The geometrical cuts are

obtained applying the foUowing conditions : i) the position in SSD has to be in the

fully read-out area (see Sect. 5.3) i.e. from strip 1 to 480, ii) in a SSD, proton and

7Be are distant at least by dra;n = 0.3 mm, iii) ail particles hâve to pass through the
active area of the MWPC, iv) the thresholds in FD are set such that it reproduces

the observations for protons. Conditions on observed variables are summarised in

Table 6-7.
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Conditions on CD events
l<SSDi-strip<480

SSDi-strip(p) - SSDi-strip(Be) > 3
-26cm<X'(p)<28cm

-12cm<Y'(p)<13.5cm
-15.5 cm<Y'(Be)< 16.5 cm

Table 6-7 : Conditions applied both on simulated
and expérimental data. SSDi-strip is the position
in the SSD expressed in strip number, while, other
variables X', Y' defined in Table 6-4 are positions
in MWPC after applying offsets and slopes.



Finally, the efficiency is obtained by dividing the simulated yield including aU
possible cuts by the full yield without such cuts. The resuit is shown in Figure 6-
18.
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Figure 6-18: Geometrical efficiency curveas afunction ofEre[.

One observes that the efficiency is rather high for a large range of Erei and has a

maximum at about Erei = 400 keV. The dip before this maximum is caused by the
eut due to small 0n while after the maximum the efficiency is limited mostly by

the detector sizes. This geometrical efficiency is almost independent of the theory

used for the event generator as long as this theory describes the main features of
the CD process (angular distribution) and takes into account the E-ei resolution.

To apply this efficiency correction on the observed CD yield, the same restrictive
conditions are set on expérimental data. On one hand, it reduces the total yield
from 32140 CD events found in coïncidence in SSD and MWPC to 29476 CD

events. On the other hand, it removes uncertainties like cross talk in SSD and

définition of active area in MWPC after applying offsets and slopes.

6.5 The Coulomb dissociation total cross section

Now we can collect ail information to evaluate the total Coulomb dissociation

cross section. Normalisation factor Eq. (6-7), yields Eq. (6-13) and (6-26) and
efficiencies Eq. (6-14)(6-24) are summarised in Table 6-8, the final row gives the
resulting total cross section.
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Normalisation factors

Yields

Efficiencies

NPb-NB

YcD-identified

YcD-lost

SanaCD

ËTR-pB.

1.626-105(±0.2%)b''
33989 (±0.54%)

__ 4100 (±100%)

0.92 (±1.60%)

0.90 (± 2.78 %)
Total number of CD

events

Y + Y

iNCD
^anaCD '̂ TR-pBe 46202 (± 8.33 %)

Total cross section
a = N">

CD N -Nlx B 1NPb
284.0 (± 8.33 %) mb

Table 6-8 : Total Coulomb dissociation cross section. The yields is divided in two parts,
YcD-idemijied corresponds to CD eventsfound using the technique described in text, while
YçD-iost is a rough estimate of the number of CD events lost due to the geometrical
limitation ofSSD as reported in Sect. 6.4.2.

6.6 Differential cross sections

The differential cross sections is deduced from the yield distribution shown in the

lower right histogram of Figure 6-12. One has to include the geometrical
efficiency egeo(Erei) found in Sect. 6.4 which replaces YCD-iost and eTR-PBe in the
calculation of the total cross section. The differential cross section is given by :

doCD

dE
(Ere,)=

rel

while the relative error is

N,

YCD(Er„)
•N •£x> Pb canaCD •C(Erel)

(6-27)

ôL/dEfd =Ô-cd (Ere, )+ Ô^b +ô^ +5^, +èl (Er,, )+ 8^ (Ea„ ) (6-28)

where Ôsyst(Erei) is the systematic relative error estimated in Sect. 6.3.5.

The resolution constrains the binning of the Erc( distribution (définition of the

large bin (LB) in Sect. 6.3.4). As the LB leads to few points, a binning of 100 keV
is also used because it leads to a good représentation of our cross section such that
statistical error ôYcd are in the same order as other uncertainties.

Finally one obtains the differential cross sections for the 100 keV and LB binning
as shown in Figure 6-19 (or in numerical form in Tables 9-1 and 9-2 in the

Appendix) respectively by using relations (6-27)(6-28).
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Figure 6-19 : Differential cross sections as a function of the relative energy Ere!. Open
circle correspond to mean valuesfor 100 keV wide bins, full circles correspond to mean
valuesfor the LB bin sizes defined in Table 6-5. Horizontal bars show the energy range
where mean values are calculated.

On Figure 6-19, horizontal bars show the energy range where mean values are

calculated. Final errors of the mean values are of the order of 10 %, with a

minimum around 1 MeV since statistical, systematic and the efficiency accuracy

hâve a minimum in the range from 500 keV to 1 MeV. Statistical (in case of 100

keV bin) and systematical uncertainty dominate error bars.

6.7 Differential Coulomb dissociation cross section to the

ground state

We saw in Chap. 3 that 7Be has an excited state at 429 keV. The CD process
excites high energy states in the continuum; consequently, both the ground state
and the first excited state can be fed. Since only the CD to the ground state is

relevant to extract the Sn-factor, the feeding of the excited state has to be

subtracted from our measurement. This will constitute the only correction in this

analysis since other corrections, e.g. the nuclear breakup and the higher order
effects, are negligible compared to the expérimental accuracy (see Sect. 3.4).
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The ratio between the cross sections of the excited state and the ground state
RRiKEN=o-ex/dags was extracted from RIKEN experiments [MOT098, KIKU98].

One has to readjust this ratio for the kinematics of our experiment. Using the
relation (3-15) we obtain:

^GSI ~
nEl,gs

50MeV

nEl,ex

_nEl,ex _ .nE.,gs.
R

Riken

250MeV

(6-29)

This relation is true under the assumption that only the El transition occurs.

Consequently, the CD cross section to the ground state results from the product of
the total cross section found in Sect. 6.6 and the factor :

F=l/(l+RGSi). (6-30)

The cross sections to the ground state and the total one are compared in Figure 6-

20, while the lower part of the figure shows the factor F (numerical values can be

found in tables in the Appendix).

Values of F at Erei relevant for our cross section are deduced from a linear

interpolation of expérimental Rriken shown in Figure 3-9. Rriken in Figure 3-9
has a quoted relative uncertainty of about 20%. To be sure that the interpolation
procédure and the conversion to GSI energy is correct, a relative uncertainty of

50% in Rgsi is assigned. It results for F in a relative uncertainty of less than 5%.

The correction is negligible in the most interesting low-energy range and increases
with the relative energy to reach F ~ 75 % at about 2 MeV.
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7. Results and discussion

We concluded the previous chapter with the expérimental CD cross section to the

ground state of p+7Be. The resulting cross section can then be compared to
theoretical descriptions. Calculations within the single particle model and the

cluster model will be presented. The astrophysical Sn-factor will be deduced and

compared with other existing data: with data deduced from CD in RIKEN and

with direct measurements. Finally the zero-energy S-factor Sn(0) will be
extracted.

7.1 Comparison with theoretical calculations

In this section I will compare our expérimental CD differential cross section to the

ground state with theoretical descriptions with the intent to validate the extraction

of the astrophysical Sn-factor which requires the multipole composition to be
known (see Sect. 3.4). The rather poor resolution requires that aU theoretical

calculations hâve to be folded with the resolution before comparison with
expérimental data. The description of the folding procédure can be found in the
appendix in Sect. 9.2.

Q

The B nucleus has only one bound state (the ground state) with a total angular
momentum of Jg/ = 2+. The ground state can be considered as consisting of a
weakly bound proton (proton séparation energy Sp = 137 keV) coupled to a 7Be
core. This justifies to calculate the wave function of 8B within a single-particle
model. This approach can be found in Ref. [TOMB65, BARK80, KTM-87,

KRAU93, BERT96, ESBE96, NUNE97, TYPE97].

More elaborate calculations, namely the three-cluster-model, considering 8B as
He+ He+p, are motivated by expérimental information about spectroscopic

properties of 8B and the mirror nucleus 8Li [DESC94]. An effective force
between the clusters is used to détermine the ground state wave function within
microscopic calculations. The reader may find détails in Ref. [JOHN92, DESC94,
CSÔT98, GRIG98].
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Both approaches suffer from a lack of spectroscopic information on 8B and of a
précise knowledge of the effective interactions. Consequently, the calculated Sn-
factor may be renormalised with the help of expérimental data as proposed in Ref.
[ESBEN96]. Within the frame of this thesis I will use a sample of each group of
models with the intent to describe features of the CD differential cross section.

From single particle models, I will use the results of Bertulani [BERT96] leading
to S(0) = 17.7 eV.b, while from cluster models I choose the model of
Descouvemontand Baye [DESC94] leading to S(0) = 30.1 eV.b. Figure 7-1 shows
the resulting Sn-factor from thèse two theoreticalcalculations.
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Figure 7-1 : Comparison ofthe S17-factor for El, E2, and Ml multipolarity resulting
from the theoretical description of Bertulani [BERT96] and Descouvemont and Baye
[DESC94].

For El multipolarity, the two théories differ in their absolute value and their
shape. In the foUowing I will keep the shape but allow the absolute normalisation
to vary. The Sn-factor for the E2 multipolarity Sn,E2 is of the same order of
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magnitude for both calculations. Both Sn>Mi curves hâve strengths and widths too
large compared with the direct measurements of Kavanagh [KAVA69] and
Filippone [FILI83].

The E2 component is expected to be negligible in direct capture especially at low
relative energy (see Figure 3-3). On the contrary, in Coulomb dissociation at our
kinematical conditions, E2 is much more amplified than El especially at low Erei
due to the virtual photon spectrum (see Sect. 3.4). In Figure 7-2, the ratio between
Sn,E2 and Sn.Ei is shown in the upper part. Note that the ratio is scaled up by a
factor of 100. The lower histogram of this figure shows the deduced cross-section
ratio in CD using relations described in Sect. 3.4.
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Figure 7-2 : Ratio between S,7,£2 and S,7jEI (scaled up by afactor of 100. upper part) and
the corresponding cross section ratio Gcd.ei^cd.ei for Coulomb dissociation (lower part)
for différent theoretical models.

It is worth to note that the E2 multipolarity contributes also for résonant
transitions, as a conséquence in Figure 7-1 appears a small peak at 632 keV.
Under the simple assumption that the first order calculation is correct, the E2
multipolarity is always lower than El, but makes a sizeable contribution in CD.

The ratio 0~cd,e2/o~cd,ei increases for decreasing relative energy. At Erei above 1
MeV this ratio is almost constant and amounts to about 30 % for both théories.
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This fact suggest to treat our expérimental data (outside the résonance peak) in

two groups: for Erei below 0.5 MeV and for Erei above 1 MeV.

Expérimental data points are fitted with différent théories considering only the El
multipolarity with the absolute normalisation N as the only free parameter. Table
7-1 summarises the normalisation factor N and the corresponding least squares per

data point %2/p for the différent théories and différent domains ofenergy. Figure 7-
3 shows the resulting fit obtained using Bertulani's calculations which has the

lowest %2/p in the higher energy part.

Theory

[BERT96]
[DESC94]

Erd< 0.5 MeV

N X2/p
1.23

0.72

3.7

3.7

Erel> lMeV

N

1.30

0.88

x2/p
0.17

0.20

Table 7-1: Normalisation factor N and minimum reduced %found by
least-squares minimisation when comparing theoretical models and
expérimentaldatafor two différent energy ranges.

The continuum is well reproduced by theoretical Ocd.ei and the résonance at 632
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Figure 7-3 : Comparison between Bertulani 's dGCD.Ei/dErel and expérimental data. The
normalisation factors arefound by least-squares minimisation using data points with Erei
<0.5 MeV (dottedline) and data with Erel> 1 MeV(dashed line).
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keV appears clearly in Figure 7-3.

The normalisation factors deduced from the lower part of the spectrum, Erei < 0.5
MeV, is always lower than the one deduced from the data above 1 MeV for both

theoretical descriptions. This fact is in contradiction with the expected E2
contribution shown in Figure 7-2 which would lead to a larger factor in the lower

Erei range. Though this is not a very strong statement in view of the larger error
bars of the low-energy data points, we conclude that we find no sizeable E2

contribution. Clear évidence for the non-observation of an E2 component agrées
with the more detailed analysis of RIKEN [KIKU97]. At the RIKEN beam energy,
the E2 multipolarity should be more amplified but it was not observed in the

angular distribution analysis.

Consequently, in our analysis the continuum in CD will be considered as pure El
multipolarity. Therefore, the cross section needs not to be disentangled according
to multipolarity. A possible E2 contribution is expected to be much smaller than

the systematic uncertainties of the data due to other effects.

Now I treat résonances that appear in addition to the continuum. Résonances at

632 keV and at about 2 MeV are mostly attributed to Ml multipolarity. Since Ml

is less amplified than El by CD, this résonance appears weaker, but one has to

take it into account before extracting Sn-

The résonance at 632 keV is well pronounced in direct capture, its width and

strength are deduced from this measurement. This transition is well reproduced by
a Breit-Wigner formula [FILI83]. Experimentally, two différent strengths and

widths were found in direct capture (see Sect. 3.1) leading to two différent Breit-

Wigner functions. The second résonance at 2.34 MeV [BRUN68] is weaker and

broader, therefore not clearly observed in direct capture. In Figure 7-1, the

comparison between the fit and data does not indicate a Ml contribution in that

range of energy. Therefore this peak will be omitted in the foUowing analysis.

In the foUowing I will describe the entire differential cross section distribution

considering i) an El contribution in the continuum using différent theoretical
calculations, and ii) an Ml contribution for the résonance at 632 keV parametrized
by Breit-Wigner functions according to the expérimental results of Kavanagh and
Filippone (parameters of the Breit-Wigner functions are given in Table 7-2, the
functions hâve been folded with the expérimental resolution). The absolute

normalisation of El is the unique free parameter. The Table 7-2 shows the
normalisation factors N and the reduced %2 for the resulting four combinations. In
Figure 7-4 thèse results are presented graphically.



Theory Ml Kavanagh Tp=37 keV,
T=0.038 eV

M1 Filippone Tp=37 keV,
T =0.025 eV

N X2/P N X2/P
[BERT96]
[DESC94]

1.24 0.91

0.77 2.52

1.27 0.80

0.79 1.97

Table 7-2 : Results offitting the differential cross section using Gcd.ei contributionsfrom
différent théories and two expérimental Gcd.mi Breit-Wigner functions. Parameters for
Breit-Wigner functions are given (see Sect. 3.2). Listed are the Gcd.ei normalisation
factor and the minimum reduced %2 ofthefit.
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Figure 7-4 : Graphical resuit of the fitting procédure. The dotted curves show the
theoretical El contribution from [DESC94] (normalised by the factor N = 0.79 given in
Table 7-2) with and without adding the Ml component parametrized according to Ref.
[FILI83] (full curve). The short-dashed curves refer to the same procédure using the El
contribution from [BERT96]. Note that theoretical curves hâve been folded with the
expérimental resolution ofthe présent experiment.

Independent of the theory used for the continuum, our CD cross section is slightly
better described by the Ml Breit-Wigner function using parameters measured by
Filippone [FILI83] instead ofthe ones from Kavanagh [KAVA69]. Note that it is
not possible in practice to extract strength and width for the Ml peak from our
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data, since the El continuum subtraction is model dépendent, and our data suffer
from a limited Erei resolution. From least-square values, it appears that the single
particle model, in gênerai, describes the databetter thanthe clustermodel.

As aconclusion, our measured cross section is well reproduced by a theoretical El
contribution calculated within the single-particle model while the résonance at 632
keV is well reproduced by a Breit-Wigner function using parameters found by the
direct-capture measurement of Filippone et al. [FILI83].

7.2 Conversion to Si7 factor

To dérive the Sn-factor from CD, I follow the arguments of the previous section
and consider that the continuum is due to a pure El transition. Since, the
résonance does not play an important rôle for the low-energy astrophysical Sn-
factor, the range of Erei where the Ml peak has an influence is not considered. In
that way, one avoids to disentangle the CD cross section according to the
multipolarity admixture. I use the LB bin size (Table 6-5).

As a first step, the differential CD cross sections are converted to photo
dissociation cross sections according to the angle-integrated form ofEq. (3-6). For
this purpose, we hâve to calculate the angle-integrated El photon spectrum
nEi(Erei). As an upper limit for the intégration in 0, I use the grazing angle, 0gr =
1.87° and assign an error of 10% to this quantity which leads to a corresponding
error of the virtual photon numbers discussed in the foUowing section. As the next
step, the photo-dissociation cross sections, oy,Ei, are converted to p-capture cross
sections using Eq. (3-3) from which the Sn-factor is calculated according to Eq.
(2-1).

The errors of the Sn-values corne from several contributions which are plotted
separately in Figure 7-5. The most important contribution is the error of daCD/dErei
according to Eq. (6-28); this quantity is broken up into its dominant contributions
(statistical, geometrical, analysis and systematical errors) in Figure 7-5. Additional
contributions corne from the uncertainty of the factor F (Eq. (6-30), Figure 6-20)
and from the uncertainty of the intégration over 0 leading to a corresponding error
of the virtual photon spectrum which is shown by the stars in Figure 7-5. The
resulting Sn-factors and their errors are plotted in Figure 7-6 for this experiment
and the two CD experiments at RIKEN [IWAS96, KIKU98].
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Figure 7-6 clearly shows that data from GSI and RIKEN-H are not compatible
with respect to both, their energy dependence and their absolute value. The
comparison with theory shows that RIKEN-H is better described in shape by the
cluster model while GSI is well described by the single particle model. Resulting
normalisation factors are shown in the foUowing table.

Theory
N

GSI

x2/p
RIKEN-II

N x2/p
[BERT96]
[DESC94]

r 1.26
0.78

0.43

1.93

1.09 3.46

0.66 1.08

Table 7-3 : Results from fitting the theoretical models ofSect. 7.1 to the
expérimental S17-factors of the présent (GSI) and the RIKEN-II
experiments.

It is not easy to explain the différences observed for the two CD experiments. The
main expérimental différence between GSI and RIKEN is the subtraction of
background which is needed at RIKEN (see Sect. 3.5) and not at GSI.
Consequently, the procédure to extract the response function (efficiency,
resolution) is différent. In the case of RIKEN-II the subtraction of background
affects mostly the lowest Erei data points and may introduce large uncertainties
which are absent from the published results (the three lowest points hâve
uncertainties lower than 3%). The multipolarity admixture should be excluded as a
possible reason since both analyses consider the continuum contribution as pure
El. If an unobserved E2 component would be présent, the RIKEN data should lie
above our data points and the discrepancies should be larger at low Ea.,. whereas in
Figure 7-6 they lie below our data points and deviate mostly at high Erei. The
subtraction of the feeding of the 7Be excited state is basically the same. The
différence in beam energy leads only to différent virtual photon numbers which
are easy to calculate and should not cause errors.

7.3 Comparison with direct capture data

In Figure 7-7, the Sn-factor deduced from our measurement (GSI) and from the
CD experiment RIKEN-II arecompared with data from direct measurements.
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Figure 7-7 : Comparison of Sj7-factor deduced from CD experiment of RIKEN-II and
GSI with those deducedfrom direct-capture experiments.

Below the Ml peak our data points are in very good agreement with those from

Filippone et al. [FELI83] and Hammache et al. [HAMM98]. Above the Ml peak,

our expérimental data agrée rather well with the results of Parker et al. [PARK66].

Note that this second part is more sensitive to the feeding of the excited state in

7Be and to the Ml contribution around 2 MeV in our case. On the contrary, the
RIKEN data seem to agrée better with the lowest data points measured over the

whole spectrum.

7.4 Extrapolation of Sn-factor to low Erei

For astrophysical purposes, one needs to know the Sn-factor in the région of the

Gamow window, around 20 KeV. Since there exists no data point below about

100 KeV, one needs to fit the expérimental data points over a certain range of
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énergies by a smooth function that allows a reliable extrapolation to low Erei. I

choose a range of Erei < 500 keV since (i) it is safely below the Ml résonance, (ii)

the inelastic channel 7Be* atEcm= 426 + 137 KeV = 563 keV is not open, and (iii)
the energy dependence of the Sn-factor can be assumed to be determined by pure

Coulomb point-charge scattering [JENN98] without nuclear distortion since this is

far below theCoulomb barrier of about 2.3 MeV for the p+7Be system.

For thèse reasons, I use only our two lowest points at Erei = 200 keV and at 400

keV. For comparison, I will consider the data from direct measurements over the

same range of energy (< 500 keV) which belong to the lower group, i.e. 8 data

points of Filippone et al. [FILI83] and 6 data points of Hammache et al.

[HAMM98] referred to as F&H.

The INT-workshop [ADEL98] used an expansion into a Taylor séries to

parametrize the Sn-factor at low energy (see Eq. (3-2)). The energy-dependent

parameters were fitted to the theoretical descriptions of Ref. [JOHN92] while the

constant parameter Sn(0) was fitted to expérimental data. In this analysis, I follow

prescriptions of Jennings et al. [JENN98] who developed a more detailed energy-

dependence parametrisation. This approach has the advantage to describe better

différent theoretical calculations from zéro energy up to 600 keV (better than 1%

up to 400 keV [JENN98]). The authors use a Laurent séries expansion leading to

the approximation :

S17(Erel)=S17(0 + b + c-Erpl
Q + Erel

(7-1)

The first two terms are related to the pôle at Er= Q + Erei = 0. By construction one
has a/Q+b=l. The parameter c takes into account the nuclear distortion [JENN98].

This energy dependence fitted to différent models [JENN98] shows that the pôle

(a) and the constant term (b) are identical for ail fits within 0.5% while the linear

term (c) and the constant term (S(0)) vary by a large amount.

Moreover, Jennings et al. [JENN98] constructed a simple model to illustrate the

dominant physics. According to their theoretical description, the nuclear

interaction influences the energy dependence at larger Erei and is approximated by

an effective hard sphère repulsion characterised by the radius rc. Using the elastic

scattering ofneutrons from 7Li, a value ofrc = 1fm ispreferred, this leads to a set
of parameters in Eq. (7-1) shown in Table 7-4 in the first row.

As a comparison, I fit [BERT96] and [DESC94] up to Erei = 500 keV using Eq.
(7-1) where Sn(0) values are fixed to the published values e.i. Sn(0)=17.7 eV.b
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for [BERT96] and 30.1 eV.b for [DESC94], respectively. Table 7-4 shows the
resulting parameters.

Theory a b c

[MeV] [MeV"1]
[JENN981(rc=1.0fm) 0.0409 0.703 0.343

[BERT96]
[DESC94]

0.038 + 0.021 0.73 ±0.12 0.28 ±0.21
0.043 ±0.012 0.69 ±0.07 0.39 ±0.12

>

r-

oo"

Table 7-4 : Coefficients for the parametrisation Eq. (7-1) fitted to
différent theoretical descriptions. The first rows are recommended
values like they appear in Ref. [JENN98]. The two last rows are
parameters found when [BERT96] and [DESC94] are fitted for Eret <
500 keV.
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[JENN98] r = 1 fm

[BERT96]
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Erel [keV]
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Figure 7-8 : Comparison between S,7E1-factors from [JENN98] parametrisation
normalised at Ere, = 20 keV to the same S17(20).

Firstly, the parametrisation Eq. (7-1) fits well the two théories used in this chapter;
secondly, the coefficients found hère agrée well with those proposed by Jennings
et al. The observed déviations of about 1% at 500 keV in Figure 7-8 between
Jennings parametrisation and both théories agrée with theoretical uncertainties
reported by the authors of Ref. [JENN98]. I will now fit the expérimental Sn-
factor with this parametrisation and with the coefficients of the first row in Table
7-4 with the zéro energy Sn-factor as the only free parameter. Figure 7-5 présents
the results ofthe fitting procédure with the two data set previously defined, while
results are shown graphically in Figure 7-9.
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Figure 7-9 : Resulting extrapolation to low Ere, using Jennings et al. [JENN98]
parametrisation on the GSI and F&H data set, respectively, full line and dashed line.

The two set of data slightly differ: it is found Sn_Gsi(0) = 21.5 ± 1.0 eV.b for GSI
and Sn-F&H(0)=19.5 ±0.5 eV.b. with F&H data set. The two mean values differ by
10 %. In Table 7-5, acomparison with other published extrapolations is proposed.

Data set Theory Energy range S17(0)
[eV.b]

Filippone Jonhson

[DESC94]

[DESC94]

[JENN98] rc=lfm
[JENN98] rc = lfm

[DESC941

Ere, < 0.4 MeV

(a)

(a)

Ere, < 0.4 MeV
Erel< 1.5 MeV

19-2+4b
18.3 ±0.8 c

18.5 ± 1.0 e

19.0 ± 1.0 d
18.1 ±0.8d
18.9+ 1.8 e

1

F&H+Vaugh 1

Hammache 1

1

1

RIKEN-II 1
F&H

GSI

[JENN98]rc-lfm
[JENN98]rc = lfm

Erel < 0.5 MeV

Erel < 0.5 MeV
19.7 ±0.5

21.5 ±1.0

a) 0.11 < Erel < 0.5 MeV 0.87 < Ere, < 1.4 MeV
b) [ADEL98] c) [HAMM98] d) [JENN98] e) [KIKU98]

Table 7-5 : Resulting S,7(0) for différent calculations. The upper part reproduces
resulting S,7(0) from différent référence, each of which uses différent data sets and
theoretical descriptions within différent energy range, respectively. The lower part
shows extrapolated S(0) resulting from this analysis using Jennings et al. [JENN98]
parametrisation and the two sets ofdata GSI and F&H (see text).
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In Table 7-5, it appears that generous error bars proposed by the INT-workshop
[ADEL98] cover aU possible values deduced using the lower group of Sn-data
and for différent ranges of energy. In the présent analysis, no uncertainty from
theory is included and may explain the small uncertainty in the F&H extrapolation
(±0.5) compared to other extrapolations. It appears that the extrapolation still
dépends on the choice ofthe data set. This analysis adds new arguments to reject
the higher values from Kavanagh et al. [KAVA69].

As a conclusion, since no data point below 234 keV is presented, this analysis
does not constrain the extrapolation at low energy. However, as Coulomb
dissociation experiments lead to the same results within error bars as the direct
measurements, they constrain the uncertainties due to normalisation ofthèse direct
measurements. Therefore, due to the completely différent expérimental approach,
both methods are complementary and may help to understand the uncertainties
inhérent in the différent approach.
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8. Conclusion and outlook

8.1 InEnglish

The différence between the neutrino flux observed on earth and the one produced
in the sun which is predicted by standard solar models can be solved by the
introduction of new neutrino physics (e.g. neutrino oscillations). The parameters
(e.g. mixing angle, eigenstate mass différences) dépend on the cross section of
7Be(p,y)8B or equivalently the Sn-factor. The rather large uncertainty of the Sn-
factor introduces rather large uncertainties for the oscillation parameters.

The Coulomb dissociation (CD) of 8B is an alternative method to measure this
cross section. This work presented the experiment performed at GSI using the
large acceptance spectrometer KaoS and a secondary radioactive beam of 8B at
E( B) = 254 A.MeV. The identification event by event together with an exclusive
measurement leads to the détermination of the CD cross section free of

background. We hâve measured a total CD cross section of oCD = 284 ± 23 mb.
The differential cross section do7dErei, Erel being the relative energy between
fragments p+7Be, is obtained with in less than 10% uncertainty including
systematical uncertainties. On one hand, during this experiment a précise
measurement at low Erei was not possible due to a poor invariant-mass resolution.
On the other hand, it is demonstrated that this feature is due to multi-Coulomb

scattering in the rather thick target which can, in principle, improved by using a
thinner target.

It was found that the removal of the feeding ofthe 7Be excited state is most likely
the only significant correction to apply to our measurement. Moreover, the CD
cross section is well reproduced in first-order-perturbation theory including El
and Ml multipolarity and the single-particle model to describe 8B. Consequently,
the conversion from CD to Sn-factor is rather safe.

Our resulting Sn-factor agrées with the results of direct measurements, but
déviâtes from a comparable measurement performed at RIKEN. Our two lowest
points at Erei = 234 keV and 410 keV with Sn= 18.9 ± 1.5 eV.b and 20.0 ± 1.2

eV.b, respectively, agrée well with récent direct measurements. Consequently, this
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results constrains possible expérimental uncertainties (e.g. normalisation) and
consequently extrapolation at low Erei which is still needed for astrophysical
purposes. Furthermore, we found by extrapolation the Sn-factor at zéro energy to
be Sn(0) = 21.5 + 1.0 eV.b which is 10% higher than the resuit from a similar
extrapolation of the most reliable direct measurements. This resuit is in agreement
with the actual recommended value S17(o)=19^eV.b which takes into account
large systematic uncertainties.

Better measurements of the Sn-factor at lower energy are still needed, and
reachable with the Coulomb dissociation technique, to constrain the 8B neutrino
flux in the solar model. In addition, the solar neutrino experiments hâve to store

more data and reach better précision, i.e. the neutrino energy spectrum and the
flux according to their originate nuclear reaction in the sun are désirable. Both are
necessary to really probe new neutrino physics.

The présent set-up at GSI may be improved by inserting a thinner Pb target,
together with an increase of beam intensity the same statistics can be achieved.
Therefore a measurement at Erei lower than 100 keV is accessible. The conversion

to the Sn-factor can be done more reliably by measuring the scattering-angle
distribution and showing évidence for a possible E2 contribution. Also the
measurement of the feeding of the 7Be excited state should be remeasured with
better accuracy. This can be achieved by measuring in coïncidence y-ray from the

7Be .

The présent experiment shows that the technique used hère is as précise as direct
measurements in the case of7Be(p,y)8B, therefore it can be extended to other cases
where Coulomb dissociation is the only technique available. e.g. (p,y) reactions
where only short-lived radioactive species are involved like i.e. " Si(p,y)~ P or
22Mg(p,y)23Al. Such experiments are presently in the planning stage.

8.2 En Français

La différence entre le flux de neutrinos observé sur terre et celui produit dans le

soleil et prédit par les modèles solaires standards peut être résolue par
l'introduction d'une nouvelle physique pour les neutrinos (par exemple les
oscillations du neutrino). Les paramètres, tels que l'angle de mélange, la
différence de masse des états propres, dépendent de la section efficace de la
réaction 7Be(p,y)8B ou son équivalent le facteur Sn- L'incertitude, plutôt large, du
facteur Sn introduit une incertitude dans les paramètres de l'oscillation.
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La dissociation coulombienne (CD) du 8B est une méthode alternative pour
mesurer cette section efficace. Ce travail présente l'expérience réalisée à GSI,
utilisant le spectromètre à large acceptance KaoS et un faisceau secondaire
radioactif de 8B àE(8B) =254 A.MeV. L'identification événement par événement,
et une mesure exclusive permettent la détermination de la section efficace de la
CD sans bruit de fond. Nous avons mesuré unesection totale de aCD=284±23mb.
La section efficace différentielle do7dErd, Erei étant l'énergie relative entre les
fragments p4-7Be, est obtenue àmoins de 10 %d'incertitude en incluant les erreurs
systématiques. Durant cette expérience une mesure précise àbasse énergie n'a pas
été possible à cause d'une mauvaise résolution dans la détermination de la masse
invariante. Ce fait, dû à la diffusion coulombienne multiple dans la cible épaisse,
peut, enprincipe, être amélioré enutilisant une cible plus mince.

Nous avons trouvé que la soustraction du peuplement de l'état excité du 7Be est
probablement l'unique correction à appliquer à notre mesure. De plus, la section
efficace de la CD est bien reproduite, en utilisant une théorie au premier ordre de
la perturbation incluant : les multipolarités El, Ml et un modèle de particule
indépendante pour décrire le 8B. Par conséquent, la conversion de la CD vers le
facteur Sn est plutôt bien comprise.

Si notre facteur S]7 résultant esten accord avec les résultats des mesures directes,
il est en désaccord avec des mesures semblables réalisées à RIKEN. Nos deux
points à Erei= 234 keV et 410 keV avec S,7= 18.9 ± 1.5 eV.b et 20.0 ± 1.2 eV.b,
respectivement, sont en bon accord avec les récentes mesures directes. Par

conséquent, ce résultat contraint aussi bien les possibles incertitudes
expérimentales (par exemple la normalisation), que l'extrapolation à basse
énergie, toujours nécessaire pour l'astrophysique. De plus, nous avons trouvé, par
extrapolation, que le facteur S17 à zéro énergie est Sn(0) = 21.5 ± 1.0eV.b, soit 10
% supérieur à la même extrapolation effectuée sur les mesures directes les plus
fiables. Ce résultat est en accord avec la valeur actuelle recommandée

si7(°)= 19-2 eV.b, qui prend en compte de larges incertitudes systématiques.

Pour contraindre le flux de neutrinos du 8B dans le modèle du soleil, de meilleures
mesures du facteur Sn à basse énergie sont encore nécessaires et réalisables, avec
la technique de la dissociation coulombienne. De plus, les expériences sur les
neutrinos doivent améliorer la statistique et accroître la précision de mesure, tant
au niveau du spectre en énergie des neutrinos que du flux en fonction de la
réaction d'origine dans le soleil. Ces deux paramètres sont nécessaires pour
réellement prouver une nouvelle physique pour lesneutrinos.
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Le présent dispositif expérimental à GSI peut être amélioré en insérant une cible
plus mince, et la même statistique peut être réalisée avec une augmentation de
l'intensité du faisceau. Par conséquent, une mesure à Erei inférieure à 100 keV
serait accessible. La conversion vers le Sn facteur peut être rendue plus sûre en

mesurant l'angle de diffusion et montrer une possible contribution E2. Une
mesure du peuplement de l'état excité du-7Be doit être également remesurée avec
plus deprécision. Ceci peut être atteint en mesurant en coïncidence la raie gamma
du 7Be*.

Cette expérience montre que la technique est aussi bonne que les mesures directes
dans le cas de la réaction 7Be(p,y), et par conséquent, elle peut être étendue à
d'autres cas où la dissociation coulombienne est la seule technique possible, c'est

à dire des réactions (p,y) où seulement des espèces radioactives à courte vie sont
impliquées par exemple les réactions 26Si(p,y)27P or 22Mg(p,y)23Al. De telles
expériences sont actuellement en préparation.
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9. Appendix

9.1 Results in numerical form

Etrange
MeV

keV

Sirfector

eV.b
dE K",}

rd es

mb/MeV

—Il-)
dE K,é)otJ* tôt
mb/MeV

Sycd

%

ÊQso

%

F

%

Coef.

10"3 keV2

[0.1;03] 234 18.9+15 48.7±35 49.7±35 3.0 62 76.8±05 975±1.0 2.6 ±0.1
[03; 05] 410 20.0+12 123.4±6.6 129.6±62 1.8 4.1 78.4±03 952±23 62±02
[05;0.8] 645

-
1622±6.8 173.9±43 13 1.4 77.6±02 933±3.1 -

[0.8;12] 979 26.6+1.8 118.9±62 1313±2.9 13 0.7 74.8±02 90.6±43 45 ±02
[12; 1.6] 1384 31.0+24 87.8±52 98.4±24 1.6 0.7 69.6±03 892±4.8 28±0.1

[1.6;2] 1784 342+3.8 627 ±6.1 76.9±24 1.9 1.7 63.4±03 81.4±7.6 1.8 ±0.1
[2;25] 2225 403+55 473 ±5.8 620±21 2.0 2.0 55.0±03 763 ±9.0 12±0.1

[25; 3] 2706 473 ±5.7 35.4±35 43.0±2.0 2.6 3.4 45.0±03 823 ±73 75 ±0.05
[3;35] 3234 505 ±65 25.1 ±27 31.0±15 3.4 2.8 36.7±03 81.0±7.7 5.0±0.O4

Table 9-1 : Results of this analysis in LB. Mean values are calculated within the energy
range (first column) resulting in the mean energy (second column). The third column
gives the Sl7-factor. The fourth column is the cross section to the ground state found
when the total cross section (fifth column) is multiplied by F (ninth column). The sixth to
the eighth column are statistical and, systematic errors and geometrical efficiency,
respectively. The last column gives the corresponding factor between CD and the Sn-
factor.
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Erel
keV

QC*i gs
mb/MeV

dE„, tot

mb / MeV

§Ycd
%

ôsys
%

£geo
%

F

%

[0;0.1] 76 5.6 ±1.0 5.60 ± 0.94 13.0 9.5 70.2 ±5.4 98.6 ± 0.7

[0.1 ;0.2] 164 31.3 ±2.4 32.0 ±2.4 5.3 4.9 75.5 ±1.0 97.2 ±1.4

[0.2;0.3] 259 65.9 ± 5.7 67.8 ±5.8 3.6 7.5 77.2 ±0.6 95.8 ±2.0

[0.3;0.4] 353 112.4 ±7.5 117 ±7.4 2.7 5.5 78.2 ± 0.5 94.8 ±2.5

[0.4;0.5] 453 134.5 ±7.0 142 ± 6.4 2.5 3.4 78.6 ±0.4 94.0 ±2.8

[0.5;0.6] 552 160.0 ± 9.4 171 ±8.7 2.2 4.2 78.2 ±0.4 93.3 ±3.1

[0.6;0.7] 649 176.3 ± 9.5 189 ±7.9 2.1 3.2 77.6 ±0.4 92.9 + 3.3

[0.7;0.8] 748 151.0 + 8.1 162 ±6.5 2.3 2.8 76.8 ± 0.4 92.5 ± 3.5

[0.8;0.9] 849 137.3 ± 6.8 148 ±4.9 2.4 1.3 76.3 ± 0.4 91.3 ±4.0

[0.9; 1.0] 948 122.4 ± 6.9 134 ±4.8 2.6 1.8 75.4 ±0.5 89.9 + 4.6

[1.0; 1.1] 1047 112.2 ±6.8 125 ±4.2 2.7 1.1 742 ± 0.5 88.9 ±4.9

[l.l;l.2] 1149 105.1 ±7.0 118 ±4.4 2.8 1.6 72.9 ±0.5 89.3 ±4.8

[12;1.3] 1248 95.5 ± 6.3 107 ±4.1 3.0 1.5 71.4 ±0.5 89.7 ±4.6

[1.3;1.4] 1349 92.5 ±5.9 103 ±3.8 3.0 1.0 70.1 ±0.5 88.0 ±5.3

[1.4; 1.5] 1452 82.2 ± 6.0 93.7 ±3.9 3.2 2.1 68.7 ± 0.6 85.9 ±6.1

[1.5;1.6] 1551 77.8 ± 6.4 91.7 ±3.9 3.3 1.9 67.7 ±0.6 83.9 ±6.8

[1.6;1.7] 1647 70.6 ± 6.5 83.6 ±3.7 3.5 2.1 65.7 ±0.6 82.2 ±7.3

[1.7;1.8] 1749 64.5 ±6.8 78.7 ±4.4 3.7 3.8 64.2 ± 0.6 80.7 +7.8

[1.8;1.9] 1849 58.4 ± 6.4 72.2 ±3.7 3.9 2.9 62.5 ±0.6 79.8 ±8.1

[1.9;2.0] 1947 58.3 ±6.8 72.93 ±4.3 3.9 4.1 60.5 ±0.6 79.2 ± 8.2

[20;21] 2047 54.7+ 6.4 69.90 ±3.7 4.1 2.7 59.1 ±0.6 78.3 ± 8.5

[2.1;2.2] 2149 49.6 ± 6.2 63.62 ±3.9 4.3 3.8 56.8 ±0.6 76.3 ±9.0

[2.2;2.3] 2251 48.4 ± 6.4 63.42 ± 3.7 4.4 3.1 54.5 ±0.6 74.4 ± 9.5

[2.3;2.4] 2348 42.9 ±6.1 57.96 ±3.6 4.7 3.6 52.9 ±0.6 76.3 ±9.0

[2.4;2.5] 2449 43.1 ±5.7 56.80 ±3.4 4.8 2.7 50.9 ± 0.6 79.8 ±8.1

[2.5;2.6] 2552 41.2 ±4.9 51.60 ±3.4 5.2 3.3 48.1 ±0.6 82.6 ± 7.2

[2.6;2.7] 2648 38.5 ±4.4 46.80 ±3.5 5.5 4.6 47.1 ±0.6 82.3 ±7.3

[2.7;2.8] 2746 36.6 ±4.5 44.72 ± 3.7 5.8 5.6 42.9 ±0.6 82.0 ±7.4

[2.8;2.9] 2850 32.2 ±4.0 39.66 ±3.4 6.3 5.2 41.2 ±0.6 81.8 ±7.5

[2.9;3.0] 2946 26.2 ±3.7 32.01 ±3.4 7.1 7.9 39.9 ±0.6 81.5 ±7.5

Table 9-2 : Differential cross sections for 100 keV bins. Mean values are
calculated within energy ranges (first column) resulting in the mean energy
(second column). The third column is the cross section to the ground state
found when the total cross section (fourth column) is multiplied by F (last
column). The sixth to the eighth column are statistical and, systematic errors
and geometrical efficiency, respectively.
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9.2 Folding with resolution

To fold a function of Erei e.g. f(Erei) with the resolution on Erei, we will first fit by a
rather simple (and efficient) function the error on Erei : aErei2 = CstErd with Cst =
20 keV. Secondly, we will fold with a discrète function, for instance f. = f(i- Ôe)
where ôe is the bin size and f; an array. To account for the resolution we take the
hypothesis that value f; at the energy iôe is distributed as a Gaussian with iôe as

the mean energy and Vi ôe •Cst as the standard déviation. Hence, the resulting
function F; is given by :

1 UIOA

F; = y^fk Gauss v L Cst •
*' "ôe"'1k=0

V

with Gauss(p,o,x)=
c-jïïz

U-af

e 2°2

(9-1)

(9-2)

This leads to a problem for Erei close to zéro, since the standard déviation

diverges. A solution is to use Poisson distribution instead of a Gaussian. This is

possible when ôe =20 keV. Indeed the standard déviation in (9-1) is simply Vk ,
thus the Gaussian and the Poisson distribution are related by:

Poisson (k,i)^Gauss(k,Vk. i)

with Poisson (k, x)= —e

(9-3)

(9-4)

for large values of k. Then the folding procédure is simple and correct for small

values of Erei by the foUowing procédure :

i) perform fi from the function to fold f(Erd) : E, = i-20 keV and f, = f(E,)

i nia.v

ii) the resulting folded array is given by : F, = Yfk •Poisson(k.i)
k=()

iii) thecontinuous function F(Ere, )could be found by interpolating the array F;.
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The interprétation of the solar neutrino flux observed on Earth compared to
the predicted one dépends on the cross section of the 7Be(p,y)8B reaction (or
equivalently on the Sn-factor) which has a rather large uncertainty (>20%)
and has to be re-measured. The Coulomb dissociation of 8B is an alternative
method to measure the Sn-factor. We performed at GSI an experiment using
a secondary radioactive beam of 8B at E(8B) = 254 A.MeV and the large-
acceptance spectrometer KaoS. Using an identification event by event and
invariant-mass analysis, the differential Coulomb-dissociation cross section as
a function the relative energy between fragments is deduced. Using the
theorem of detailed balance, the Sn-factor is extracted. With the help of
theoretical descriptions, the measured data are extrapolated to solar énergies.

La dissociation Coulombienne du 8B et les implications pour le
facteur astrophysique Si7.

La comparaison entre le flux de neutrinos observés sur terre et les prédictions
théoriques dépend de la section efficace de la réaction 7Be(p,Y)8B (ou du
facteur astrophysique Sn) qui a une large incertitude (>20%) et doit être
mesurée plus précisément. La dissociation coulombienne du B est une
méthode alternative pour mesurer le facteur Sn. Nous avons réalisé à GSI une
expérience utilisant un faisceau secondaire radioactif de B à E( B) = 254
A.MeV et le spectromètre à grande acceptance KaoS. En utilisant une
identification événement par événement et une analyse de la masse invariante,
la section efficace différentielle en fonction de l'énergie relative entre les
fragments est déduite. En utilisant le théorème de " detailed balance ", le
facteur Sn est extrait. A l'aide de descriptions théoriques, les données
expérimentales sont extrapolées aux énergies du soleil.

Mots clefs :

7Be(p,y)8B, Coulomb Dissociation, Sn-factor, solar neutrinos, silicon strip
detectors.

7Be(p,y)8B, Dissociation Coulombienne, facteur Sn, neutrinos solaires,
détecteurs au silicium multipistes.
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